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MEDOMAK ATHLETIC HALL, WALDOBORO

DANCE THE NITE BEFORE THE 4TH
RILEY’S ORCHESTRA
10.00 P. M. UNTIL 3.00 A. M.

JULY FOURTH DANCE
ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA
Standard Time

8.30 P. M.

MEN, 50c; LADIES, 25c

77*79

NATIONAL GUARD ENCAMPMENT FUND

DANCE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Twenty-ninth

GARDENS

Lincolnville Beach
ADMISSION 50 CENTS

77*lt

WHERE ARE YOU GOING THE FOURTH?
The answer is very simple—

TO KNOX TROTTING PARK
THE REASONS

Four Fast Classes in the Horse Races
Best Horses in the State Entered

Track Athletic Events
MUSIC BY THE ROCKLAND BAND

Admission: 50 Cents

Auto Parking: 25 Cents; Grandstand: 25 Cents
73-lt

COMIQUE THEATRE, CAMDEN, ME.
MONDAY-TUESDAY, JUNE 29-30
Return Engagement of

“WHOOPEE!”
WITH

EDDIE CANTOR
A Glorious, Glamorous Revue—All in Technicolor
77* It

BACK ON THE MAP!
The old Brennan House at Port Clyde—Now the New Orean House!

International

representation in the great conven Goudy of Damariscotta, Sylvia Con
IP tion through its proxy held by Dis don of Rockland, Inez Dean of Cam
trict Governor- Edgar L. Harding of den, Mildred Leach and Elizabeth
When good luck knocks at the *•• |
Leach of Union. The audience was
•— door, let him in and keep him •••
comprised of relatives and friends,
••* there.—Cervantes.
•••
•«.,
who displayed keen interest in the
proceedings.
Temple hall was prettily decorated
ABOUT “WILD HORSES”
with green and white festoons on

We are ready to serve you at any hour the

A carefully thought out survey of i
the present day phases of our social
and industrial life was presented at'
yesterday’s Rotary Club luncheon by |
Rev. Walter S. Rounds who urged'
the immediate necessity for a na- j
tional plan of industrial control if
the present civilization is to prosper
in the face of the Russian experi
ment.
Through the eyes of Chet MacCausland he visualized the philosophy
of rural life with the Maine farmer
of 1850 nearer the conditions extant
in the year 1 than the methods of
living and general attitude toward
life which prevail in 1931. The
great agricultural interests of this
state and nation are caught in the
new industrial order. In the old days
the farm was a self contained ma
chine capable of self support. To
day it has become but a cog in a
great system, with high • taxes and
excessive cost of machinery compet
ing against successful operations In
the South thousands are leaving the
cities to grub bare sustenance from
the farms. In the West acres worth
$200 a decade ago are not salable
today due to high taxes. Products
are raised hit or miss in the frantic
effort to attain financial advantage
and the result is tremendous waste
and overproduction.
This same lack of coordination is
noted in industry especially oil, coal
and cotton, a waste which can never
be salvaged. Some national plan of
organizing production in tune with
consumption must be developed,
preferably coming from within in
dustry itself. Some progress in that
hopeful direction is already noted,
particularly in the large corporations.
For example the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. maintains a large
corps of experts whose function it is
to chart the future, forecasting the
company needs twenty years in ad
vance. Tills the speaker construed as
a sign of the “harnessing of the wild
horses of industry" and the return of
better days.
Yesterday’s meeting marked the
final appearance of Homer E. Robin
son as president, Dr. Alvin W. Foss
taking up the duties of that office
July 1. Elmer B. Crockett, chairman
of the program committee, received
warm commendation of his excellent
work during the past year. The
Damariscotta-NewcastleClub will en
tertain the local group Tuesday night
with Belfast and Camden at an intercitv meeting. Visiting Rotarians in
cluded Don Snyder of Staten Island,
Dr. E. A. Farrington of Haddonfield,
N. J., and I. R. Cutler of Old Town.

For only 5« CENTS a head—the greatest dinner value ln years.
Made famous years ago when 50 cents was worth a dollar.
Happy Days Are Here Again! Give Us a Try!

THE NEW OCEAN HOUSE
Formerly The Brennan House
75-77

eral years was in the attic. In con
trast to those days, with their dis
couraging reverses, is the fact that
the hospital now owns all of the land
on the west side of White street, from
Limerock to Beech, and one of the
finest hospitals and nurses’ homes
anywhere ln New England, due large
ly to the generosity of Cyrus H. K.

Almon E. Roth

President of Rotary International In
Session at Vienna
the Belfast club, who is accompanied
by Mrs. Harding. The opening ses
sion saw 3000 persons present, more
than a thousand delegates and mem
bers of their families from North
America. So crowded was the hall
that it was necessary to have an

Paul P. Harris

Of Chicago and Vinalhaven, the Dis
tinguished Founder of Rotary

Nilo’s Repair Shop. Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here
after.—adv.
8-tf
i
1

The invocation by Mr. MacDonald,
and the brief addresses by President
Blodgett in presenting the diplomas,
by Mrs. Lord and Mrs. Hanley, as
well as the graceful words with
which Mrs. Fuller presented the pins,
were listened to with pleasure.

WARREN

Thursday, July 2

DANCE
OWL’S HEAD
Town Hall

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
JULY 1

Smalley’s Orchestra
Auspices Bay View Society
77-78
fc) Vandvk. London.

ROSE ANNE LODGE
The new telephone number of the

INDEPENDENT
COAL CO.
R. E. Thurston, Proprietor

is 127
Call that number for

BETTER COAL at LOWEST PRICES

EAST UNION, ME.

PORT CLYDE

I Of London, the Newly-Elected Presi
dent of Rotary International

FRIED CLAMS AND

Hundreds of women were seated in

AND LUNCHES

At Prices to Suit the Patrons

PRIVATE DINING ROOM

THE VILLAGE INN

Sidney W. PiecaH

CHICKEN AND STEAK the galleries. In one of the boxes
I of honor was President Miklas of
DINNERS
Austria, the Austrian chancellor and
foreign minister and the governor of
Vienna, while in another were diplo
mats of all countries.

POTATO CHIPS

Fireworks

Now that you have read this through,
Try us once and see if it is true.

Telephone 4-11 Tenant’s Harbor

KEAG ROAD

OF ALL KINDS

SUNDAY, JUNE 28

Wholesale and Retail

LIGHT LUNCHES
Home Cooking Made to Order
Free Parking

E. E. SIMMONS

GRACE E. GILLIS
Tel. 167-5

Comer Main and Myrtle Streets
74-77

NED’S PLACE

Martinsville Road, Tenant’s Harbor
E. T. HART
77*It..

IRRESISTIBLE!

lec Cream
deaserb

THE BAY VIEW REST

All you want of food home cooked
And will not rob your pocketbook.

Lobsters To Take Out

c/or

OPENING
ANNOUNCEMENT

NED’S ANNOUNCEMENT

We have wakened from our nap,
And once more are on the map.
i
You “auto” stop at Ned’s Place
Where we feed the human race.

If you will try us once and hear our
price
We think that you will try us twice.

ALIVE OR BOILED

Your guests will find our
home made ice cream irre
sistibly delicious. Its satisfy
ing quality is the result of
using only the purest and most
wholesome ingredients that
money can buy. When ex
pecting visitors, plan to visit
the Spa—your role as hostess
will then be most successful.

Chisholm’s Spa
Main at Lindsey Street
Rockland, Me.

76'73

• • ♦•

COMMUNITY
SWEET SHOP

LOBSTER STEW

Afternoon Tea and Bridge Parties
Solicited
TEL. UNION 18-21

An Irish evangelist always ad
dressed his hearers as “dear souls, ’
and when once addressing an audi73-tf
I ence in Ireland’s famous city, he be_ gan, “dear Cork souls.”

into two and three sections, as the
camp-bound rush reaches its height.
The peak days of the camp trains
First Knox County Contin will also bring every available Pull
chair car and Pullman sleeper
gent Arrived Thursday— I man
into service on the Boston and Maine,
j to handle the added rush expected
Big Season Looked For
as the first of the year’s regular va
6nc of the pleasures of summer life cation periods gets under way, coinctthe Fourth-of-July
weekin Maine is the presence of boy and ,, dent
entj with
Advance
Pullman reservations
g rl campers who come to this State | for vacationists for next Saturday,
in increasing numbers each year. I the start of “the first two weeks in
Several of the camps have been lo- [ July.” and for the weekend of the
cated in Knox County for a long time, Fourth of July indicate, Boston and
Maine officials say, that the season
and the happy members are about to will compare with last years in the
descend upon us again.
number of persons going to resorts,
From Vice President T. F. Joyce of farms, etc., at the outset.
the Boston & Maine Railroad comes
this statement.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Young America, bent on health and
pleasure and some 10,000 strong, com
menced to pour into New England
yesterday on the lines of the Boston
and Maine Railroad. In the next 10
days the Boston and Maine in extra
trains, and in added cars in regu
lar service, will carry boys and girls
from much of the country to New
England summer camps at lake, sea
shore and mountains.
This year’s trek of the youngsters
from Washington, St. Louis, Phila
delphia, Chicago, New York State,
Richmond, Va.; Cincinnati and many
other points in the South and West,
beginning with a number of extra
cars yesterday, will reach its eastbound peak June 30, July 1 and 2.
New England Council figures, show
that 516 summer camps were operat
ed in New England last season, and
practically all are now ready to wel
He: “I asked the doctor what I come this year's throng.
should take to remove the redness of
Girls bound for Plymouth. N. H.,
my nose.”
and boys headed for Newport, Vt.,
She: “And what did he say?”
from New York comprise the first of
“He said, “Take nothing for six the eamp parties. Thursday brought
months."
groups from Washington bound for
Rockland, Me.; a group from New
York headed for Plymouth. N. H„ and
still another eamp party pointed for
Meredith, N. H.
The first group from Boston leaves
on “The Flying Yankee" Saturday
SOUTH HOPE
morning
The peak of the rush will begin
ROAST DUCK DINNERS next
Tuesday with a three-dav move
will be served Sunday with
ment that will necessitate about 25
CHICKEN
special all-campers trains over the
AND STEAK DINNERS Boston and Maine out of Boston, and
via Worcester and Springfield. More
as usual
than 400 extra Pullman cars will send
ALL DINNERS $1.00
"The Flvlng Yankee," “The State of
Reservations not necessary. We will
try to have enough for all
Maine Express,” “The Ambassador,"
|
“The Fthan Allen.” “The Alouette"
and others of the Boston and Maine’s
fleet of fast, through express trains
j
PARISIAN
BEAUTY
SALON
!
Marie A. Laney

The pleasant task of delivering the
address before the graduates was as
signed to Dr. R. W. Bickford who
found interested listeners as he re
viewed local hospital history and paid
tribute to a noble calling. His ad
dress was prefaced with high and de
served praise fqr two surgeons who
had done so much for the cause of
humanity in this vicinity—the late
Drs. Waiter M. Spear and Rowland
J. Wasgatt. It was in 1901 that the
former took the preliminary steps to
ward forming what is now the Knox Frederics Permanent Wave
County General Hospital. The nine
67 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
pioneers were Drs. J. M. Wakefield. )
TEL. 898
J. E. Walker, G.'C. Horne. W. F. Hart.
77-tf
J. K. Hooper, S. Y. Weidman, F. B.

OPENS JUNE 28

76-77

ceiling and walls, the stage banked Curtis and Mr. and Mrs. Edward W.
in the foreground with a profusion Bok, with never a better personnel
of garden and cut flowers combined than at the present time.
As an inspiration to those to whom
with ferns and rich foliage. Large
bouquets flanked either side, the diplomas had just been awarded Dr.
vari-colored blooms providing an Bickford told of Florence Nightin
gale's career.
ideal setting for the occasion.
Nursing is highly diversified. Many
At 7.30 to the strains of a spirited
march played by Kirk’s orchestra, nurses now specialize in various forms
the processional formed, including of therapeutics, x-rays, electrical
14 graduate nurses, the five gradu treatment, hydrotherapy, massage,
ates, and five of the probationers, to etc. The nursing art depends upon
gether with members of the board, three things— a strong impulse or
speakers, etc. On the stage were H. i motive, prompting one to care for
P Blodgett, president of the board, the suffering or helpless: the materwho presided: Mr. and Mrs. W. O.. nal Instinct and character
Fuller and Ensign Otis, esq., memBickford closed his address
bers of the hospital directorate; Miss
*
Ellen Daly, R.N., superintendent; Mrs. the Red Cross. • » ♦ •
Nettie Bradley Lord, R. N„ superin
At conclusion of the program a re
tendent of nurses; Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald; Mrs. Madeline Hanley, ception to the graduating class was
followed by dancing, with
R. N., president of the alumnae; and held,
Dr. R. W. Bickford, of the hospital Kirk furnishing• music.
• * ♦
staff. The program:
Mrs. Nettie B. Lord, superintendent
Processional
Invocation. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of nurses, is a graduate of the Uni
versity of Maryland and a post gradu
Charge to the Class
Mrs. Nettle Bradley Lord. R. N. ate of Teachers’ College, Columbia
Superintendent of Nurses University. The excellence of her
Address.
Dr. Ralph Bickford
Member of the staff work is one of the reasons for the
Awarding of Diplomas.
Mr. Blodgett hospital’s success.

President of Alumnae
Response,
Miss Inez Deane. Class 1931
Recessional
Reception to graduating class
Dancing

SPRUCE HEAD

CHICKEN AND SHORE DINNERS, $1.00
Open All Day Sunday. Week Days By Appointment.
Clubs and Bridge Parties Accommodated
Private Dining Room
Tel. 853-3
MRS. T. L. MAKER

Commander Donald B. MacMillan,, 3000 miles of mapping which are
who plans to spend the summer in | contemplated, and for the flights to
Labrador mapping uncharted sections Greenland and Iceland.
of that country from a height of
“I have always been much inter
14,000 feet, was in Rockland Thurs ested in the Norsemen,” Commander
day making final preparations for his MacMillan told a Courier-Gazette re
takeoff from this city about July 6. porter, “and in Iceland I hope to get
While here he received a telegram some valuable pictures."
stating that his airship, a LockheedThe MacMillan plane is equipped
Vega, had left Los Angeles that day with a 300-horsepower engine and
on its flight across the continent. has a cruising radius of 2500 miles.
Commander MncMillan expects the The explorer plans to make the
plane to reach Boston next Monday, 1200-mile flight to Labrador in a
and will be there to meet it, flying to 1 single day, and will not be surprised
Rockland July 3 or 4 with Charles if he reaches there before the BowRocheville, who is to make the flight doin reaches Nain, the MacMillan
base in Labrador.
to Labrador with him.
Commander MacMillan also anThe commander declared that he
nounced his final plans for the de-: wm not fly across the Atlantic this
parture of the exploration schooner 1 season.
Bowdoin, which is to cooperate with | His expedition was joined Thurshlm In the new mapping of Labrador.' day by E. J. Newcomb of California,
The Bowdoin, manned by a crew of' who will be the official mapman.
15 and fully equipped with a season’s j The noted explorer was accomnecessities, will leave Wiscasset this ‘ panied to Rockland by his sisters Mrs.
afternoon at 3, daylight.
j Letitia Fogg and Miss Eva MacMillan
Instead of coming directly to Rock- ! of Freeport. In company with the
land, the night will be spent at1 commander’s nephew, Dr. Neil A.
Christmas Cove. The schooner will Fogg and the latter's wife, the visitreach this port Sunday afternoon I ors made a half-hour flight over
about 5 o'clock and early next morn-| Penobscot Bay going to sea nearly as
ing will begin taking on 700 barrels far as Monhegan. The outing or,
of fuel oil and 10 barrels of aviation 1 more strictly speaking, the upping.
gas. This, with the amount already ' was greatly enjoyed.
forwarded, will provide Commander
The plane in which Commander
MacMillan with between 3000 and MacMillan is to leave Rockland about
4000 gallons of gasoline which, it is July 6 has been named, appropriate
estimated, will be sufficient for the ly enough, the Viking.

SUMMER CAMPERS

overflow meeting in a second cham
ber. The formal sessions were opened
by President Almon E. Roth of
Stanford University and regular
business then was taken up.
Presentation of School Pin,
Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller
Sydney W. Pascall of London was
Member of the Board of Directors
elected as president of Rotary Inter- Welcome to the Alumnae
Mrs. Madeline Hanley. R. N.
national for the coming year.

HILL TOP INN

FINAL PLANS

Exploration Schooner Bowdoin Due Here At 5 P. M.
Sunday—Plane To Leave Rockland About July 6

Standing, left to right—Miss Sylvia Condon, Rockland; Miss Inez Dean,
Camden; Miss Elizabeth Leach, Union. Seated—Miss Christine Goudy,
Damariscotta; Mrs Nettie B. Ix>rd, R. N., Superintendent of Nurses;
Miss Mildred Leach, Union.

Will Open for the Season

ROCKLEDGE INN

MacMILLAN’S

DIPLOMAS

Subscriptions $3 00 per year payable ln
Graduation of Training School Nurses At Temple Hall
advance; single copies three cents.
Convention Is This Week
Advertising rates based upon circula
Was An Interesting Affair
tion and very reasonable.
In Session At Vienna
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established !
ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab- I This week in Vienna is being held
llshed and consolidated with the Gazette
The gradur m of the Knox Train-, Adams, A. R. Smith and W. M. Spear.
ln 1882. The Free Press was established the twenty-second annual conven Ing School .or Nurses was held , Dr. Adams Is the sole survivor.
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to tion of Rotary International.
The hospital was incorporated In
evening at Temple hall,
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
The Rockland Rotary Club has Thursday
March 17. 1897.
the five graduates being Christine 1903, and the nurses' home for sev

OLD TIME LOBSTER STEW

PORT CLYDE, ME.

FIVE RECEIVED

Rotary Club Heard Masterly
.Address On Present Day
Conditions

MONDAY, JUNE 29
SHORE

WORLD ROTARIANS

The Courier-Gazette

Issue

Volume 86.................. Number 77

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, June 27, 1931

Saturday

FOR DISABLED VETS

Senter-Crane Company Is
Doing a Practical Good
Turn For Them
Kennedy Crane of Senter-Crane
Company was in Boston recently and
chanced to visit the Disabled ex-Serv
icemen’s Exchange Inc, the shop
which helps men help themselves.
He was so impressed with the fine,
patriotic spirit he saw and with the
high quality of the goods offered that
he arranged for a showing and sale,
on a strictly non-profit basis, at the
local store.
The production of articles of
craftsmanship started shortly after
the troops began returning from
France bringing their loads of injured
men. For a long time it was difficult
to market these but in 1922 Mrs. Clar
ence R. Edwards originated the Ex
change and to it work ls sent from all
points.
The store is accomplishing a won
derful work, aiding the men finan
cially and maintaining their pride
and morale. In its cases are treasures
of loveljness and utility in metal,
thread, wood, leather and reed.
Prominent society folk are aiding the
project in Boston and a showing and
sale of the goods will be held this
summer at the Bar Harbor home of
A. Atwater Kent. It is hoped that a
summer home in this area may be
offered in addition to one already ar
ranged at North Haven. The prod
ucts may now be seen at Senter
Crane’s.

If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a lose
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
MY LOST YOUTH

Often I think of the beautiful town
That is seated by the sea;
Often ln thought go up and down
The pleasant streets of that dear old
town.
And my youth comes back to me.
And a verse of a Lapland song
Is haunting my memory still:
“A boy’s will ls the wind's will.
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”

I can see the shadowy lines of Its trees,
And catch, ln sudden gleams.
The sheen of the far-surrounding seas.
And Islands that were the Hesperldes
Of all my boyish dreams.
And the burden of that old song,
It murmurs and whispers still:
“A boy’s will ls the wind’s will.
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”

I remember the black wharves and the
slips,
And the sea-tides tossing free;
And Spanish sailors with bearded lips,
And the beauty and mystery of the snips.
And the magic of the sea.
And the voice of that wayward song
Is singing and saying still:
“A boy’s will ls the wind’s will.
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”
I remember the bulwarks by the shore,
And the fort upon the hill;
The sunrise gun. with Its hollow roar,
The drum-beat repeated o'er and o’er.
And the bugle wild and shrill.
And the music of that old song
Throbs ln my memory still:
“A boy’s will ls the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long.
long thoughts.”

I remember the sea-fight far away.
How it thundered o’er the tide!
And the dead captains as they lay
In their graves, o’erlooklng the tranquil
bay
Where they ln battle died.
And the sound of that mournful song
Ooes through me with a thrill:
"A boy’s will ls the wind’s will,
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”
I can see the breezy dome of groves,
The shadows of Deering's Woods;
And the friendships old and the early
loves
Come back with a Sabbath sound, as of
doves
In quiet neighborhoods.
And the verse of that sweet old song.
It flutters and murmurs still:
“A boy’s will ls the wind’s will.
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”
I remember the gleams and glooms that
dart
Across the school-boy’s brain;
The son" and the silence ln the heart.
That ln part are prophecies, and ln part
Are longings wild and vain.
And the voice of that fitful song
Sings on, and ls never still:
”A boy’s will ls the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”

There are things of which I may not
speak;
There are dreams that cannot die;
There are thoughts that make the strong
heart weak.
And bring a pallor into the cheek.
And a mist before the eye.
And the words of that fatal song
Come over me like a chill:
"A boy’s will is the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”
Strange to me now are the forms I meet
When I visit the dear old town;
But the native air ls pure and sweet.
And the trees that o’ershadow each wellknown street.
As they balance up and down.
Are singing the beautiful song.
Are sighing and whispering still:
“A boy’s will ls the wind's will,
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”

And Deering’s Woods are fresh and fair.
And with Joy that is almost pain
My heart goes back to wander there.
And among the dreams of the days that
were,
I find my lost youth again.
And the strange and beautiful song.
The groves are repeating it still:
"A boy’s will ls the wind’s will,
And the thoughts of youth are long,
long thoughts.”
—Henry W. Longfellow.

r
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the issue of this paper of
June 25. 1931. there was printed a total
W. H. BUTLER,
of 6159 copies.

And be ye kind one to another,
tender hearted, forgiving bne another,
even as God for Christ's sake hath
forgiven you.—Eph. 4:32.
THOSE OLD HOUSES

At Newburyport this week was
opened to the public twenty-three of
its oldest and most beautiful houses,
reminiscent of the loveliness of
colonial days. Young ladies in cos
tume. many of them descendants of
the original owners of the mansions,
acted as hostesses to the visitors. The
considerable sum of money realized
from the exhibition went to benefit

COURT OF HONOR

PUT US ON THE MAP

THE

.miwmii

ST. GEORGE SLUGGERS

■iiffiraiBBrann

Two Scouts Qualify As Boston Newspaper Pays a
Nice Tribute To One of Guilty cf Extreme Cruelty To Rockland Pitchers Last
“Stars” — Other Merit
Night, and Now Head League
Our Air Lines
Badge Awards
One of the largest courts of honor
held for some time took place at the
cottage of Judge A. L. Miles, chairmjtf. at Lucia Beach last night. A
good attendance in spite of the un
certain weather conditions, enjoyed
a real treat of hot dogs, rolls and
soda. Natty Bumpo surprised the
meeting by appearing but had to
postpone his story because of the late
hour after Court. The committee
thanks those who furnished cars for
transporting Scouts to and from the
beach, and Judge Miles for the good
time at his cottage and beach.
Richard Britt and Walter Staples
of Troop 2 qualified for star Scouts.
Pb^g a t0^
°r
™Tded ^niature ffisl class^ins fm

a local charity. Wiscasset annually | passing the most merit badges in the
stages an exhibition of this sort. We l Troop 2 contest. Scout Britt passing
have wondered if something of the
passing five. A rather unusual badge,
kind were not possible at Thomaston. . tbar of reptile study, was passed by
one of Maine's oldest colonial tow'ns, I Scout Richard Britt of Troop 2. Folwhere there are to be noted on some lowing is a list of Scouts and the
of its streets the facades and door tests passed by them.
Merit badge awards:
ways that present those types of Anderson,
firemanship;
Richard
”
architecture which remain to us one Britt, civics, safety, first aid, elec
of the glories of our country's earlier tricity, first aid to animals, reptile
study, star; Joseph Emery, Jr., elec
stages.
tricity, first class, public health, per- i
sonal health, safety; David Hyler.
LONGFELLOWS POETRY
firemanship; Howard Chase, art.
firemanship, life saving; Walter1
In the corner dedicated to poems Staples, civics, first aid, pathfinding,
that are destined to be read while scholarship, bird study, star; Ray
mond Upham, civics, cycling, for
the language lasts, we like occasion estry, swimming; Paul Morgan, for
ally to reprint those verses of Long estry, camping; Leland Turner, sec
fellow's that appear there today. It ond class; Hazen Cook, second class.
Scouts going to Camp Hinds for
must be a person of rooted insensibili
ties who can read them without lhe
,
... ’ i Sundav at 6 a m. Scoutmaster Kimexperiencing that haunting quality jjgn Wjn convey these boys: Roy Joyce,
of emotion which arises out of the Joseph Emery, Jr., David Hodgkins.
contemplation of whatever is beauti Jr.. Cleveland Morey. Scouts David
ful in art and literature. There are Hyler and Howard Chase will go in
private cars.
modern critics who love to dismiss
Longfellow with a sneer. We are so
RED CROSS WORK
hopelessly old-fashioned as to take
joy in his writings and w’ish that the As Shown In Report of the
present day might bring forth some
Rockland Branch, Execu
poets equal to him.

tive Committee
FOOLING THE NEWSPAPER

Every-Other-Day
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Page Two

Somebody with an appreciation of
Ncxt Week's Games
1 couple to its already’ generous supply.
good service has written the fol
Monday—St. George vs. Camden, at This, however, was the only inning
lowing about the Maine Air Transin which St. George did score off him.
Rockland.
port and Bill Wincapaw for the Bos- Tuesday—Rockland vs. Thomaston
There is also hung up to Free
man's credit the most brilliant play
ton Transcript:
j at Rockland.
• « . »
Wednesday—Rockland
vs.
St. in the whole game. This was in the
eighth inning when he backed up a
From time to time in these col- ! George at Rockland.
umns we have commented on the
Thursday-Camden vs. Thomaston wild throw back of third base, spear
ing the ball with one hand and shoot
enterprise of Captain William "Bill" at Cam“enWincapaw, who put Rockland, Me., j --aturda.v (July Fourth)—10 a. m ing it to Flanagan for a put out. If
on the aviation map when he was ! *ockIand
Tamdcn
*°ckland there is any one thing in which the
...for Curtiss- .•
1• 3_ p. . m„ Camden vs. Rockland at Rockland team is especially delin
base manager there
Wright, and who is now in business SaiSd™,LSF GeOrge VS’ Thomaston quent it is the matter of backing up
throws and batted balls, and it is
Rockland.
for himself as president of Maine atThis
hoped that Freeman's fine demon
afternoon
Thomaston
will
Air Transport, operating a seaplane play in Camden at 4 o'clock.
stration will prove an object lesson.
service from Rockland to North
* * * *
The outstanding players on the St
Haven, Vinalhaven and other islands
George team last night were: Bunker,
The League Standing
0{ [be vicinity. While with CurtissSt. George
root’ who refused to be rattled by his bad
Wright, he broke the passenger hop- Rockland
.500 first inning, and improved steadily;
^c’Stiss''Condo^hen mo«
.......... °
!
.020 M. Simmons, who made two singles,
.000 two doubles and a triple in five apthan 1400 persons flew in it in one Camden .............. " 0
1
Dearances at bat; and “Irrepressible
jay ancj now he bas a(jflefl another
Cal" Smith, who nicely handled seven |
achievement to his record.
I
SL George 12, Rockland 7
of his eight chances.
Recently due to a ball game
In a game generously punctuated
The score:
at Vinalhaven he carried 168 pas- with comedy features (Rockland furSt. George
sengers between the island and nishing the comedy) St. George deab r bh tb po a
Rockland. Until the Memorial Day feated the locals at Community Park Monahan. If ..... 6 12 2 1 1
weekend. 164 passengers in one day last night by a wide margin. Two of Archer, c .......... 6
2 10
was
high record of American Rockland's regular pitchers sought M. Simmons. cf 6
9 0
Airways. Then they carried 175 shelter in the sprinklers, giving the Dwyer, 3b ....
4
4
passengers in and out of Boston, young High School twirier. Freeman Davidson, lb
American Airwavs was operating a chance to exhibit his wares. This Morrissey, 2b
4
- .. as to cause in Smith, ss ......... 5
a tri-motored Ford carrying thirteen ....
he did so successfully
passengers with two pilots, four creased wonder why he was not given I. Simmons, rf ..... 5
planes, night-lighted airports and more of an opportunity during the Bunker, p ........ 4
many ot,her conveniences, In con High School season.
Manager Rawley introduced a new
44 12 18 26*26 13
trast, Wincapaw was sole pilot of a
Rockland
five-passenger Travel Air on pon pitcher by the name of Bunker, and
the
Rockland
players
took
to
him
im

ab r bh tb po a
toons and without night-lighted
mediately—to the extent of four runs Gatti, 3b
landing areas.
in fact. The local fans sat back com- Onev, 2b. ss
Wincapaw does not say how many Placently and allowed that St. George Wotton, lb. p. lb
takeoffs and landings were required. was not impregnable. But they were Dimick. rf. 2b. rf
but at capacity loads this total rep- £ f°r the shock of their lives when Fowler, ss lb. 2b
resents thirty-four trips and doubt- st- Geor8e took its turn at bat in Mealey, cf ........
less it was more than that. At any that same inning. The route which j McCarty, If
rate, he did not finish until nearly the Union troops were given at Bui’. Freeman, p
a
quarter of one the next morning, Run was not comparable to the on- Flanagan, c
slaught
which
the
lads
from
the
HarFoster,
p
making the trips w’hich took about
bor made on Foster. Of the eight Chaples. rf, If
fifteen minutes each. This is cer batters
who faced him four made Frye
tainly a New England record for a singles, two
made triples and one a
-------------------------- ||S
single pilot and we have never heard double.
35 7 11 12+23 8 2
of its being duplicated anywhere.
Charlie Wotton, suffering as Sim- ! * Monahan out for interference,
In its five weeks' operation. Maine mons is. from a bad case of sunburn ' : Flanagan out for interference.
I=
Air Transport has carried 1036 pas succeeded Foster on the slab, and st. George
9 1000200 x—12 3
sengers which means 1295 takeoffs he too was roughly’ used. It was the Rockland ...... 40000101 1— 7 ,
and landings, which Captain Bill ob surburn. however, which drove him
Two-base hits. M Simmons 2. Onev.
serves "keeps a fellow in good prac out of the box in the fifth. Freeman Three-base hits, M. Simmons. Da vid tice." Three scheduled trips a day to whom the burden was then shifted son. Bases on balls, off Bunker 6,! 1
are made and as many more special ~caught
_ _ _______________
the crowd's fancy _by ______
fanning off Wotton 1. off Freeman 4. Struck
trips run as needed. Although there Richer. Dwyer Vnd” Smith in the out. by Bunker 6. by Wotton 1. by
has been considerable fog only two same inning, and holding the team Freeman 6. Hit by pitcher. Gatti.
days have been lost because of it. In runless with the bases occupied. Double plays. Bunker, Smith and
fact, there has been so much busi Freeman had his troubles in the next Davidson 2. Umpires. Richardson
ness that Wincapaw will take de inning when St. George added a. and Sawyer. Scorer. Winslow.
livery on a J-6 Travel Air monoplane
and put on another pilot. Winslow
1 Pittsfield; Blanquefort Commandery
Eddy, sales manager of East Coast
‘STIVIE" STAYS
of Ellsworth; King Hiram Council of
Aircraft Corporation, who sold Win
Rockland; Secondary School Prin-

■

Special Values
It is a distinct pleasure to offer as a closing feature for June, the
month of brides, this remarkable array of Suites for the home—

LIVING ROOM!
$79.00

$89.00

$119.00

$99.00

A complete line to select from

m
VELOUR, TAPESTRY and
MOHAIR
Full spring construction; re

The annual meeting of the execu
versible cushions, covered all
Sometimes moved by a misguided tive committee of Rockland branch,
American Red Cross, was held Wed
over with same material. Beau
sense of humor, sometimes in a spirit nesday afternoon with 10 mer. b^rs
of malice, a person writes an item for present. The officers and members
tiful, Sturdy, Practical.
his local newspaper and under the' were reelected, The public health
guise of a false signature secures its:an^ school work done by Miss Eliza
... ...
„ .u
Steele. R. N.. and Miss Beda Gray,
publication. Naturahy the newspaper R N was reported thus;
finds it difficult to deal with such a , From. May 1930 to Ma}’ 1931. 2539
*1-1
Will Be Principal of Thomas- [ SKoZTHaSsS
piece of fraud and occasionally is vie-1 nursing calls were made, including CXcUw
lj
•
i
c„l
___
1
Tk.o,,
'
tion
Association
and
Maine
Teachtimized. as in the instance todav re-, visits to chronic, tuberculosis, ma- pontoons formerly used by Russell
ton High School 1 hree I ws.
. . .
..
,
, i ternity and prenatal cases, which
ported in another column. The only . gaye -'nursmg care t0 328 patients, Boardman.
$79.00
$89.00
More Years
Repeatedly,
we
have
stressed
the
protection afforded the paper in such For educational purposes 2939 visits
BERT McCORRISON’S LETTERS
fact that there were many aviation
a case is the legal statute, which im- were made to babies and children, up opportunities in New England in in. i It
j followed as a matter of course ,
Well Known Character in Ben Ames
poses a relatively heavy fine upon the Xiu'ffi'lomes. an average of 457 a«=essible places and Captain Winca- thl
this spring that the Thomaston1 Williams Stories Wrote Them To
person convicted of furnishing for
a mQnth Qf the 32g patients paw is our strongest argument,
committee should re-elect1 Author
publication in a newspaper informa- 66 paid for services; 48 carried life Without question
c Sturtevant as principal of j
Nine-Piece Walnut Suite—
tion that is known to be untrue.
j insurance policies and the visits were P€^sonf?1115
PQn up
’ the Hi^h School. 6e has just com- | A copy °* a Posthumous publics- §|
Table, China, Buffet, Guest
Delivery
&ut
otner
air
lines
can
ue
auiiuocj paid for by the company.
mTthnrts Pitted his 11th year with that insti- | tion, "Letters From Fraternity," writ- ■
! service was given lo 38 mothers. fully modeled after his methods J*tution, and the committee has wise- ten by the late Bert McCorrison ' a
and Dining Chairs.
OLD-FASHIONED FAMILIES
i Eleven baby clinics were held, and ’ which, after all, are essentially ex- ly signtd him up for three more farmer, sportsman and philosopher,
.
.u.1
HO babies examined.
cellent service at the lowest possible years. In an article recently published ’ to Ben Ames Williams, the well
For this generation that was an i A class in jjOme hygiene and care | price.
, « , ,
ly signed him up for three more known novelist, has attracted no end
unusual sight when Mr. and Mis. 0{ the sick was conducted and 10 stuvve have jUst rec°ived a letter from ! the high standing attained by the of attention of Belfast readers in the
Frank Hawes of Rockport had the ) dents completed the course. Two
we nave just reemveu a kuh iiuu
undgr hjs principalsh;p and window of a local book store
honor of entertaining at dinner their , lectures relative to public health work Captain BiU from whwh th^fotow- ________________________________
Mr. McCorrlson.s deatb a few w eeks
thirteen children. In earlier times
al
JLTw^nrou^ hTrn^de
. .
_ ag° was mourned by all who knew
k
thirteen children. In earlier times bome6nursing Vas'taught’to’Junior of'which we feel proud, has made
him and one who felt his death
these regions could regard without High school girls: 21 social service money for its stockholders, after
most keenly was the author who was
off
1
" all small charges includ
surprise families of this size. All cases were investigated throughout paying
frequently his guest at “Hardscrabble
ing insurance and depreciation on
honor to them, and congratulations , Knox County.
Farm" in Searsmont, from which
. ....
,,,
.
The school work was carried on plane on a flying hour basis. We
these letters were written. They
to parents and children alike, that | {rom Sept8mber 1930 t0 June is, have carried blind people, sick peo
were first published in the Satur
they should be privileged, after that 1931
In the Sub-Primary and ple, also the oldest inhabitant of
day Evening Post, and Mr. Williams
old New’ England fashion, thus to Grades One to Six. 1145 pupils were Vinalhaven, who is Mrs. Dyer and
has now brought them out in book
Walnut or Maple Four-Piece
gather in one group about the family j examined by Dr. Howard, assisted by 96 years old. We are still doing good
form, with one of the most beautiful Li
®
Miss Steele. Defective teeth found work among the islands, particularly
Suite complete.
tributes
in
the
foreword
that
one
tawe614. 415 corrected; defective throats where sickness or an accident has
friend could possibly write about
-----------------191. 58 corrected by operation. 65 by happened. Then we let our sched
another.
THE REGISTERED NURSE
physician; defective vision. 67 , 53 cor- ule go overboard and take care of
Many of Mr. Williams’ stories are _
rected by glasses; 1 percent under the sick.
An added special in this connection is the guaranteed Mattress, inner
written about Searsmont which he Hi
“This work has all been done with
It was not without interest that one j weight 268. 237 brought to normal,
calls
Fraternity
and
Mr.
McCorri,
B
spring construction, at only...........................................................................
looked upon the procession of nurses In the Junior High. 258 were ex- a six place cabin Travelair plane, i
son under a fictitious name was the' ta
amined. Defective teeth found 109, powered with a J6 300 Wright motor,
central character. He now becomes
at the graduation exercises Thursday 30 corrected: throat defect 27, 14 on Edo pontoons, equipped with
a living person to the readers and in ’ B
Cash or Easy Terms on Ail These Splendid Values. A Small Payment will Set
evening, twenty-four of them in their corrected; defective vision 15. 6 cor water ruddei^. This is an unusual
the
letters
he
has
been
compared
by
,
S
equipment
fo?
me,
as
I
have
always
j
rected;
1
percent
underweight
72,
attractive uniforms, all associated
Them In Y our Home
critics to the great Thoreau whose H
been more for flying boats instead
with the local hospital That as a146 brought to normal.
philosophy
was
much
the
same.
The
jg
of
pontoons,
but
must
say
that
I
am
;
x , II amined
In the High
School,
393found
were 104,
ex
part of, xv.
the work, of« XI..
this ».
hospital
Defective
teeth
letters give a wonderful picture of
more than pleased with this ship and j
the country life in Maine, of the
there should be each year a group of 147 corrected; 10 percent underweight its equipment for performance, and :
changing seasons, the beauties of na
these highly trained young women 62. 36 brought to normal; defective will probably never go back to boats. ■ i
ture, of the birds and the beasts, of
as the former equipment is better in ! j
added to its active staff, suggests vision 10, 3 corrected.
fishing, hunting, planting and har
313-319 Main Street
Telephone 980
Rockland, Me.
The nurses made 284 visits to rough water than the small flying
something of the value which this schools; 12 sanitary inspections of boat carrying four or five passen- j *'
vestings and anyone born on a farm
and now living in the crowded city
institution possesses to the commun buildings and grounds: 412 consulta gers.
lbhiib
cannot fail to love each and every
tions with parents; 201 classroom
ity that it serves.
"We consider this one of the short
word Mr. McCorrison wrote of mis
ried.
Mrs.
Sleeper
is
especially
well
I
Boston
where
she
will
receive
medi
talks. Dental work was completed est and biggest and best paying
SOUTH THOMASTON fitted to be the leader, and it is hoped 1 cal treatment.
life on the farm and his philosophy
for 286 children in 28 clinics. Ar straight air passenger routes in the
EVERYBODY WILL FLY
On
all
sides
are
heard
plans
to
which
made
him
a
man
among
men.
The
final
hearing
of
the
bridg
rangements were made whereby 39 United States and at the present is
all the girls will realize how fortunate
make this year’s Lawn Fete to be held they are and a large club result.
commission and county commission
children received free operative serv
From this a busy week in trans ice for tonsils and adenoids. The 284 backed by about three hundred local
at Mrs. Baum's July 23 bigger and
A
ritzy
hotel
is
a
place
where
you
Stanton Sleeper has entered the ers was held here June 22 and it '
shareholders. Our preferred stock is
atlantic flying there is absence of all school visits were made to bring selling for $10 per share and paying j
pay a dollar a day extra to get a better in every way than that of last employ of Baum's grocery.
hoped that the construction wor
two-cent morning paper slipt under year. Everyone is urged to help by
will not be delayed much longer.
thrill such as accompanied the Lind about better health conditions among 7 per cent. It has already earned its I ,
W.
P.
Sleeper
and
family
returned
neath your door.—Los Angeles Times. bringing in ideas, materials, etc.
Mr. and Mrs. William Clemeni
7 per cent on its outstanding stock.” | j
bergh crossing. Soon the world will the schoolchildren.
to their home here Saturday after
Pupils of the grammar grades will spending the winter in Rockland. have opened their home here for th
Captain
Wincapaw
enclosed
the
'
give no attention at all to the per
rummer.
Mr. Clements’ mother :
be interested to know that the re Miss Helen Sleeper who teaches in
following clipping, an example of the
“ON MY SET”
formance. The old story of today's
sults of the penmanship examina Bridgewater Normal School is spend their guest.
service M. A. T„ gives to the sick or
tions taken during the last month of ing her vacation at her home here.
wonder, tomorrow's commonplace.
At this season of the year we mak
Apropos of an item which ap
injured:
the term have been received by Mrs.
"Ellsworth Wallace of Monhegan
peared recently in this depart
Miss Ethel Holbrook of Kent’8 all forms of automobile insurance or
A.
F.
Sleeper,
teacher,
and
the
awards
specialty. Tel. 675, Roberts & Veaz:
THAT NEW BRIDGE
fell from a staging the other day
Hill is the guest of Mrs. F. J. Baum.
ment the following from the pub
are as follows: Alice Baum, first
RMV^PASTEUKiZED
Mrs. Ada Snow’ recently returned Inc. M. F. Lovejoy Mgr., Masoni
licity of Station WGY will be
while painting, and injured one of j !.
award; Elmer Newman, Warren Ul with her nephew Harvey Sleeper to ( Temple.—adv.
46-S-tf
read with interest:
his kidneys so badly that he was
The public will be glad to see a
mer, Charles WatU and Floyd RackStivie”
“Once in a blue moon radio
brought to Knox Hospital. He n^de [
steel bridge in place of the rattling
iiff,
merit
button;
Evelyn
Ulmer,
finds a soprano voice that repro
the trip with Captain W. H. Winca
Doris Pierce, Mertland Harrington,
wooden structure that now spans the duces with undimmed and un
Keep the Children Off the Street
paw in an airplane, accompanied by standing as sponsor for his coach
progress pin;
Hugh Knowlton,
river at Wiscasset. In particular the
marred beauty in the loudspeak
Dr. Harold Jameson. The trip to ing ability is the long row of cham- j
Autos Kill 32,500 Yearly
Miriam Wiggin, improvement certifi
Rockland occupied twenty-two min- . pionship cups which adorns the I
motorist who shrinks from entrusting er. The most radiant voice in
cate; Arthur Rackliffe, Myrtle Har
opera auditorium or concert hall
Very well, indeed, you know this danger
utes,
and
Dr.
Jameson
could
not
help
j
wa
fl
s
o
f
the
Thomaston
High
School
:
himself to the present time-worn
low, Doris Maloney, and Vinnie
may bring annoyance instead of
and so “Junior" is carefully warned and
contrast it with the time when I gyntnasium.
Graves,
the
final
students
certificate,
edifice will welcome the change.
pleasure via radio. Thus has
ordered not to play in the auto-infested
his grandfather Dr. Parsons of
And here is a thumb-nail sketch
which
is
the
highest
honor
the
Pen

grown up a legend that radio so
street. Night and day your thoughts are
Friendship, used to go over to Mon of this popular principal-coach, whom
manship
company
gives
and
is
rare

centered on the protection of your child.
pranos are something to be
STOP AT SIGNS
hegan in a catboat, and perhaps his the local educating and sporting
ly
obtained
by
rural
school
pupils,
frowned upon, tuned out, or oth
folks wouldn’t see him again for sev world knows as “Stivie.:"
and only by a small percentage of
tLY-TOX Every Fly You See
erwise disposed of. If the threat
eral days.”
A little closer attention to the stop
Bom at Pittfield, Maine. March
those of one grade schools with spe
ened massacre of sopranos should
Needless
to
say,
Captain
Wincacial
writing
teacher.
Flies Kill 40,000 Yearly
22,
1888;
attended
the
public
schools
signs would contribute to safety upon
take place, Lois Hardesty, so
paw’s services to the sick and injured , at pjttsfield and graduated from
The weekend saw two fine ball j
But how can “Junior” avoid the death'
prano of WGY would be among
our city streets. There is no excuse
have won him the friendship of all MCj jn 19o8. Played football and
games between the 'Keag and Clark
dealing Fly? Think
of this far greater
hi
those spared, for her voice has
for a driver ignoring a sign in toto,
the
islanders
and
his
successful
or[
baseball;
captain
of
baseball
team
in
T1S
POPULAR
j
Island
which
brought
out
record
J
menace . . . fly-carried disease. It is your
the most agreeable purity of
ganization
and
operation
of
this
air
I
1908;
gra
duated
from
Colby
College
and he should be checked up for such
|
crowds
and
great
enthusiasm.
The
‘
solemn
duty,
in
justice
to your little ones,
tone,”
a\S IT CAN BE
line in a period of general business in 1912; member of Delta Upsilon
I game at the ’Keag in the morning !
dereliction.
to spray every filthy winged or crawling
depression deserves, is itself, the high- , Fraternity, Upsilon Beta Society and
BECAUSE IT IP
/
j resulted in a score of 8 to 10 in favor
pest you see, with the most powerful insect
An incident that almost cheat
est praise of his ability.
: Epicurean; captain of baseball team i
of the Keag, while that in the aftdestroyer you can buy.
ed posterity of Lincoln’s Gettys
Herbert Prescott who has been
SO
GOOD,
,,
] ernoon at Clark Isle was won by the
in 1911; played four years of baseburg Address, alwig with historic
teaching in Bangor High School (Eng
yO
u
! ball and one of football; taught
Clark Island team, 3 to 4.
scenes preceding that remarkable
lish and debating i has completed his
The announcement that Mr:
oration will be recounted by the
duties there for the year and is spend
! and basketball, 1916-1917.
Cleveland Sleeper Jr., will be leader i
Soconvland Players when • “The
ing a short time with relatives in
Entered
service
during
World
War
| for the 4-H Club to be formed at her
Gettysburg Address" is given as
Belfast before coming to Rockland for
-with an 'OK. that crnnts^WJ
and was discharged from Camp
home Monday afternoon for girls be
the regular Soconyland Playlet,
the summer. Mr. Prescott has been
Gordon, Atlanta, Georgia with rank
tween 10 and 15 years should be
next Tuesday night.
reengaged for the Bangor High School
CARS
! of 2nd lieutenant, Infantry. Princi
hailed with delight. The 4-H Club
at a nice increase in salary.
R.W.
DAVIS
SONS
pal of Ellsworth High School two
is a very valuable branch of Farm
Steamship tickets to all parts of
RAW
PASTEURIZED
MILK
Sea
View
Garage,
Inc.
years, principal of Thomaston High
Bureau extension work. No doubt
Cyrus H. K. Curtis’ yacht Lyndonia the world. We attend to all details
CRE/tM
BUTTER
-EGGS
TEL. 1250 since 1920. Married June 18, 1920, to
many will recall the very successful
has been in Portland harbor for a few including passport and visa. Phone 689 MAIN ST.
WHOLESALE
■'*o
RETAIL
Miss Olive Morrison of Ellsworth.
club carried on here for several years
days, bound from New York to the 675 for details. Robert & Veazie,
ROCKLAND
Cheapest to Use —Takes Less to Kill Flies,
PHONE -891
Member of Waterville Lodge, F. and
and which was discontinued because
commodore’s summer home in Cam Inc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love56-tr
Mosquitoes, Roaches, Bed Bugs, Ants, Moths
A. M.; Ira Berry Chapter. R.A.M.,
all of the members but one got mar
Joy. Mgr.
36-tf
den.

DINING ROOM!

SSjjS

BED ROOM

$59.00

$69.00

$79.00

$16.75

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Milk--

Laboratory-Tested—Super Strength

a

FLY-TOX

TALK OF THE TOWN
I
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Every-Other-Day
Every member of Lady Knox Chap- I
ter D.A.R., is asked to keep in mind the
opening of Montpelier at Thomaston,
which takes place July 25.

ITS UPWARD CLIMB
IN THE

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 29- Rockland Garden Club meets
it the Country Club at 3.30.
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet
June 30—Chapin Class picnic at Mrs.
3eorge St. Clair's cottage. Crescent erans meets Wednesday evening.

The Greatest Stocking Invention
Since the Gold Stripe

July 1—Official opening Country Club a social hour and refreshments.
;olf tournament.
July 1—Field day of Kora Temple,
dystlc Shrine, at Old Orchard Beach.
The building on Limerock street
July 1—Lawn party given by Ladles'
occupied by the Limerock Restaurant
lid of Littlefleld Memorial Church.
July 4.—__________
Independence Day
i is being remodelled, the northern
July 4—Sparks circus at the Rockland j,ajf being fitted into an office for
' July1 4—Horse race at Knox Trotting j John A. Black & Co. insurance brokI ’ark.
ers.
I July 4-18—Encampment of 240th Coast
\rtlllery at Fort Williams.
July 6-21—Vacation Bible School at
Sixty-four girls irom Baltimore,
I ?lrst Baptist Church.
I July 7-8—‘‘Love ’Em and Leave ’Em” Philadelphia and New York had
breakfast at the Copper Kettle
I n Watts hall, Thomaston.
I July 7-14—Squadron runs of Eastern Thursday morning enroute to Beaver
I facht Club In Penobscot Bay.
I July 25—Dedication of General Knox Camp at Union. Breakfast for these
girls at the Copper Kettle is an an
I deinor .al at Thomaston.
I July 31-Aug. 1—Third annual Camden nual occurrence.
I facht Club regatta.
I Aug. 4—Annual Eastern Star Field
E. C. Moran Jr., left last night for
I 3ay. Glencove Grange hall.
I Aug. 1 a—Owl’s Head Church fair.
Kansas City, Mo., where he is mak
Aug. 24-26—Eastern Maine State Fair
ing his fifth annual trip as the guest
I it Bangor.
Aug. 31-Sept. 3—Central Maine Fair at of the Central Surety & Insurance ■
] Vatervi’le.
Sept. 1-3—Hancock County Fair at j Corporation of which he is resident;
vice president. Mr. Moran will be
| Ellsworth.
Sept. 7-9—Bluehlll Fair.
absent from Rockland about 10 days, j
Sept. 7-10—Maine State Fair at Lewison.

DO YOUR STOCKINGS
Do This?
Or This?

Public Service Company
Reports 21 Percent In
crease First Five Months

There will be initiation followed by

Gotham
“Adjustables*”
They Fit Every
Length of Leg
Seven inches of adjustment
to fit every length of leg.

Seams stay straight. Your
garter clasp can safely be
fastened on the new rein
forced seam . . . your other
garter clasps can be fastened
anywhere—on the five runstop hemstitehings or in
between . . .

Two planes bound from Boston to
Labrador passed over Rockland yes
WEATHER
They are the property of Dr.}
weekofjust
passednews
has interestbeen richr terday.
nThe
events
unusual
^a"d"nd^rg^nU into Labra lI

wo successful transatlantic flights. i dor. One of the planes, a Fairchild,
l he,(C0H,ViC«ti0Il °LA1t ?aP°nI\the rT i was Piloted by Harold Crowley; the
.rettable fire in St. John and the mo- other a waco, by Attorney Lombard
nentous European debt negotiations. f Rn tnn
| With all these clamoring for space :
'
_____
he fact that this was officially the
Members of Edwin Libby Relief
| irst week of summer did not get any Corps who attended the G.A.R. en
leadlines, and judging from the pre- campment at Waterville were Mrs.
i ailing temperatures that lady was Elizabeth Barton, president, Mrs.
iffended and left in a huff. Yester- Eliza Plummer. Mrs. Ida Huntley,
lay was decidedly cool, with threaten- Mrs. Velma Marsh, Mrs. Maud
I ng showers, afternoon temperature Cables, Mrs. Elizabeth Mills, Mrs.
115, southwest winds. This morning Hattie Higgins, Mrs. Winifred Butler
oggy, slight easterly winds, 7 o'clock Mrs. Juha Huntley and Mrs Amanda
■ emperature 58. However, the fore- choate
•ast is fair and warmer. The days I
'
_____
I ittained their greatest length this
Frank Ray of North Union was be
I veek, 15 hours, 32 minutes, with sun- fore Judge Butler yesterday charged
et at 8.26 local time.
with stealing tools from William Col
lins’ garage last October. He was
A new judges' stand is being built fined $10 and costs, and sentenced to
I it Union fairground.
! 90 days in jail—sentence being sus
pended. with the understanding that
Mrs. Hattie E. Hart has returned Ray is to report monthly to Deputy
I rom a sojourn of several months in ! sheriff Ludwick.
I palifomia.
[
-------------I Free clinics for children entering
The fire department was called j school for the first time, next fall.
I Thursday to Juniper Hill where a j will be held Monday and Tuesday,
notor car owned by a Northend ga- For all children north of Limerock
| age was being destroyed by flames. | street, Tyler building. Monday at 8
-------a. m. For all south of Limerock street
Mrs. Robert C. Bicknell, until re- Purchase street school Tuesday at 8
I -cntly a member of the Security Trust a. m. It is quite important that these
Company's staff, is employed in the ' children be taken to this clinic,
lental office of Dr. B. E. Flanders.
_____
~
i.
„ ».<„
___ I The annual convention of the Maine
There is to be a big card of box- M di j Associayon is being held at
e™*at
aw
Greenville, the closing sessions taking
| lext Monday night, with Hy Dia- I place today. About 250 physicians and
nond of Boston meeting Louie Nemis surgeons from all sections of th
the. state
State
if Bangor in the main bout.
together with distinguished members
of the profession from Boston. New
Sue M. Partridge, long a member of York, Canada, and the Mayo Clinic
I he Belfast Journal's newsgathering in Rochester, Minn., have been in at
| taff. and Associated Press corre- tendance. Dr. William Ellingwood is
pondent, was a welcome visitor at attending as a delegate.
he Courier-Gazette office Thurs-

Itlay.

The Annual Eastern Maine Ep
worth League Institute has been in
session at the Bucksport Seminary
. this week. The young people
. from
j the local Methodist Church attending
include Louise Dolliver, Virginia ProcI tor> Carl Philbrook, Constance Joy,
Stanley Gay, Carol Gardner, Robert
Gregory, Kenneth Orcutt, William
Maurice C. Orbeton, a former Ellingwood, Ruth Richards. Donna
I dockland boy. who is now one of the and Helen deRochemont, John Kenrig guns in the telephone service at i
MCam
3han8OBanhvorM
he Bangci-Brewer L ons Club-a dinf?
js
located in Fort
I act which ought to insure the upfaculty and has
Fiver organization of another pros- been greeted
much p[easure by
serous year.
the Rockland representatives. The
Institute is a very worthy undertak
Motion picture fans who saw "The ing. Study sessions are held each
| 3old Diggers of Broadway" will be morning
.. .............irom
a w w
________
8 to....
12.
the afternoons
nterested to learn that Sam Avalon. gjVen over for recreation. In the eve
lirector of Avalon s Band and Or- nings lectures, camp fire gatherings,
ihestra is spending a month s vaca- community sings, etc., occupy the
tion in Warren. He figured quite time. The Institute this year has had
I :onspicuously in the above named abOut 115 young people in attendance.
I picture and occupies a position of i
I much prominence in the music and 1
motion picture world. Incidentally | A lawn party given by the Littlehe keeps both eyes open in the hope j field Memorial Church will be held
□f visualizing talent for the screen. | on the grounds opposite the church
I He announces that Miss Raychel} July 1. Lunch featuring strawberry
Emerson, talented Warren singer, will } shortcake will be served from 5 to 7.
(be heard in radio broadcasts on the Entertainment at 7.15. All for 35
1 N.B.C. chain next fall.
' cents.—adv.
77-78

Wendell Thornton who has been
caching school and acting as athectic director in Hanover, Mass., the
bast year, arrives home todav, and
vill probably appear on the pitching
staff of the Rockland Twilight
,eague team.
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The result?

Perfect adjustment—

wonderful new comfort—no garter
runs -no crooked scams.

$1.95 the pair
High Twist Chiffon

SERMONETTE

Today many voices are crying
out against the evil that has
America in its grasp. Many at
tribute our crimes that shock the
world to prohibition. Liberty
Magazine does, but It recently
published an editorial of great
power against the gangster.
“Into the affairs of this country,
eating close to the life core, a sin
ister force has crept, a devouring
monster, called Gangdom. Tear
ing at the foundations of every
ideal, of every institution, it came,
furtively at first, but more and
more boldly it threatens every
element that has made for our
greatness. Smug, self-satisfied,
complacent, we have sat idly by
and watched or ignored its grow
ing power, nor sought to bar its
way except in isolated cases. It
has become evident that we can
expect little or no relief from
vested authority.”
We believe, as we know the edi
tor of Liberty believes, that the
American people can stop this
lawlessness whenever they will to
do so. Whenever fathers and
mothers arise in their might, tired
of furnishing children, sons or
daughters, for Gangdom either as
victims or recruits, the trouble
will stop.
Whether by way of vigilantes
committees, or the old-fashioned
slipper, vigorously applied, or both,
the gangster will go. It is not
prohibition, but lack of stamina
to speak plainly.
W. A. H.

, and Vermont served by the New Eng
land Public Service Company bears
i out assumption that New England is
I continuing its upward climb, with
I this company reporting a gain of 21
percent for the first five months.
Over 16 percent of this increase
represents new users. The remainder
is the result of increased consump
tion among established customers.
Maine, in general, continues to
show the most even improvement al
though New Hampshire reports a
slight gain. Vermont is still scratchy.
Maine—The central portion of the
state shows 25 percent increase over
May 1930 in textiles although off from
the preceding month; slate" industry
curtailed somewhat due to lack of or
ders; lumber and wood, no change, |
slightly lower than in 1930 at this
time; pulp and paper, production
t normal, shows increase over prevli ous month; cement and lime, 12 per
cent decrease; quarries are operating
near capacity reporting 5 percent in
crease over 1930; shoes at same level
as past month showing a 3 percent j
increase over May 1930. Extreme
southern section of state shows gen
eral conditions somewhat below I
normal with exception of canning !
factories and street and highway con- j
struction which report normal bust- j
ness; shipping shows Increased ton- ■
nage over 1930.
Trading is reported as being fairly '
active due to influx of tourists and a
good business from this source is ex
pected until the end of the summer
season.

•Trade Mark—Patents Pending

fioipStRirt

Vesper A. Leach
HE ISN’T MARRIED

Whitney Thompson of Port Clyde
The attraction at Togus tomorrow
Objects To Being Slandered

will be the strong Oxford Club.

A caller at The Courier-Gazette
The Daily Vacation Bible School at office this morning was Whitney
the Baptist Church begins July 6.
Thompson of Port Clyde, who stated
,
that an Item appearing in the WaldoSparks Circus, coming here for the boro news printed in the June 20 issue
Fourth of July, is no stranger to this } oj
paper had no justifiaation in
city, having played here June 16, 1924, fact The item stated that ,.Mr and
and July 29, 1929.
! Mrs. Whitney Thompson of Port
. . .. „ .
. . . ; Clyde were in town Wednesday of
A dance will be held Monday night I thjg week..
,
at Shore Gardens, Lincolnville Beach
j^r Thompson informs the paper
for the benefit of the National Guard jbat he is a single man, and that the
encampment. Joe Roman s Orches- , jrem does him grave injustice. The
tra will provide the music.
paper is glad to make the correction
, “ ~
and regrets that some person should
Knox County baseball fans will re- have made use of its columns for purgret that Curtis Bok is not to be with poses noj understood. The item was
the Camden team this season. His no^ written by the regular Waldoboro
professional duties are so pressing correspondent, but came to the office,
that he will forego his vacation visit bearing a signature in proper form,
there} it is of course easy to impose upon a
------ '
. , .
. newspaper in this manner, but It
Delicious perfume from a cluster ol , should be pointed out that there is
beautiful roses permeated the edi a state law that covers such a piece of
torial rooms of The Courier-Gazette business, subjecting its writer to a
this morning. The posies came from heavy fine.
the premises of Raymond C. Anderson
on Broad street.
Dr. Charles B. Popplestone, for
merly of Swan's Island, is guest for
a few days of Col. and Mrs. Basil H.
Stinson while opening his offices in
the Woolworth block. He has the
rooms formerly occupied by Dr.
Reuter.

Outstanding Value

TABLEWARE
Silver Plated
20 year guarantee
Extra Heavy
Double Plate

17c
20c for
Steel Knives

ig LoveLy Priscilla Pattern

r

PIANO PUPILS PLEASE
Young Musicians Acquit Themselves

GOTHAM

The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday afternoon for work.

An

Output of electric energy in the

■ i sections of Maine, New Hampshire
The Gangster

\

Semi

Very Creditably In Recital
At the Congregational Church to
morrow Mr. Rounds will preach on
Mrs. Leola Flint Noyes presented
the subject, “Refuge From Anxiety."
The Pilgrim Choir will sing.
her piano pupils in recital Monday
• * » •
evening at the Congregational Church
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal) before a large group of proud and
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services for interested parents and friends. The
tomorrow will be appropriate for the young musicians acquitted them
fourth Sunday after Trinity; Holy selves in a highly creditable manner,
Communion at 7.30; matins and ser reflecting the efficient training they
mon at 10.30. Vespers will be omitted. receive from Mrs. Noyes. Numbers
• * * *
by the Kitchen Symphony, readings
At the First Church of Christ, by Virginia Rackliffe and the vocal
Scientist, corner of Cedar and Brew- solo by Neil Little lent delightful}
ster streets, Sunday services are at} varjance to a program of consistent I
10.30 and the subject of the lesson } worth. A social hour with refresh-}
sermon tomorrow will be "Christian ments fon0wed the program. Mrs.
Science.” Sunday School is at 11.45. H. H. Flint in charge of this feature
Wednesday evening testimony meet was assisted in serving by the older
ing is at 7.30. The reading room is pupils. Mrs. Noyes was presented
located at 400 Main street, and is with a beautiful bouquet of sweet
open week days, excepting holidays, peas and roses. The program;
from 2 until 5 p. m.
Black Hawk Waltz.
Bernice Halnlng

• * • »

At the Universalist Church Sunday
morning at 10.30 Rev. George H.
Welch will have as the topic of his
sermon “The Well By the Gate.” The
quartet will sing as anthems “My
Faith Looks Up To Thee” Schnecker
and ”O Rest In the Lord” Mendelssofin-Cuthbert Harris. This will be
the last service for the season, the
church being closed during the
months of July and August, to re
open the first Sunday in September.
* * • *
At Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church, Rev. H. H. Marr, pastor:
Sunday morning service at 10.30,
subject, “Kicking Against the Goad ”
Sunday School, 11.45; evening service
I at 7.15, subject, “The In-Dwelling
Spirit of Christ.” Prayer meeting
' Tuesday at 7.15. The Sunday School
! picnic Wednesday will be held at the
PLEASANT POINT
} Rockland cottage at Northport. All
There will be a baked bean supper who have cars and are willing to
in the Pleasant Point schoolhouse convey members are asked to notify
transportation
committee:
next "Friday evening. Everybody wel the
George Gay, Mrs. A. W. Gregory of
come.
Capt. Strout.

• • ♦ »

IN MEMOBIAM
The morning sermon period at the
In loving memory of Charles H.
Murphy, who passed away June 26, 1929 Littlefield Memorial Church will be
At the big air meet in Waterville
qsdly missed by his wife and daugh devoted to the report of the State

yesterday Stanley Boynton of Rock ters.
land was first in the bomb-dropping
contest. He had a Junior Curtiss
plane. Lieut. Carl A. Dixon of Hart
ford, Conn., was second with his
Standard, and Jack Hartwell placed
third.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
BEWARE OF OAKS!
„ you Must Stand Under a Tree In
An Electrical Storm Use a Beech

To seek shelter under an oak tree
during a thunder storm is almost as
dangerous as to search for gasoline
with a lighted match. Of all trees,
Boat Song.
John O'Sullivan the oak is most susceptible to light
Four Little Blackberries.
ning. So says a bulletin issued by the
Kitchen Symphony Orchestra
Japanese Lanterns,
Nell Little Davey Institute of Tree Surgery,
The First Violet,
Nancy Snow which has been studying the phe
Cradle Song.
Josephine Pelllcane nomena of lightning in relation to
Robert Saunders
Yellow Tulips,
Wooden Shoe Dance, Virginia Rackliffe trees.
Raymond Fogarty
Lady Bird Rondo,
If you must get under a tree, find a
Barbara Johnson beech, for it is rarely ever the victim
Dream Boat,
Reading—Entertaining Mrs. Scroggins
Virginia Rackliffe of lightning. The ratio of the oak
Gay Butterfly,
Normia^Seavey. to the beech In being struck by an
Harold
Kaler
La MantUla.
”Mary Dodge
— electrical bolt Is 60 to 1, according
Azalia Galop.
Virginia Connon to observations made over a period of
Sliver Slippers.
Neil
Little
Vocal—Sundown.
years.
Ceclle Tardlff
The Little Dancer,
The roots of a tree tap the electri
Ruth Wheeler
Aster Schottlsche.
Virginia Soule cal field of the ground. When a
To the Rising Sun.
Duet—American Fantasle
storm cloud is overhead the positive
Mary Stockbridge, Dorothy Lawry
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers
Kitchen Symphony Orchestra

Apple Crop Less

Recent reports on fruit prospects
in New ‘ England indicate that the
apple crop will not be as large as
that of last year and, perhaps, be
low average. The condition of the
crop on June 1 was 74.4 per cent as
compared with 90.7 per cent a year
ago and 84.0 per cent the ten yeaaverage. The date of full bloom for
most varieties, and particularly
Baldwins, was slightly later than
that of a year ago in the southern
New England States. Prolonged wet
weather coming during tfie height of
the blossom period in Massachu
setts and Connecticut is likely to
have had adverse effects on the ap
ple crop in these states. Reports
from growers indicate that the bloom
throughout New England, except in
Vermont, was not equal to that of
1930. Baldwins carried only a light
bloom while that of McIntosh was
from good to heavy, other varieties [
had only a fair bloom.
The 1931 New England pear crop
is expected to be rather light. A con- !
dition of 74.1 per cent was reported ,
on June 1 and this Indicates a pro- j
duction of 142,000 bushels as com-)
pared with 210,000 bushels produced
in 1930 and 170,000 bushels the flve
year average.

convention of the United Baptists
which has just been held at Ocean
Park. The choir will sing the an
them “Marvelous are Thy works."
Anne Owen, and Norman Crockett will
sing “Is He Yours?" Junior church
! service at 10.30 is for children from
5 to 11; Sunday school at 11.45, with
Some folks thought a picnic crowd
classes for all ages, and B.Y.P.U. at
was gathering yesterday in front of
6.15, led by Sherman Lord, the sub
the Bicknell, but investigation showed
ject being "My attitude toward other
it to be youngsters answering the ad
races In this country.” At 7.15 the
vertisement of the Rockland Shoe
pastor will give another of his sermons
Repairing Co. for a boy to assist
on great Bible paintings. This pic
through the summer. Those Cou
ture will be "Christ and Diana," by
rier-Gazette classified ads do secure
Long. The girls’ trio composed ol
results.
Mrs. Lillian Lord. Mrs. Evelyn Hart
. and Miss Olive Bragg will furnish the
WHAT DAUGHTERS ARE DOING
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
music for this service. Tuesday eve
ning at 7.30 there will be a missionary
Washington, D. C.—A three-hunprayer meeting.
dred-year-old tree in a church bury- j
• • • •
ing ground at Palls Church, Virginia,}
[WISH I COULD
MARRIED
has been selected by the Daughters
The
second
sermon in the series MARTIN-LINSCOTT — At Thomaston.
lAFFORD
TO
.
of the American Revolution as the
June 20. by Rev. H F. Leach. Dr
on "Angels" will be given at the First
Arthur Martin of Providence. R. I., and
.TRAVEL/
second living memorial of America's }
Baptist Church on Sunday morning,
Miss Maxine W. Llnscott of Thomas
past to be preserved for posterity.
i subject, “Angels, Their Relation to ton.
The National Society of the D.A.R.
Christ." The choir will sing, “O How
has embarked upon a plan of choos
Amiable Are Thy Dwellings," Rogers, 1855
1931 |
ing one historic tree for preservation
and "Out of the Depths,” Marston.
each year by means of a nation-wide }
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO. «
The Church School with classes for
referendum through its state chap
all ages will be held at noon. The
Waldoboro and Rockland
ters. The trees are saved by tree
Christian Endeavorers will hold their
Highlands
surgeons, whose services are donated
meeting at Ash Point Chapel at 5.30,
Artistic Memorials in Stone
by former Congressman Martin L.
cars to leave the church at 5 o'clock
122S-tf
Davey, head of the Davey Institute
The people's evening service will be
of Tree Surgery.
Travel to your heart’s content held at 7.30 (just one hour) and will
The tree at Falls Church—a tulip
open with the prelude, “Chanson
for
little cash. We’ll sell you a
poplar with a foliage spread of 75
Pastorale.” Harris. Organ, piano and
GUARANTEED
Car
for
a
fraction
feet, has looked down upon more
choir will lead in the “big sing.” The
of
its
first
cost.
than three centuries of American his
choir will sing "Honor the Wonder
tory. It was more than 100 years old
ful Saviour," Gabriel, and "The
when George Washington, vestryman
Prodigal and the Song,” Wilson. Mr.
of the church, rested in its shade.
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
MacDonald will speak on the subject,
Crumbling tombstones, in desolate
"I Met A Fool." The happy prayer
dignity, speak mutely of the death of
1928 Ford Coupe
and praise meeting will be held on
all else that lived in pre-revolution- }
Tuesday evening at 7.30, subject,
ary days. The tree Is the only living
1930 Pontiac Sedan
“Echoes." The Daily Vacation Bible
thing that was alive in the hamlet j
j
School will begin July 6.
of Falls Church when Washington
1927 Chrysler Roadster
lived.
*.
BORN
During the revolutionary war the
1928 Chevrolet Coach
BANKS—At Thomas Maternity Home.
church was a recruiting place for the
Rockland. June 26. to Mr. and Mrs.
Company of Captain Charles Broad
1929 Ford Tudor
Sumner Banks (Margaret Allen), a
water, a fellow vestryman of George
daughter. Norene June.
BEATTIE—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Washington. Captain Henry Fair
1925 Maxwell Coach
June 25. to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
fax restored it just before the Maxi
Beattie of Thomaston, a son.
can war. but in the Civil war it was
1929 Oldsmobile Sedan
used by Union soldiers, first as a hos- j
DIED
pital, then as a stable. All of its
1927 Buick Coupe
MONTGOMERY—At Camden. June 26.
equipment was destroyed except the
Charles Oscar Montgomery, aged 73
font, which pious hands hid and
1928 Whippet Cabriolet
years. Funeral services at the resi
dence. 30 High street, Sunday at 2!
saved.
o'clock. Kindly omit flowers.
In recent years the church has been
DOW—At Thomaston. June 25. Hattie E„
restored and today is a replica of that
widow of Lemuel S. Dow. aged 77 years.
in which Washington worshipped.
10 months. 4 days. Funeral Saturday
nt 2 o’clock from 1 Dwight street, I
Located on the Lee highway six
Thomaston.
miles south of the Key bridge in this
FREEMAN—At Rockland, June 25. George I
city, it is a Mecca for visitors who
A. Freeman, aged 52 years, 8 months,
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
10 days. Funeral Saturday at 3 o’clock J
come every year from all parts of

electricity in it is attracted by the
negative electricity in the earth, and
lightning follows.
Trees, such as the oak, which have
a large root area naturally have
larger electrical fields than others.
Oaks also have “tap" roots, which go
far into the ground and bring up
large quantities of water to the tree,
which serves as another attraction for
electrical bolts.
The best advice of the Davey Insti
tute is to avoid trees altogether when
lightning is at work, as it would be
somewhat difficult lor the layman to
make a scientific selection in time of
emergency. Better to keep in the
I open spaces, if no house Is near, and
get thoroughly wet than to offer
yourself as a target for lightning.

We believe we’ve mastered the se
cret of pronouncing place names In
Central America: All consonants are
sounded as h except h. which Is w.—
Detroit News.

31 AWNINGS 31
All kinds of Awnings—Porch Chairs—Hammocks
Recovered—Auto Awnings, Truck Covers—Boat
Covers, etc.—Hammock Tops.
Prompt Service Year Around

ROCKLAND AWNING CO., Inc.
HERBERT E. SIMMONS, Foreman
18 WILLOW STREET

YOU HELP YOURSELF AND
YOU HELP OTHERS
When you become a depositor in the ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILD
ING ASSOCIATION.
YOU HELP YOURSELF because, you get the habit of systematic
saving. There are no haphazard methods here. You deposit a fixed
amount the second Monday of each month. Your deposits are safe
because they are invested here at home in first mortgages on the
homes of your neighbors and friends. No better security ran be
found anywhere. Not a dollar of your money goes outside of Knox
County.
YOU HELP YOURSELF because your investment returns an un
usually good rate of interest. Our dividends have been at the rate
of S’,4% since 1907.
YOU HELP OTHERS because your monpy is loaned to people in this
vicinity to buy, build or improve their homes.
YOU HELP OTHERS berausc they find it easy to deal with us.
They pay no bonus. Interest is never more than 6% and the ex
penses of making a loan are very moderate. From $6.00 to $8.00 for
examining title and making papers and 75c for recording. Your
deposits may be as little as $1.00, or as much as $50.00 per month.
FIND US AT 18 SCHOOL STREET AND ASK FOR MORE
INFORMATION

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION
18 School Slreet,

the nation,

from Burpee parlors.

Rockland
68Stf

TIME IS MONEYFor YOU when you have a savings
account at this strong bank. The
passing of minutes, hours, days and
weeks marks a gradual increase in
your worldly wealth. Liberal inter
est makes your dollars grow steadily
like the proverbial grain of mustard
seed. A small amount is all you need
to start.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

It

TEL. 1262-W
77-78Ttf

Rockland, Me.
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Every-Other-Day

q R. R. CHANGES
! Robin for charter work. George Snow NOW PLAYING "STOCK” *------ ROCKPORT
flAur in frnm Rnsfnn Riindav in n I
’
Church Night was observed Thurs- ’
❖ I flew in from Boston Sunday in a |
Wasp
powered
Douglas.
George
is
tvereu
LTuugiab.
vxcvige
«
w*
1
.
D
11
4
Resulting From Leave Of day at the Baptist vestry with a i
♦ I putting in two weeks of flying for his IVlelvin v osburg, Kockland
baked bean supper at 7 o’clock, prayer
£ 1 reserve training. He made a beautiMrs. A I. Perry
Absence To Gen. Passen and a business session following at
Boy Who Has Scored Sue- |
1 2 3 4
♦ ful landing in a difficult cross wind,
7 8 1
5
which several important matters were
* 1 taking off later the same day for
ger Agent Harris
cess With Balfour Players
discussed. The supper committee
a, Boston.
I
The weather the past few’ days has
was Mrs. Edith Overlock, Miss Evelyn
10
I
In an official statement the execu Carver, Miss Geraldine Page, Mrs.
The outstanding event of the week
T1?e Ba'Jour Players now touring been coo! and delightful. As I write
4.1 ine outstanamg event ot tne wees nor[dern Maine, star a Rockland boy i .
j me
tive umvco
offices u,
of the mauic
Maine vcuua.
Central Charles Cavanaugh.
IX
* j was a long charter trip made by Capt. ! Melvin Vosburg. The present circuitI tnis' tne sun ls Just rlsmk over the Railroad announce important changes
13
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sukeforth who
1 ; Donald Duke of the Pan-American , of the stock company has proven sue- i hilltop. I have taken my writing ma- I in the personnel of the passenger have
iw
been
guests
the
past
month
of
4. Airways.
■ ceSsful and Mr. Vosburg has shared I terials out on the front porch where traffic department.
15
lb
17
18 n 19
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Overlock left
X T „„
........ Hm, liberally in the honors. Prior to his j can enjoy my flowers and shrubs,
Thursday
by
motor
for
their
home
at
W
*x*
LouMonday
Levj, pilot-,
arrived
from Levy
New ( nrncpnt ponppetinnand
hp wfm
the I1 the wonderful uKhts an“ shadow cast
LU.
*'J York
with Bill
Ambrose.
laterwith
scored
Grand Valley, Colo. Enroute they
z6
w 21
23
22
4*
will
visit
their
daughter,
Mrs.
Doro

by
the
rising
sun
through
the
trees
u” “—
“--------u *’—
”
-I- 4* •*• •h *’• *1* *5* + •> 4- 4"S—> 4- 4- 4*
4—>4* accompanied by Ambrose took the j
w
thy
Burt
at
Schenectady,
N.
Y.,
also
Travel Air over to Waterville. Thurs- |
that form a background to my home, I
(By F. V. F.)
2.M
making stopovers in Washington, D.
25
day, for the duration of the air meet. :
i and the glorious morning as a whole.
C„ Kansas City, St. Louis, and Den- |
From all appearances Maine is
W
At my left is a large syringa (mock J
ver. They expect to reach Grand)
rapidly catching up with other east
1 zt
“Jo” Patterson, strange as it may
27
Valley about July 12.
orange) just loaded with bloom. Bees
ern states in the development of avi seem, has been appointed official j
W
Miss
Margaret
MacDonald
has
re;
and butterflies are thus early hovering j
ation. A trip through Aroostook weather man for this region. We have J
30
zd 24
31
turned from Arizona where she was
32 33
County reveals encouraging symp heard of women pilots, women me-1
I over it. Farther along the front, garemployed durjng the winter.
toms of a normal, steady growth of chanics. and women parachute jump
i den heliotrope is wafting its sweetness ]
w
Mrs. Maggie B. Storey and Mrs.
activity in flying. Houlton now has ers but so far the woman weather
34
on the morning air, beside a large
35
4b
37
38
Caro Coates of Rockland were guests
one plane to its credit, a brand new observer has been beyond our ken.
sweet-scented peony in full bloom,
Tuesday of Mrs. A. T. Carroll, Com
Waco, Model F, although no airport, pan gnow jS upholding the honor of ,
j Facing me is a perennial border,
46
mercial street.
39
41
42
has been started. The plane is oper- | (he male sex in this field by discharg1 where many blooms are showing. My
Frederick Richards is spending the
ated by James Colton and Bill i jng the duties of weather observer for
pong-spurred columbines of many
week in Boston.
Stanislaw, transport pilots, who hope | one third of the day, a night-watch- '
43
I colors are a delight. Lilies, butterw 45
14 w
Members of the Nitsumsosum Club
to remain there all summer at least, j man w,;i tnke the post for the remainV
I cups and iris still linger. Delphini
and their husbands were entertained
w
and would doubtless stay there perma- ; ing third. Maybe this will encourage
ums are showing and even the tulips
at supper and cards Monday evening
47
nently if the interest and need of the
young woman to take up flyingi
4d 49
are inspiring, for up to last week they ,i
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred T.
townspeople is sufficient to keep their in Rockland.
were so lovely. A big round bed of j
Veazie, Rockland.
Honors were
plane busy. Presque Isle and Caribou I
• • « •
forget-me-nots and narcissus have J
50
51
awarded Mrs. Douglas Bisbee, Mrs.
have excellent airports, the former j Another student has enrolled for a
•
been changed to a bed of mixed asters
Clarence Munsey, Guy Annis and
privately owned, the latter owned •by flying course and has already begun ,
which will give a beauty spot later.
Frederick Richards.
the town. A group of fliers headed by ^is training. Arthur Farnham of BelIn the center are geraniums in bloom
Maynard Ingraham who went to
Ralph Merritt and including Don fast syarted to work Monday at the
to give interest while waiting for the
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.) ■
fefe>
Boston last week for medical advice
Scott, Bob and Bill McKay, P. Abra- airport wherre he will act as helper
aster plants to grow.
1-Precedence
39-To steep, as flax
14-Ensnares
has entered the Deaconess Hospital
ham, and Crouse own and operate during the period of his training.1
And yet many do not plant a gar
5-A couple
41- Majestic
16- Fleeting
J. J. Doane
for treatment..
two OX-Robins at Presque Isle. Their Rimer Bent soloed for the first time
den. The love of flowers is however
9-Stretched tight
42- Corroded
17- Farm animal
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle, Mrs.
chief activity is student training but Tuesday. He was congratulated as he
growing. Many love them who do not
10-Hidden
43- Joln
18- Twisted about
Huse
Richards
and
son
Roland
mo

they also obtain occasional charters cijmbed out of the plane for making as
seem to understand how to grow |
12- Foam
45- Angered
21- A Grecian island
and do some passenger hopping. Mer- pretty’ a landing as one could wish to i marked successes in Kitty s Birthday them. This spring I have given hun- 1 Effective at once M. L. Harris, gen tored to Bucksport Wednesday. Mrs.
13Sharp
46— Pours down
eral passenger agent, is given an ex Richards continued on to Brewer to
Mediterranean Se|
ritt and Scott spend all their time on see ‘
Party” with the Wallace Warner
15- Poisonous serpent 48-Domesticated
22- A bird (pi.)
Players and in "Old Fashioned dreds of plants to my friends and tended leave of absence on account of join her husband on the barge of
the work and are making a living from
neighbors
and
also
manv
seeds.
Some
16- Designs
50- To make dirty
28- Danger
ill health.
Mothers," a road show. During the
which he is captain, the others re
it.
CUSHING
19- Foe (Scot.)
51- lmpairs
29- A Mohammedan
past year he has been studying with of them I know will fall by the way- 1 Joseph J. Doane has been appoint turning home Wednesday night.
Southern Airways, Inc.. Augusta, Ga. (
side,
yet
like
our
good
deeds
some
will
i
20- Pronoun
prince
has stationed two planes at Caribou | Mr. and Mrs. Albert Esancy of Adelyn Bushnell. He was born in live and be a joy to many. Even my ed acting general passenger agent.
Miss Winnifred Andrews of Boston
21- A clerical garment
VERTICAL
30- A sheep’s cry
in charge of Fred L. Dorset and Skip South Hope were at F. I. Geyer's re 1909 at St. Johnsbury, Vt., and was bare dahlia stakes with their flutter Mr. Doane was formerly assistant to is in town to spend the summer
the general passenger agent.
23- A U. S. coin (abbr.)
32- Graded
educated there and in Pittsfield,
Tibert. No binding agreement exists cently.
with her sisters, Mrs. Adelaide Morrill
ing tags are an inspiration. I can
1-Jump
24- Title of former Z
33-To be in fear
Mr. and Mrs. William Hall and Mass.
between the operators and Caribou,
and Mrs. Everett E. Fales.
picture the beauty that is daily grow- !
rulers of Russia
2- Finish
(simplified spelling)
but Dorset and Tibert are laying Mr. and Mrs. Eben Davis of Rockland
Mrs. Horace Upham (Charlotte
ing
to
delight
us
later
when
the
early
j
3- While
36-Twelve dozen
their plans for permanent operations have moved to the Webster farm,
Robarts) entertained a few friends I 25-Tumults
vinalhaven
flowering
plants
have
done
their
best
j
4- Distributes
37- An insect (pi.)
there. They are using a Challenger- which they formerly occupied before
Monday evening at her camp at Me- 1 26- Point of compass
Arrangements are in progress for to give beauty to past weeks that are I
(abbr.)
5- Musical instrument 40-A set of workers
Robin and Travel-Air three-place going to Rockland.
gunticook Lake. A weenie roast was !
the big celebration Fourth of July, remembered with pleasure.
6- lndefinite article
42-Greek god of war '
Miss Arietta Maloney is the guest of under the auspices of the firemen
one of the enjoyable features of the j 27- A wager
biplane and have a large 6-place
I have heard many women say "I
28- An Island of the
7- Writing fluid
44- Bind
Travel-Air like the two in Rockland Miss Dorothy Benner, Thomaston, for and Village Improvement Society. A
occasion.
Those
present:
Mrs.
Dora
do not have time to make a garden" ,
8- A shoal
West Indies
45- A mischievous chi|
which they contemplate bringing up a few days.
Packard, Mrs. Gladys Henderson,
parade at 9 a m. will be a big attrac
31-Witchlike
9- Examinations
47-A province of
Miss Edith Maloney was at H. J. tion and all owning cars are re Let me say. and with emphasis. If '
from Newark, N. J. Bud McKenny is
Mrs.
Dorothy
Paul,
Miss
Mildred
you really want a garden you will ,
34- Exist
11- To acfc in response
Canada (abbr.)
flying a Kinner American Eagle for Marshall's Sunday.
Graffam.
quested to decorate them and enter. have one, be it ever so small. Anri
35- Attract«
12- Anything designed 49-A college degree
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Campbell who Prizes will be given. Ball games will
Barnes and Nightingale at Fort FairMembers
of
the
Johnson
Society
38-Aiab (abbr.)
to allure fish
(abbr.)
field. They use a clover field for land have been at D. L. Maloney's for a be played both forenoon and after once you get it started the up-keep
will enjoy a picnic supper Wednes
ing but as a matter of fact one field short vacation return to New York noon. July 3 there will be an all- is a joy. A few’ minutes morning or
day evening at the L. E. Upham
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
evening
pulling
a
weed
here,
tying
up
is as good as another in that region ! today. Saturday,
camp at Hosmer's Pond. Those not
cabaret at the net factory with a plant there, and during the hot
of broad, clear expanses of rolling j Homer Marshall has employment on night
solicited are asked to furnish cake,
SOUTH HOPE
music
by
the
Fakers.
Refreshments
months
perhaps
a
little
water
or
eItItIeIrI pirieifie
ground. Bud is training students and the back road with A. H. Young who will be on sale. A dance will also be
fruit or pickles. Cars will leave the
Judicious
mulching.
And
just
take
Mrs.
Fred
Merrifield and children
dorns^d RIEiN^oC
doing some passenger work. He ex has charge of the w’ork there.
postoffice
at
6
o'clock.
the night of the Fourth.
your dust-gun or sprayer along as you
recently spent a few days in BurkettTiE N S!EJ_|E B E R j
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Marshall of East held
pected to be down here Thursday or
Mr.
and
Mis.
Mark
Crockett
and
The following group enjoyed Tues
EiLiwr-R.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Friday on his way to Waterville Air Friendship were in town recently call day evening at Camp Merrie Macs: make your morning rounds to see if
son Norman of Lancaster, Pa., are ville,
Morang.
that new’ bud has burst into bloom.
I LE RTLY
ing on old friends.
Meet.'
guests
at
the
home
of
his
brother
Ro

Miss Martha Hartshorn, teacher,
tWd a,yWa
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Maloney spent Edith Nickerson, Frances Macintosh, You will go back to your kitchen with
land Crockett for a week.
A unique attraction at Fort Fair- the weekend in Friendship visiting Guida Mills, Louise Brown, Gertrude a new lease on life. I am a farmThe Trytohelp Club will motor Mrs. Margaret Bowley, Mrs. Flora i
Vinal,
Doris
Stordahl,
Muriel
Chilles,
woman,
and
my
days
are
full,
yet
I
field, having nothing to do with flying their daughter Mrs. Burgess Simmons
Monday evening to Hobbs’ Pond Pushaw, Mrs. Dorothy Childs, Mrs.
Lillian Hanson, Andy Gilchrist, hope the time will never come when
is the golf club, just over the line. I and family.
where they will be entertained at the Doris Merrifield, Albert Hastings.
Alex
Davidson,
Calvin
Vinal,
Fred
I
can
not
have
a
garden.
If
you
A more beautiful location would be I Mrs. Hattie Ames has been in
John Salisbury Camp with Mrs. Robie Taylor, Miss Dorothy Carver '
Chilles,
Keith
Carver,
Lear
Peterson.
tired,
jaded
women
have
lost
interest
hard to find, and the property was Thomaston for a few days the guest
Leona Salisbury as hostess. Picnic and 21 of the school children made a
Ellwood
Sails,
Paul
Nelson,
Leroy
in
life,
plant
a
garden
and
get
a
new
acquired for less than a tenth of what of Mrs. Alice Mank. Mrs. Ames met
supper. Cars will leave the Baptist trip to Augusta June 12 and visited
dress. Two things which always help
the State House, which proved of!
it would have cost on this side. The with a painful accident recently, as Arey, Kenneth Amiro.
Church at 6 o’clock.
Mrs.
Vaughn
Johnson
entertained
tired
nerves
marvelouslv.
even
though
course itself is in Canada, as well as she reached on to a shelf in her home
The “finishing touches" are being great interest to them, and the mu- i
W.
E.
Lueey
the
Mothers
Club
Wednesday
eveit
be
only
a
house
dress.
the club house but the latter is so sticking a fish hook in one of her
added to the new Baptist parsonage seum especially attractive. They had
N. C. C. 4
near the boundary that members park fingers. She has been receiving ning in honor of Mrs. F. F. Browm of|
and grounds. Grading is nearly com picnic dinner a few miles outside of 1
Rockland
who
is
one
of
the
charter
North
Hope.
their cars in this country and play treatment of Dr. Keller, who removed
pleted, cement walks are being laid, the city.
members.
-----------------Woodbury Lermond and family i
their game in a foreign land.
the hook.
William E. Lucey, formerly auditor and a garage 18x20 is under construc
Mrs. Edward Coombs and sister
APPOINTMENTS WITHHELD
VINALIIAVEN & ROCKLAND)
have moved into the house formerly
of passenger accounts, has been made tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of
Mrs.
Lida
White
have
returned
from
1
owned by Mrs. Annie Hart.
STEAMBOAT CO.
assistant general passenger agent.
But to get back to aviation. One of Medomak are at F. L. Maloney’s for
Miss
Feme
Whitney
is
employed
for
Tentative Nominations May Be Made All have offices at 222 St. John street . | the summer at the home of Mrs. Rob
Five Islands.
A few from this place attended Po- :
Daylight Time
the most encouraging signs is the ‘ a visit,
Day Administrative Code Alt Be
Mrs Roland Blaisdell and daugh
mona in Cushing June 20.
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at
Mr. Harris has been in poor health ert Paul in Rockland.
decreasing number of people who take
Mr. and Mrs. Colson of Rockland
A.
M
.
Stonington
6.25, North Haven
comes Effective
Mrs. Evelyn Vining spent last week j
for some time and two years ago it
a ride just for the fun of it and the. are in town visiting old friends and ters Vera and Virginia of Wakefield,
Miss Mildred Graffam leaves Sun
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at
was necessary for him to take a com day for Farmington where she will in Warren.
land about 9.30.
increasing number of students and relatives, among whom are Mr. and Mass., are occupying Mrs. Ola Carver
Pending probable referendum on plete rest from his important duties attend a six weeks’ session of sum
Alice and Albert Cassidy of Ingra- ! Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P.
private plane owners. So long as a Mrs. William Morse. Mr. and Mrs. L. Ames cottage, Ledge Lodge, for the
ham Hill were weekend visitors of | Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, 8to|
the Administrative Cede Act reor and he made an extended trip to the mer school.
pilot can drop down anywhere and B. Ulmer. Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Davis summer months.
their grandmother Mrs. Albert Heath j "
M.*"**'
8’“
Harland M. Bryant, who has been ganizing and consolidating some Pacific Coast.
draw a multitude of people around I and others.
recently
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
Mr. Harris' life has been devoted to
him who will either ride in order to i Mrs. Fannie Morse and Mrs. Sarah the guest of Rev. and Mrs. P. J. Clif State departments. Gov. Gardiner
Church Vacation School
143-t
Mrs. Herbert Esancy and child of
railroad work, having started in 1839
get thrilled or will stand around out j F. Seavey were recently guests of ford has returned to Milton, N. H.
Much interest is being manifested South China are visiting her sister
Carl Kalloch of Rockland is the “has taken no action regarding ap on the Boston & Maine Railroad. He
of curiosity, gaping at his plane, just Mrs. Hattie Ames
A party of young men from Bos guest of Capt. and Mrs. Almond pointments” of officials to govern the has held many responsible positions by the young folks in the Church Mrs. W. C. Wellman for a few days.
so long will flying activity be confined
new departments.
with the Consolidated Steamship Vacation School which is being con Mrs. Eleanor Payson of Hope is also
to a few venturesome individuals. This ton are at the Frye cottage for a few j Miller.
Mrs. William Benner entertained
feeling of awe and excitement on the weeks.
Some of the offices to be filled, if Lines, New York Central, New Haven ducted for two weeks at the Baptist a visitor there.
Harry Pushaw and family have
M. J. Maloney is having new chim Tuesday at pyramid tea, two tables the act is not defeated by referendum, Railroad and the New England Pas Church. Already 82 are enrolled and
part of the average person is disap
pearing in Maine. Experience in other neys built in the Waldemar Hause of bridge being at play.
will be Commissioner of Finance, senger Association. Boston. He came it is expected that before the close moved into the house he recently
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs entertained Commissioner of Health and Welfare, to the Maine Central as assistant to the 100 mark will be passed. Sessions bought of Clarence Robbins.
states where aviation has progressed house, which he occupies, also a new
Mr. and Mrs. William Monkhouse
are held each week day except Sat
further, shows that the next advance piazza and other repairs have been the Bridge Eight at supper Thurs- Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fish
DYER
TIBBETTS
urday from 8.30 to 11.30 with devo are guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Dun
j day.
is toward private ownership and the made recently to the buildings.
eries, a State budget officer, and an
For
For
tional exercises, pledges of allegiance bar.
George Strachan returned to Long Advisory Council of six for the Health
Miss Orpha Killeran, who is a
use of planes for sport, necessitating
Gladys Irving of Damariscotta was
to the National and Christian flags,
SALES
instruction in the art of flying. Even teacher at Hinckley, Good-Will Farm, Cove Monday.
and Welfare department.
SERVICE
character story, lesson period, and a weekend guest of her sister Mrs. C.
discounting 50% the number of stu acted as bridesmaid at the wedding of | Louise Hardison has returned from
It may be probable, the Chief
training in various forms of hand E. Dunbar.
Orange, N. J. where she has been Executive said, that conditions at the
dents claimed by the different opera a friend in Lewiston Saturday.
Walter Sprowl of Appleton has been Fred C. Dyer Pearl Tibbetts
work. At the close of the first session
Mr. and Mrs. James Ulmer and i teaching the past year.
tors around the state, there is still a
time may make it necessary for him
ROCKLAND
Visiting
his grandparents, Mr. and TEL. 1219
on
Monday,
the
girls
wearing
paper
Isaac Calderwood left Tuesday for to post a tentative list of nominations
healthy number distributed through Miss Lottie Partridge have returned
caps and the boys arm bands which Mrs. Lyford Mills.
40 PARK STREET
out Maine, sufficiently interested in from Rockville, where they were Kenogami, Canada.
the day the law becomes effective,
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Dart of Provi
they had made during the morning
44tt
Nathan Perry of Presque Isle is ex- July 3.
aviation to learn to fly. Unless these guests of Mrs. Ulmer's daughter, Mrs.
period, and which bore the letters dence are expected here very soon for
i pected Saturday, to be the guest of
indications are very misleading, there Fiske.
“Informative” pamphlets on the
the
summer.
C.V.S.,
marched
in
line
from
the
George Cazallis made a garden for his uncle B. L. Lane.
will be at least ten more planes sold
. code, written by the governor and exMr. and Mrs. Ira Hilt of Rockland
church to Elm street then to the
William Hall this week.
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood leaves Mon- - pected. to have been ready for Statehere this summer.
bridge, singing “Onward Christian and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stahl of
M. J. Maloney has bought some ' day for Westbrook to attend com-' wide distribution a week ago. are in
Soldiers.”
Warren called on Mrs. Albert Heath
John Phillips flew the Junior to Bar lobster traps, and is soon to start mencement exercises at the semi- type but have not been printed. The
Sunday.
Rev.
F.
F.
Fowle
is
principal
and
fishing.
nary.
Their
daughter
Miss
Catherdelay,
unexplained,
was
caused
by
’
Harbor, Saturday the 20th and will
his assistants are Mrs. G. F. Currier,
One
week
from
Saturday
is
the
ine
is
a
graduate
and
is
the
prophet|
the
Governor.
It
is
now
expected
'
keep it there a week or ten days lor
“I saw a man today who had no
Miss Edith Wall, Miss Geraldine
demonstration. James R. Hennessy glorious "Fourth”, and many here are ( ess of her class. She will also play however, that they will be printed I
hands to play the piano.”
Page
and
Miss
Hortense
Bohndell.
planning
to
attend
the
circus
in
Rock

a
piano
solo.
I
and
released
within
a
few
days.
flew two legionnaires to Calais Sun
“That's nothing! There's a girl Sell Your Broilers and Fowl While
Sunday evening, in connection with
Virginia Black is home from West | — — - ..... ..
.............- !
day in the pontoon Robin. D. L. Dyer land on that date, while others are
the Market is High
this school a special union service upstairs who has no voice and who
contemplating
clam-bakes
and
family
Hartford.
Conn.,
where
she
has
been
and Richard Collett, both of Vinalbeen in town several weeks, called
sings!"
will
be
held
at
the
church
with
the
picnic
parties
to
celebrate
the
day.
teaching.
Call or write
haven, were the passengers. Hennessy
by illness of her father Stephen Col
children taking important parts.
F. A. Cfute recently picked 50 potato
Children’s Day will be observed son, returned Saturday to Augusta. 1
started on a barnstorming tour the
Previous to the service there will be
bugs
from
seven
stalks
of
potatoes
Sunday
at
6.30
in
Union
Church.
24th, stopping at Rangeley and Win which grew from seed remaining in
COHEN BROS.
The following company enjoyed
a children's parade from the bridge
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
throp on his way to Sebago Lake
, Dr., and JMrs.
„ F.
,, F. Brown,
,
,, sons .Thursday at Sea-All: Mr. and Mrs.
WARREN, TEL. 2-3
to Hoboken schoolhouse and those
ground
all
winter.
Thus
far
he
has
where he will be stationed with the
Fletcher and Gardiner, of Rockland,; Edward carver, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
participating are asked to meet at the
beaten all othersr, many of whom re who have been guests of Mr. and ; Lane, Mrs. L. R. Smith. A beef steak
And a Track Will Call
church at 6.45. Parents and friends
.1-1
port large gatherings of the pests. Mr.
60-tf
F. A. Brown returned home ! dmner and all the fixin’s was served.
of the children are especially urged
Crute has ployed under one whole Mrs.
Thursday. Dr. Brown was in town
M.
L.
Harris
Several
members
of
the
family
of
to attend this service.
• •• ••
patch of potatoes ruined by them j to attend the St. John’s Day observ
Mrs. Edna Swears of Dover-Foxcroft
and many kinds of bugs and worms ance.
gathered
at
Sunnybank,
her
former
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
are prevalent this year—more than
Church Notes
Mrs. Lillian Hanson of Worcester home here June 25, it being the an general passenger agent, June 1, 1913.
have ever been known of before.
is the guest of Mrs. Jack Gilchrist.
In
September,
1915,
he
was
made
Baptist
Church:
Rev.
G.
F.
Currier,
Osteopathic Physician
niversary of her wedding day. Mrs.
Saturday, June 20, will go on record
E. Mont Perry was in town June
x.’4-1
as one of the hottest days ever exper 24, returning to Rockland on the spe- Swears was the guest of honor by assistant general passenger agent and minister: Sunday, service at 10.45
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
con
proxy; a place set at the dinner! in APril 1917’ general passenger with sermon, subject, "What Should
ienced in this town The mercury ) ^fVraCcastffie.
PHONE 136
table and a cup of tea being poured ageT’
^as ^e'd
resPonsi^'e We Believe?" children’s story; church
3,
‘
CU'3
st°°?
Pan k
' Max Dyer of Poughkeepsie, N. Y„ for her by her sister Mrs. James Potion since.
school at 12; Union service at 7.30
at, 93
and
94,
with
a
good
breeze,
but
1
J
e
.
. ,
, . ..___ , ,______ i is guest of his brother Llovd Dyer.
31 • •
••
A pink rose also marked I Joseph J’ 00306 has spent pract‘- p. m.; Trytohelp Club Monday eve| which was so hot it must have come
Ruth Young daughter of Mr. and Gregory.
her Dlacp vivpn bv Mrs Alfretta '■ cally aU hls business life m Maine \ ning with picnic at Hobb’s Pond;
direc from the torrid zone^
Mrs Rjchard yo
DR. ETHEL H. CRIE
Adams of Portland a close friend of Centra! service' having entered ^e ; Scout meeting Tuesday evening; LaHalsey Flint was at home from
Wednesday at which a large
Marshall Island over the weekend. : “rn
Edward Con<lues‘ °f Mrs Swears -^e day X spent to T™,?}?y.°f.,.thLr?ad’ .Ju?62’ !,900_.as 1
Osteopathic Physician
ticket clerk in the auditor of pas attendance is desired as the ladies
! Eli Maloney spent a few days with J
reminiscence.
Free Children's Clinic 9.00 to 10.0
senger accounts office.
Mrs.
Charles
Dutton,
who
has
are
working
earnestly
in
preparation
him at the island the past week.
Every Saturday Morning
For several years during the sum for the annual mid-summer fair. Aug.
THE TEACHER MUSES
William McNamara has a large cat,
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
mer
season
he
acted
as
purser
on
the
12;
Thursday
evening,
exhibition
in
Year after year they come to me.
“Jack,” which enjoys an automobile
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTO!
These chldren with questioning looks. steamers between Mt. Desert Ferry connection with Church Vacation
ride. He sits In frant with the driver,
(BILL WINCAPAW)
Year after year they leave me.
and Bar Harbor. He was later ticket School.
while his dog Caesar occupies the rear
As they leave their outgrown books;
TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND, ME.
Methodist: Rev. F. F. Fowle, minis
And I wonder sometimes If I’ve taught agent at Bar Harbor. In 1909 he re
seat during their travels.
Dailv Airplane Service
turned to the general offices as ter: Sunday, service at 10.30; Sunday
them
Just some of the worth while things.
division clerk in the passenger traffic !
8 A. M., 1 P. M., 4.30 P. M.
Just some of the things they’ll need in department and in 1911 was trans- | School at 11.45; union service at 7.30
Special Charter Anytime
at the Baptist Church; official board
life.
1 to 4 Passengers
ferred to the auditor of passenger ac meeting at 7 o’clock Tuesday evening;
Be they peasants, or poets, or kings.
► EMBALMING^
counts office' For the next three Ladies’ Aid at vestry Wednesday aft
Of course they’ve learned civics and his
Fare To—
years he was in the general offices ernoon.
tory.
$12.00
$3.00
MOTOR ANBUIANa
North Haven,
And how to divide and add.
during the winter and held positions
But have they learned that these things of ticket agent at Bar Harbor dur
3.00 12.00
Vinalhaven,
ENGRAVED
are
not
all
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
MARTINSVILLE
16.00
4.00
Stonington,
ing the summer season. In 1914 he
That make life sad or glacfc.
served the families of Knox County
At the Second Baptist Church,
(weather permitting)
CALLING CARDS
Have I taught them the value of smiling was made assistant to general pas
When things are at their worst?
15.00
LADY ATTENDANT
Martinsville and Glenmere, Rev. MilDark Harbor,
Have I taught them there’s nothing that senger agent and held that position ton R. Kerr, minister: Sunday at
40.00
Bar Harbor,
since.
Day Tel, 450
781-1
helps like a song
$
with
plate
24.00
When the heart seems ready to burst?
Swan’s Island,
William E. Lucey first entered the 10.30, patriotic service, subject, "True
20.00
Patriotism;” 7 p. m., live song service,
Monhegan Island,
BURPEE’S
100 Cards ,.
Have I taught them the joy of clean liv employ of the Maine Central in the
18.00
Isle au Haut,
office of the general passenger agent subject, “The Call to Arms;” Sunday
ing?
ROCKLAND, ME.
16.00
That honor Is better than fame?
Matinicus,
as advertising agent in 1914. In 1917 School at close of morning session;
Regular values up to $6
That good friends are the greatest of he was made chief clerk of the pas Wednesday at 7 o’clock, prayer and
treasures?
For information phone—
TO GET WATER
6 styles to choose from
Wealth less than an untarnished senger department and one year later praise service; choir rehearsal.
Telephone 547 or 961 -W
name?
was
made
auditor
of
passenger
ac

Here
is a picture of two chil
51
Barter—Stonington,
Have I taught them respect to the aged?
This offer extends
counts, which position he has held
dren with a pail. They say they
Protection to those who are weak?
51
Brown—North Haven,
That silence always is golden
since. Before coming to the Maine LIVE POULTRY—EGGS
are going to fetch a pail of water.
69
Arey—Vinalhaven,
only over a 30-day
When gossip bids them speak?*
Also Dressed Poultry our specialty for
Central, Mr. Lucey was employed by
If you want to see where they
over twenty years. Shipments so
period
the
New
Haven
Railroad
in
the
office
Have
I
taught
that
fear
is
a
coward
licited, highest market prices, prompt
See Penobscot Bay and its 365
will find the water, take your pen
Who is beaten when they say. ‘‘I can?” of the general passenger agent.
returns,
financial
responsibility
as

Islands, including Mount Desert
That courtesy ranks with courage
cil and join all the numbered dots
sured. Satisfaction of our shippers
In the heart of the real gentleman?
R. W. TYLER
Island and its mountain, parks and
is shown by the fact that we re
together, starting with dot num
Have I taught them these things an*!
ceived over 400 coops in one day.
Mrs. Rapper; “Let's start a secret
large estates.
others
ber one and ending with;'dot Repair Shop at My Home at "The
Send
for
testimonials,
quotations
and
130 Mile Flight, $8.00 per person
That will help make them brave, kind society.”
tags.
number ''.thirty-three.
Perhaps ’Keag.” Service calls answered to all
and true?
Mrs. Gabber: “Fine. I heard a lot of
(Not less than 5 nor more than 6
of the county. Phone Ken
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
If
I
have.
then.
I
care
not
if
they
tell
me
you
will
remember
a
little
rhyme parts
secrets at the bridge party this after
passengers)
4 Faneuil Hall Market Boston, Mass
White at 437 or call Lime City Sales,
That Irkutsk ls a town in Peru!
about
them,
too.
.
u
72-tf
noon.”
'
70-tf
—R. J. Gale, in the Boston Globe.
Inc., 967.
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| Planes, Pilots

♦>

—and—
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ATTENTION!
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NORTH WALDOBORO 1
PALERMO
SIMONTON
THF CRADF STHOOI S I Wentworth, and Robert Willard. Barbara Rogers and Vieno Kangas,
Mrs. Ida Libby of Warren was a I Dr. S. C. Pierpont of Washington
IrtL
OVrUJVJLO six-point children, Edward Colson making nine.
THE GREAT SPARKS SHOW
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. I was in town Saturday.
j,
i and Charles Call.
Special mention should be made
Mrs. Josephine N, Mathews
Punctual Attendance Has Paul Stevens and Vernon Studley, about Margaret Rogers, who has not j I Mr. and Mrs. Percy Saban were in
Josephine N., wife of C. J. Mathews, Walter.
Mr. and Mrs. James Storer were in jefjerson Sunday calling on Mr. and
x/i ,| had most stars this year, Mary Lamb been absent or tardy for three years.
died at her home in Simonton, June
Been
Feature In IVlOSt and Gerai(jine Norton second.
tockland Saturday,
Saturday.
Mrs. Stanford Brown formerly of
Many interesting books containing
19 1931. She was born in Searsmont Rockland
attended
A party was held Thursday after much helpful information in geo
village March 24, 1861, daughter of I Several from ^this_place
hls
rhurch tHiS place.
Schools Reported
l' , Harold Saban and Forest Tibbetts
noon. Games were played, a poem graphy and history, have been
C. C and Sarah (Bird) Haskell, and services at the Old German "
Church
of this_ place
and Chester Worthing of
. learned this year was repeated, fa- brought in for use in the classrooms
, thovo until ahnnt the flee of 18 In Waldoboro Sunday afternoon.
____
_____________
McLain Building
when she went to Newburyport. Mass.’,! Homer Carroll went Sunday to uberty Went Sunday to Calais where
, vorite songs were sung and Paul during the year by Betty McAlary,
Sub-primary, Lucy Marsh Lowe Stevens played a few selections on his Betty McBeath, Kenneth Morgan,
where she lived for a number of Christmas Cove where he will have tbey attended the State Convention
trumpet. Refreshments of cookies Willis Anderson, William Cross, Jane
years. She was married Dec. 5, 1885,1 employment for the summer
I o{ the American Legion,
teacher:
to Charles J Mathews in Brooklyn
Levi Robinson who has been visitWork has commenced on the
Welch, Eleanor Look, Edith Dondis
Pupils neither absent nor tardy [ and PuJ\ch were served,
N. Y . where’thev’made their home in8 his brother in Portland returned sheepSCott bridge at East Palermo
during the last term of school: Grace ' Geraldine Norton, Mary Lamb, and Domenick Cuccinello.
_ ,
„
„
Everett Spear, Paul Stevens, Stanley
Special books and booklets about
until April 29, 1919. They then moved home Sunday
Shirley wJth Walter Mltten of Augusta 111
Bowley, Bertha Coombs. Alice Cross, Murrayj wiUlam E1)is Harold Tol. other countries, which were very in
^m^TheTe^Vade^h^rVo^
AS them “itt Tibbetts and Oris Brawn
David Dorr, John Duff, Donald Estes, j man, Anna Staples, Esther Cohen, teresting were loaned and given by
until the time of her death
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. E. D. were at John Tibbctts in Windsor
Alice Havener, Sylvia Hooper, Barrett Lucille Connon and Ruth Seabury Vieno Kangas, Helvi Rivers, and
Jordan, Raymond Kennedy, Philip , had themost star papers this month. Betty McAlary and Betty McBeath.
Deceased is survived by her hus- MQ"dHome Sunday will be observed ^^and Mrs. George McLain and
Pupils having perfect attendance
band Charles J. Mathews, two sisters
McAloney, Marjorie Mills,
Albert [
* * * *
at the M. E. Church in this place June Mrs Eunice Quigg were at I. N.
Mrs.
B. Stover
of Newbury
Munro, Raymond OBrien, Marv Grade Three, Lura Libby1, teacher: for the term: Willis Anderson, Fred
port Edward
MaZ and
Mrs Georg
a Hobbs , 28. Two services will be held one at Qulgg.s Sunday.
erick Bartlett, John Blethen. Malissa
Prances Perry, Ruth Spear, Wilbur' Those haying most star papers in Bostick. William Cross, David Curtis,
of Camden:’ one brother S B Haskell !
topic. "Keeping the Faith." A
Mr. and Mrs. Bedford Jago of Jef’
x
, _
,arithmetic for the last term were:
al-o of Camden' several nieces and h‘cnic lunch wil1 be in order,at
Person and daughter Doris were re
Weeks, Mary Wotton, and Franklin Patricia Allen, Sylvia Hayes, Perry Edith Dondis, Virginia D'Agostino,
al o of Camden, several nieces ai , nQon hQur The second service will,cent visitors at Newell Hannan's.
Call.
Howard, Ruth Sukeforth, Shirley Marion Harvey, Vieno Kangas, Ver
I °nMrrs Mathews was a devoted wife betfn at 13°- Everybody is cordially
Charles Ludwig of Portland was a
These pupils missed only one day: ■ Allen, Betty Beach, Mary Cross, Ath- non Kenney, Genevieve Lindsey.
I and a k^nd neighbor and frtend who hivited.
, weekend visitor at Burleigh Turner^.
McAlary, Helen Mills, Mar
Eafle Chandler, Ashley Drinkwater, aleen Tibbetts, Herbert Stover, Helen Elizabeth
I tnn hs crrpntl/missed in the com- ! Several members of Maple Grange
Work has commenced on the thirdgaret Rogers, Barbara Rogers, Helvi
will be greatly_ mi^ed in the c
, vlsitert Evening Star Grange Satur- class road, by Selectman Seth Turner|
«.»« H.„„.
Rivers, Lewis Small. Winfred Stan
Funeral services were neiu i, ««•»
„--------------------------, „*
j
and Mrg A d Tihbptts have
rs»»•»
Russell Kaler, Charlotte Murphy, o0rcj0ni Raymond Grindle, Laura ley, Shirley Stanley, Gordon Thomp
.
been
visiting
in Jefferson the past
son
and
Jane
Welch.
ducted by Rev. Ralph H. Hayden,
Raymond Murphy, Douglas Perry, Pomeroy, Walter Vasso, Dorothy Kaiweek.
Having perfect attendance for the
rector of St. Thomas Episcopal
PLEASANT POINT
Betty Payson, Norina Rawley, Elifca- lpch and Ruth Nichols.
Miss Phyllis Turner is visiting her
Church of Camden. The profusion
beth Shapiro. Alice Cross, John Duff.
Not absent this term: Shirley Allen, year. 184 days: John Blethen. Malissa
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Colso
Colson of ; unc]e and aunt Mr and Mrs. Harry
of
beautiful
floral
pieces
surroundin
and Donald Estes have had perfect Harold Dennis, Kendrick Dorman, Bostick, Margaret Rogers, Barbara
—
---- bore
------silent
■ . ...
.
a week with )I nptcheil
Lvnn,
Mass.
the----casket
tribute
of, es-s [ Rockland
Mr and are Rspending
pA
oetenen in
in
nn, m
attendance during the entire year.
Evelyn Harvey, Perry Howard, Kilton Rogers. Helvi Rivers, Winfred Stan
Mr. and Mrs. Verne Poland of
teem and love. Interment was in
The seven-point children are: Ron- Joyce, Elizabeth Lurvey, Albert Pease, ley and Shirley Stanley.
Miss Bernice Maloney is ill.
Freedom were recent visitors of Mr.
The prize poster in Room 6-7 for
Mountain Street cemetery, Camden.
aid Berry, Grace Bowley, Bertha pauj Rackliffe, Helen Spear, RichErnest Maloney of Port Clyde visit and Mrs. F. C. Tibbetts.
Coombs, Alice Cross, John Duff, I ard Spear, Gordon Stanley, Eugene the Community Chest drive, was
ed his parents Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glover McDonald and
MacLaughlin.
When the long trains bearing the j Europe. Two of these groups, which
Sylvia Hooper, Vivian Hussey. Barrett Stickney, Ruth Sukeforth, Mary Cross given to Reginald
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Creamer of family of Long Island, N. Y., are visit* * ♦ *
ORFF’S CORNER
wonders of the Sparks Circus arrive i will be subjugated by Franz Woska,
Jordan, Marjorie Mills, Albert Munro, and Allerton Brann.
Mrs.
Amber
Childs, Lorenzo | Thomaston visited Sunday with her ; jng relatives in this place.
Grade 6-8, Sara Montgomery, here Saturday, July 4. they will bring are said to represent the highest de
Raymond Murphy. Raymond O'Brien.
Perfect attendance for the entire
as part of their precious freight a velopment of wild animal intelligence. Achorn and Nathan Farwell spent,
Mary Prances Perry, Mathew Smith, year: Shirley Allen. Evelyn Harvey. teacher:
Mrs. Donald Flinchbaugh and sons ! visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts
In ^addition to the marvelous Tuesday in Winthrop and Readfield.
Pupils not missing a day during zoological collection that is said to be
Ruth Spear, Matilda Thorndike, Wil- Albert Pease, Gordon Stanley and
other relatives here.
the term are Eleanor Harper, Roy the largest and rarest of its kind in troupes' of trained horses, ponies,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bessey were Rodman and Junior of Newton and
bur Weeks and Mary Wotton. The ] Ruth Sukeforth.
Guy Hannon has returned from the
Falls, Mass., are at their cotJoyce, Margaret
the world. It will include several bears and dogs, are new features that ' weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs Upper
six-point children are: Franklin Call,! Perry Howard won the prize for,..
_ ,. „McMillan,
.
,, Dorothy
_.
, tage for the summer,
, .. „ and
, have as Marine Hospital in Chelsea. Mass.,
Earle Chandler, Donald Estes, Mary i standing the longest in a spelling < Munro, Pauline Quinn, Henry Sim- hundred beasts of every kind and de have never before appeared with a j Harrv Creamer.
Mr- and Mrs- Fred Mllls 01 where he has been the past six weeks
- ......................
Froughton, Carl- Greige.
Wilbur Ham- 1i match. A review of all words taught mons, Dorothy Welsh and Leighton scription, many of which are speci circus. All in all, Sparks Circus rep- ; Mr and Mr. Byron Ludwig and ’ BUests
receiving treatment.
resentatives state that the 1931 per- [ Mrs. George Kimball and young Boston.
ilton. Francis Haraden, Mildred | this year was used. The word Perry White. Those not missing a day mens seldom found in captivity.
^M^Vt'tie bS
. - - I and M^Ind M^ GeorgeXodf of |
during the year were Roy Joyce and
Sparks Circus this season is a formance is the best in history.
Harvey, Alice Havener, Ravmond > missed was “sleigh.”
Seats on sale Circus Day at Chis
Mr and Mrs. J. W. Gilbert of South balden, Mass., are at Moss bar cot- I
veritable Noah's Ark, and among its
Kennedy, Elva Lunt. Philip McAloney.
The class presented Gordon Bur- Dorothy Munro.
Thirty pupils out of the 6-8 divi inhabitants are a number of trained holm Bros.' opposite waiting room.—
Charlotte Murphy, Laura Steeves, | gess WRb a basket of fruit to show
and Dorothy Sylvester.
their sympathy to him during his re- sion have their names on the dental animal actors, lately imported from adv.
P"ionandarl,
PaSSAlbee
Am aS.delinger.
^eiin^yrS lir?
««■ Leslie
Seavey,ast
and wpek
son William
honor roll.
Mr
Mrs.
Mr.
jn Camdpn
On account of illness Laura Steevps ' Cent illness.
Tlie spelling race held during the
was unable to attend school the last j The winners in the postmark conMe." Prayer was offered by Dr. and Mrs. Gilbert are J. ™’’
Mr.
and
Mrs
Lsaac
Davis
of Rock’
WALDOBORO
at p A
Sneath. Interment was in Union dents of this place and are being
two weeks.
test were Ruth Sukeforth and Sylvia term between the 6-7 and 6-8 divi
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
E.
Boggs
were
re

sions
came
out
a
tie.
The
race
was
A party was given for the children ■ Hayes.
street cemetery, Rev. Mr. Richmond welcomed by old neighbors and j p]lnton.s
decided
by
having
a
spelling
match
cent
Portland
visitors.
and Dr. Sneath officiating at the j friends.
Thursday afternoon. Games were j Friday Grade Three had a picnic
has arrived
Miss Margaret Ashworth has re committal service. The bearers were ! Mrs. Addie Achorn arrived Monday | Mrs. I,aura Littlefield
played, andrefreshments served.
at Cooper's Beach. About 50 mothers between the two divisions the last
T Mteh* and opened
day,
the
6-7
division
winning.
turned
to
St.
Johnsbury,
Vt.
Albert C. Mason, Ulysses L. Burns. A! - | to spend the summer at her home],1 rntt„„p foI. tbp sum'mer
• • • • ,
and children, with the teacher, were
SALAD DRESSING
Friday the children went on a
Mrs. Carroll Coofley and Mrs. den T. Mann, Albert H.
„ Mo
nn Fred here. she Was accompanied by her
seavey "s on a trip
Mann,
Grade One, Mabel F. Stover, teach- [present. A delightful time was had
Park.
Louis Boissert have been in Exeter, Ahrens, and Thomas Holmes
daughter,
Mrs.
Henry
Meyer
and
sons
|
£
Con
,
n
thp
Yach
er •
'
' and1 am sure that we can remember picnic at Oakland
• • • •
N. H., where they attended the
Leonard and Floyd of Dorchester | Harriett, belonging to C. R. Gray.
Barbara Lamb. Ma leline Munro, our last day well.
Grade 6-10, Hazelteen U. Watts:
graduation exercises.
and Mrs. Elmer Smith of Medford Thg yacbt js
pntcr in the race,
and Richard Sukeforth were not ebThose children received the pins
FRIENDSHIP
Not
absent
this
term:
Otis
Drake,
Mrs.
Nellie
Tuck
and
Misses
Mary
sent or tardy during the school j and certificates for a seven-point Samuel Gray, Florence Grover, Rus
who will make a short visit.
Thirty-eight of the members of
and Katharine Tuck of Quincy,
Mis. Annie Orff is spending a few Good wi), Qrange Qf gouth Warren
year. Jeannette Shannon missed child: Patricia Allen, Mary Cross,
Dr. Randall J. Condon is visiting in
Nash, Melzor Pietroski, Thelma Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. J.
days at Harold Achorn s before going , enjoyet} a picnic Sunday at Byron
only one-half day and Pauline Spear Jeannette Gordon, Ravmond Grindle, sell
New
York
for
several
days.
Russell,
Norma
Seavey
and
Helen
and Barbara Lassell only one dav.
j Sylvia Hayes, Perry Howard, Kilton Winchenbach. Otis Drake. Samuel A. Duane.
Miss Alma Johnson of the State to South Bristol, where she has em- coombs’ shore.
Mrs. Fred Homans is visiting he:
During this term 19 puoils have j Joyce, Dorothy Kalloch, Elizabeth Gray,
^jr and jjrs Oscar Copeland, Mr
Street
Hospital, Portland, spent ployment for the season.
Russell
Nash,
Melzor
Pietroski,
been present each day. They were Lurvey, Daniel Munro. Ruth Nichols, and Helen Winchenbach have not mother Mrs. W. P. Wyman.
Thursday with Dr. and Mrs. W. H. 1 Calvin Bragg recently spent a few and Mrs Lesije Copeland and Mrs.
Oil Burners fcr Ranges
Mrs. Harry Connell of Providence jjabn.
Percy Colson, Margaret Havener. Albert Pease, Donald Simmons, Rich- missed half a day this year nor been
] days at home from Togus.
j jjose Marshall, all of South Warren,
AM) HEATERS
is
visiting
her
sister
Mrs.
O.
E.
Lud

Nancy Howard, Barbara Lamb, Bar- ard Spear. Helen Spear. Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. McElwee are en- I
-----------------were visitors at A. W. Maloney’s
HIGH GRADE HEATING OILS
tardy
once.
wig.
bara Lassell, Douglas McAloney, Stover, Ruth Sukeforth, Athaleen Tib
• • • •
We Service All Kinds of Burners
Mrs. Frederick A. Brummitt, presi tertaining a house party of ten friends ] The surest way to keep the house ■ Sunday afternoon.
Edith McLellan, Madeline Munro, betts, Ruth Tibbetts and Maynard
: free from ants is to leave no food i
-----------------G. A. LAWRENCE
Grade 6-6, Frances Hodgdon, dent of the Garden Club, entertained from Boston at Long Island.
McCartney.
These
were
the
sixJohn Munsey, William Murphy, Jean
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hartel, Jr., Miss around on shelves or in open places. | Heathen countries are the ones Phones 260 or 974-J.
Rockland
teacher:
the
members
at
her
home
Tuesday
point
children:
Shirley
Allen.
Gordon
Palmer. Jeannette Shannon. Pauline
Elizabeth Hartel, Miss Eleanore Har Food such as cake, bread, sugar, and : that feel no need of padlocks or audi63-tf
T
n
our
group
are
four
seven-point
afternoon.
Plans
for
the
summer
Spear. Richard Staples, Lucille Stan Burgess, Allerton Brann, Ruth Mac- children, Meredith Dondis, Everett
tel. Miss Dorothy Davis and Harcourt meat is especially attractive to ants, 1 tors.—Publishers Syndicate.
program
were
discussed
and
ideas
ley, Richard Sukeforth. Rita Tibbetts, Laughlin, Laura Pomeroy and Gordon Stone, Richard Perry and Herman
concerning individual gardens ex W. Davis, Jr., have arrived at their
Kenneth Weeks, and Ruth Wotton. Stanley.
Hoffscs.
The
six-point
children
are
•
♦
•
•
'
changed. The hostess was assisted cottage at Davis Point for the sumThere were 20 seven-point pupils in
Alice
Clancy,
Sylvanus
Cross,
Rav

.
our room this year: Earle Allen, Grade Four, Harriet Lufkin, teacher: mond Ellis, James Favreau, Ruth bv
uy Miss
ivusa Faye
3 Keene in serving re- mer
Migs
pnscllla
Armstrong of WinChester Colby, Arlene Crockett. Mar
Not absent during the year: James Harrington, Gladys Howard, Winnie freshments.
Chester
joined
her
family here Wed
Mr. and Mrs. Ainsley Moody and
garet Havener, Roland Hayes. Nancy Hamilton, Norma Havener, Ruth Mc Larrabee, Emma Lindsey, Frank
nesday.
Howard, Barbara Lamb, Barbara Lellan, Roger Perry, Suzanne Perry Newhall, Emma Nye, Mildred Phelps.^ child are guests of Mrs. Moody's
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Guilford of
Lassell, Ruth Munro, Madeline and Edith Gray.. Perfect attendance Ruth Pike. Ercell Simmons, Eldelf parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Ben Auburndale and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Munro, Jeanne Palmer, Jeannette for the last term: Norma Havener, Widdecomb, Dorothy Witham, Caro ner.
Tobin of Concord returned Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Rowe have to their homes after spending two
Shannon, Calvin Sherman. Mary Elmer Bird, Donald Chisholm, Grant
Bodman and Susie Brann.
moved to Farmington where he has weeks at Mrs. Thomas Benner's.
Skinner, Richard Sukeforth. Rita Davis, Charles Duff, Kent Glover, lynPupils
not absent one-half day dur
Tibbetts, Bert Vanorse, Ruth Wotton, James Hamilton, Dorothy Howard. ing the school year were Irena Allen, employment.
Constance Bennett in “The Easiest
Albert Hoffses is employed at J. T; Way” is the feature picture at the
Kenneth Weeks, and John Munsey. Gordon Joy, Elmer Lufkin, Madolyn Alice Clancy, Raymond Ellis, Her
There were also nine six-point pupils: McKusic, Ruth McLellan, ■ Roger man Hoffses, Winnie Larrabee, Frank Gay's store for the summer months. Playhouse Saturday. Following the
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston and movies there will be a dance with
Donald Brackett. Percy Colson, Wil Perry, Suzanne Perry, Frank Steeves, Newhall and Dorothy Witham. Pu
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard McNair of music by Pierce’s orchestra.
liam Mack, Douglas McAloney, Jud Harriet Wooster and Edith Gray.
pils
not
absent
one-half
day
dur

son Rector, Dorothy Thomas, Rich
Edith Gray, Dorothy Howard.
Jack Brown returned Thursday to
the school year were Irena Allen, Caribou have been guests of Mr. and
ard Staples, Everett Small, and Har Frank Steeves, Grant Davis, Lucille ing
Boston enroute to South Carolina
Eleanor Ames, Alice Clancy. Ray,- Mrs. S. H. Weston.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Flint have been after spending a few days with his
Shute had the most star papers in mond Ellis. Herman Hoffses, Winnie
old Walsh.
On the last day of school a party arithmetic for tjie term.
mother, Mrs. Murray Brown.
Larrabee, Emma Lindsey. Frank New in Portland.
was held. Songs were sung, and
Recently the fourth grade were
Repairs on Grand Army hall, re
Camp Wapello opens June 29 with
games played and lemonade and the guests of Guy Nicholas at Ash hall, Emma Nye, Shirley Stickney. cently burned, are going forward 62 boys arriving from New Jersey to
Tavlor and Dorothy Witham.
cookies were served. Our guests Point. They took picnic lunches, William
On our dental honor roll we now rapidly and the work will be com spend the summer.
were Louise Veazie. Mildred Watts, stayed all day and had a very nice
pleted this summer
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler and
have 25 names.
Arthur Schofield, Lloyd Drinkwater, time.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Sproul of family of 'Winchester, Mass., have ar
Ernest Munro Jr., Esther Munro,
There were 27 pupils in this grade
Bristol have been at their home on rived at Davis Point for the summer.
The Tyler Building
Dorothv Howard, Betty Tibbetts, who received Health pins.
Among the closing of school activi Friendship street.
Joyce Palmer, and Norma Shannon.
James Harding’s name was added ties taking place in Grade Three,
Miss Doris Duswald who was bad
WARREN
to the dental honor roll this term.
Madlene Rogers, teacher, was a picnic ly injured when struck by an auto
Grade One, Kathleen Haskell,
at Oakland Park. The parents were mobile on Benner Hill, is a patient
Mrs. Arthur W. Gross of Eoston
teacher:
Grade Five, M. C. Washburn, teach- very generous in donating their cars at Knox Hospital.
Last week's item concerning the and Mrs. W. Madison Taylor and son
Not absent during the last term:
for" the occasion. Tuesday morning
Arnold Allen, Beatrice Benner, Wal
Seven members had perfect at the pupils entertained Grade Four at Winslow's Mills school should have Everett of Brooklyn, N. Y., are guests
ter Butler, Freeman Brewer, Douglas tendance throughout the school year: the opening exercises. The program read: The pupils not absent for the of Mrs. E. B. Clark.
Mrs. Edwin Emerson and Mrs. A.
Cooper. Miriam Dorman, Harrison Dorothy Brewer, Leroy Brown, Rob was announced through a toy micro term of 12 weeks were Esther Light,
Dow Ernest Dondis, William East, ert Hills, Richard Marsh, Leona Pow phone which gave these youngsters grade seven; Wilbur Vannah, grade T. Norwood gave a bridge luncheon
Herbert. Ellingwood. Philip French, ers, Ralph Rawley and Ruth Thomas. a real grown-up feeling. Franklin seven; Florence Hoak, grade five; Wednesday at the Emerson studio,
Roger Harvey, Elwood Hewett, Doro
One of the interesting activities of Spinney took the role as announcer. Leon Hoak, grade four; Clayton lunch being served at 1 o'clock. Roses,
thy Kennedy. Warren Marks, Robert the spring term was the morning This program was given:
Hoak, grade one and Harold Strout peonies and other flowers added to
the attractiveness of the roomy studio.
Nash and Evelyn Gray.
Welcome to the fourth grade, grade one,
“Bird-Walks.” A group of pupils
Honors went to Mrs. H. L. Robbins
We are proud of our dental honor with notebooks and field-glasses met school; recitation, William Cummings;
and Mrs. Ray Pinkham, both of
roll and certificate—beine the onlv at the school yard at 5.15 a. m. then exercise, The Months, 12 children;
Wiwurna
Chapter,
O.E.S.,
ob

Union. Other guests present were
class in the city that has 100% dental left for nearby groves and pastures to song, Shells of the Sea, school: poem,
served past matrons and past patrons Mrs. Henry Ames, Mrs. Clarence
corrections.
watch their feathered friends. Sev Days of the Month, school: poem, night Tuesday. Eight past matrons Leonard. Mrs. Zene Nelson, Mrs. Clar
Our project this year was a play enteen kinds of birds were seen.
Queen Mab, school; song. The Ori and three past patrons were present,
ence Williams, Mrs. Fred Burkett,
house. It was two stories, and all
The Convertible
A playlet entitled “Don’t Give Up ole's Nest, school; recitation, Nathalie 55 members being in attendance. A Mrs. Bernice Payson, Mrs. John Wil
rooms were furnished. Some of the the
Roadster
Edwards, Naomi Richards; playlet, pleasing program was given and re
Ship
”
was
staged
at
the
home
liams, Mrs. Paul Jones. Mrs. M. S.
furniture was made by the boys while room June 16. with more than 25 Vacation Time, Russell Richardson,
freshments
served.
The
committee
Stephenson
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Hawes
the girls dressed the dolls and made parents and friends attending. The Harold Heal, Nathalie Edwards,
curtains. During the last term we cast of characters was: Announcer Franklin Spinney, Arlene Blood. Wil in charge were Mrs. Isadore Hoffses of Union, and Mrs. George Newbert,
Oldsmobile’s downdraft carburetion assures quick starting,
made a lawn and planted grass seed. Gordon Richardson: Don Rogers, liam Cummings and Barbara Bart chairman, Mrs. Thelma Benner and Mrs. William Barrows and Mrs. Le
Mrs. Alma Fitch.
roy Norwood of Warren.
This project was correlated with the Richard Marsh: Marjorie, Ruth lett; violin, Maxine Schellinge:
Miss
Betty
Weston
entertained
21
summer or winter. It also gives increased power and higher
Virginia Boggs, daughter of Mr. and
simple form of history taken up in Thomas: boys of the neighborhood poem, Harry Graves and Franklin
of her pupils and their parents Wed Mrs. Edwin Boggs of Portland is
this grade.
Spinney;
song.
Spring's
Flowers,
Brown, William Karl and
nesday at a delightful picnic at spending two weeks with her aunt,
efficiency. But you will find its most apparent advantages
Thirty-three pupils in this room re Leroy
Bernard Thompson: girls of the school; recitation, Richard Barnard; Greenland Lodge, the Weston sum Miss Edna F. Boggs.
ceived health buttons.
acrostic,
Vacation,
eight
pupils;
song.
in Oldsmobile’s faster getaway in traffic and its higher speed on
mer home in Bremen.
We have had books from the library neighborhood, Marion Vinal. Mildred Our Flag, school.
A child health conference will be
and Dorothy Sherman;
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Collins held at the Congregational vestry
during the year, which made an in Shannon
Thursday
afternoon
the
pupils
Arthur, Charles Toner; Mr. Smith,
the road
And when you take the wheel, you will quickly
teresting children's corner.
visited Grade Two where they took are passing the week at Ocean Park. Wednesday at 2 o’clock daylight time.
At the annual meeting of the Wal
These pupils received the most stars Lawrence Cole. A musical program part in another program. A kiss hunt
Sam Avalon of New York and Hol
discover the advantages of other important features. Oldsmobile’s
in our number work contest: Virginia including a song composed by the pu was one of the closing day features doboro poultry producers protective lywood, radio business manager, is
Bowley. Walter Butler, Fred Burpee. pils for the occasion was presented William Cummings won the bovs’ association held in the board of trade visiting Mrs. Edwin Emerson and Miss
co-ordinated starter and throttle add to driving convenience.
rooms, the following slate was elect Raychel Emerson.
Freeman Brewer. Charles Breen. between the acts of the playlet.
Moving pictures of the “Sardine prize and Louise Pirelli won the ed: President, Walter Clark; vice
Barbara Cunnineham. Lucille Hup
Capt. John Halvorsen of Rockland
girls
’
prize.
A newly designed crankshaft-balancer assures unusual smooth
per, Theresa McLaughlin, Warren Industry,” most of which were taken
Franklin Spinney and Dorothy president, Foster Jameson; secretary is spending a few days with his daugh
Marks, Veronia Murphy and Herbert in Penobscot Bav, and “The History Melvin have had perfect attendance and treasurer, Bernard Newbert. ter, Mrs. Howard Welch.
ness . . . and a new carburetor-silencer contributes to quieter
of Maine Potatoes" interested chil
There has been no theft reported by
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Howard of
Ellingwood.
dren and adults. The children pre for the year.
any member since the association has Belfast and two friends were Sunday
Not
absent
this
term:
Richard
operation at all speeds
Also, Oldsmobile’s Syncro-Mesh trans
sented Mrs. Washburn with a silver
been organized. If any one is inter guests of Miss Mabel Crawford.
Grade Two:
chain necklace and a gold piece. The Barnard. Nathalie Edwards, Edwin
Elmer Nash is at Knox Hospital re
Perfect attendance for the school presentation was made by Ethel Jones, Dorothy Melvin, Virginia Nel ested in becoming a member notify
mission permits silent, non-clash shifting through all gears . . .
ceiving treatment.
year: Richard Brown, Mary Lamb, Hayes. Refreshments were served. son, Louise Pirelli, Neil Russell. Rus Bernard Newbert, secretary.
The following from a recent issue
Mrs. Harold Scott and daughter
from low into second, from second to high, and from high back
sell Richardson, Naomi Richards,
Helmi Lehto, Mary Maker and Har
Bernard Roberts, Franklin Spinney, of the Woonsocket Call will be of in Barbara of Bangor are visiting Mr.
old Tolman. Perfect attendance for
Grade 6-7, Jeannie D. McConchie, Albert Winchenbach, Herbert Wood. terest to friends here of Mrs Abbie and Mrs. N. B. Eastman.
to second. And a new Quiet Second Gear assures smooth, swift
term Arthur Brewer. Richard Brown.
Winchenbach, whose death occurred
William Dobbins has been shingling
George Wood and Harold Heal.
Luke Dorr. Maynard Green, Edward teacher:
On the dental honor roll there are
June 14 at her home in Franklin, for Thomas Copeland.
acceleration which rivals high gear performance in quietness
Harriman, Mary Lamb, Helmi Lehto,
PLEASANT POINT
The Night Hawks defeated the mill
Mass:
Marv Maker, Stanley Murray, Geral 32 pupils’ names out of a class of 36.
Boys and girls who won their seven•fr
Each of these fine-car features is essential to brilliant fullMany were present to pay final ♦earn at baseball Wednesday evening
Mrs. Walter Davol, Miss Madeline
dine Norton, Marian Rawley, Robert
Smith, Everett Spear, Paul Stevens, point pins and certificates are: Jane Davol and Taylor Davol of Manches tribute to Abbie M. wife of Addison by a score of 16 to 8.
range performance such as the new Oldsmobile generously provides.
Services will be held Sunday at the
Harold Tolman, Robert Willard and Welch. Gordon Thompson. Shirley ter are at their cottage for the sea E. Winchenbach, at funeral services
Stanley, Elizabeth McAlary, Betty son.
held in the Congregational Church, Baptist Church at 10.30, standard, as
Charles Call.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McClav. with among the mourners being delega usual, with Rev. Howard A. Welch
Appropriate exercises were held for McBeath, Edith Dondis, William
Cross, Mary Havener, (Eleanor Look, daughters Janet and Eleanor of Nar tions from Deborah Wheelock Chap the speaker. Sunday School for all
Memorial Day and Flag Dav.
CONsmta thi MuvtatD atici as wtu a* imi ust wncr
V ONtV llASONAAU IHAtGtS KM MUVIST ANU G M A C
WHIN COM»AaiNG VAims Dfuviaio r»K(S INCIUM
Seven-point children: Robert Chis Helen Mills. Margaret Rogers. Willi' berth. Penn., are at Christmas Lodge ter. D.A.R., of Uxbridge, the Alden ages at noon and evening service at
[HNANCINC
WHICH W| WIU M GLAD TO MTAH TOt vOU
Club, and the ladies' benevolent so 7 o’clock.
holm. Esther Cohen, Marion Oon- Anderson, David Curtis, Kenneth for the summer.
Reino Erkkila, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Oscar Williams with Eloise ciety of the Congregational Church,
non. Patricia Ellis, Donald Fogg. Morgan, Virginia Gray, Genevieve
Doris Gatti, Edward HaTriman, Mary Lindsey, Helvi Rivers and Adelbert and Eleanor Williams of Thomaston as well as people of all denomina Axel Erkkila, has been awarded $25,
Lamb. Barbara McCartney, Stanley Newbert, making 18. The six-point visited Mrs. Grace Maloney last tions and relatives and friends from the second State prize given in the
Downingtown, Pa. , Ashland, and National Flower Appreciation contest
Murray, Geraldine Norton, Ruth Sea- boys and girls are: Malissa Bostick, week Wednesday.
Fred Howe and Miss Katherine Westboro. There was a wealth of to school children in the United
bury, Robert Smith, Everett Spear, Alice Kent, Virginia D'Agostino, Shir
21 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Anna Staples, Paul Stevens, Vernon ley Grant, Geneva Hill, Reginald Howe of Haverhill, Mass., are visit flowers, tributes to the love held for States and Canada, for the best draw
ings submitted during “Say It With
Studley, Harold Tolmdn, James MacLaughlin, Domenick Cuccinello, ing Charles Gould and sisters at Gull the deceased.
The officiating clergymen were Rev. Flowers” week. Reino is ten years
Rock cottage.
Mrs. Wallace Parker and daughter Charles F. Richmond, pastor, who old and attends Anderson school.
Natalie of Marblehead, Mass., Mrs. read the scriptures, and Rev. Isaiah
Alpheus Jones, and Mrs. Ruth Maxey W. Sneath, D. D., of Wollaston, a for
PORT CLYDE
and son Robert of Thomaston spent mer pastor, who spoke from personal
R O D U C T
R
S
knowledge
of
the
Christian
life
and
Friday
of
last
week
at
Sea
Breeze
Try the Simple, Safe and Effective
At
the
Baptist
Church,
Rev.
Milton
many
excellent
traits
of
Mrs.
Win

cottage.
Rev. Mr. Timberlake of Friendship chenbach, her devotion as a wife, her R. Kerr, minister, services for the
preached a very able and impressive earnest work in the church and her week: At 3 p. m., patriotic service,
sermon in the schoolhouse Sunday regard for the welfare of others. subject, “True Patriotism;” 7.30
afternoon with a good attendance. Mrs. Wava Robe of Wollaston, a session in charge of committee; Sun
A non-narcotic, non-habil-forming sedative. Relieves all Pains,
Mr. Timberlake will hold meetings friend of the family, with Francis V. day School at 2 p. m.; Thursday at
Nervousness. Brings refreshing sleep. In a little box, 20 doses 25
every Sunday at 2.30 standard. Weaver at the organ, sang “Nearer, 7.30, prayer and praise service; choir
My God, To Thee” and “Abide With rehearsal.
cents. Sold everywhere^
Everybody welcome.

NO-OIL

The New Oldsmobile’s
down-draft carburetion gives

INCREASED POWER with

HIGHER SPEED and FASTER
ACCELERATION

MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

WHY HAVE HEADACHES ?

BALLARD’S SSeTABLETS

•> O
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In Everybody’s Column
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t.

♦

FOR SALE

TO LET

Advertisements In this column not to
Mrs. John Creighton, son John and
♦
exceed three lines Inserted once for 23
Whitehead Continues To
Miss Katherine Creighton will motor
■♦-«
cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
to Sterling, Mass., Sunday. They will
lines 5 cents each for one time, 10 cents
Head the Standing—Lots
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment to
for three times. Six words make a line.
NEW CABBAGE for sale, cut to order,
have as guest Miss Rita C. Smith.
also green peas for the 4th. Eater your let. modern conveniences, at 478 OLD
Miss Katherine will remain at Sterl
COUNTY
RD. Tel. 645-Y.________ 77-79
of Excitement
» ♦ » ... » ... ............ .............. .. ... »> t order. OVERNESS SARKESIAN, 157 Taling to teach in a camp of young ladies
7
i tot Ave. Tel. 568-W. _
77-79
SIX ROOMS AND BATH, first floor, all
for the summer.
The Kickapoo jumped into third
■ _NEW CABIN CRUISER, 35 ft long, 9 ft. moaern; garage 11 desirea. race leason• wide, without motor. Would make fine able. Apply 101 UNION ST.. COR GROVE.
Charles H. Lovejoy spent Wednes
place in the Big Five Thursday when
pleasure boat. Pictures and informa Tel. 1049-J.______________________ 77*79
day in Vinalhaven, returning home
tion furnished. JOHN JOHNSON, Isle
it
defeated
the
Pirates
at
Community
FURNISHED APARTMENT of 2 rooms
in the evening.
... Want Me
77-im
ana private oatn to ret. at i92 LiMihPark. The standing:
TIRE 33x5 with black cover lost June
A coincidence that is of interest to
TWENTY-ONE FT. MOTOR BOAT for
st
Tel 600 or 211-M
77-tf
20
Reward
Notify
KNIGHT'S
OA
Won Lost
P.C.
good condition. PHILIP MORINE.
their many friends in Thomaston,
RAGE. 70 Park St.
75*77 sale,
Union.
__
_
__ 77*79
TO LET
1.000
White Head ....... . 3
0
which was their home several years,
SMALL REWARD for Information of
Vacant and available for rent 5 room
1
.667
was the birth of a son to Mr. and
So. Thomaston ... . 2
whereabouts of half grown male police ” THREE-FOURTHS SIZE BED, with house on Grove St. for small lamily.
dog, answering to name Colonel. Lost spring and mattress, bureau and old
1
.500
Seven room house and garage on Hill
Mrs. Palmer M. Pease (Margaret
Kickapoo ............. . 1
fashioned
wash
stand
All
In
flrst
class
in Rockland. JACK SOUTHand Rankin Sts.
2
Pirates ................
1
.333 The Montgomery Family Home In Penobscot. Birthplace cf the Laie Charles Thursday
Beattie) June 21 at Rockland, and on
WORTH. Warren. Me Tel. 11-23. 77-79 condition. Full size white Iron bed.
Five room single tenement In double
with
brass
llnlsh.
flrst
class
spring.
.000
the same date at Maspeth, L. I., to Mr.
: Rockville ............. . 0
3
Main and Fulton street.
—-------------------------- ------------------------- Z ' FRED W. WIGHT, Rockland.
Tel house,
Oscar Montgome ry of Camden
• «» ♦ *
Large store at Owl's Head, suitable for
and Mrs. Robert McGinty (Louise
1005-M. _
77-79 | home
and
store.
itqje. AWill rent or sell.
Beattie) a daughter.
WHITE STEEL nickle finished refrlgCamp cottage at Alford's Lake, 4 sleep
Kickapoo and Rockville meet at :
Mrs. Sidney H. Smith and son Sid
*
I
eraior
lor
sale,
good
as
new;
size
38
ing
rooms,
one large living room,,
his
brother.
The
firm
name
of
J.
II.
WANTFD
Community Park this afternoon.
C. O. MONTGOMERY
i*
” T*1’ IDL/
. ! |nChes high. 13 Inches deep, three doors. kitchen, screened in porch, garage, boats,
ney of Newport. Me., are visiting her
& C. O. Montgomery continues.
* 1► * *
m » .♦.
»
........
...
...
a,
Low price. FRED W. WIGHT, Rockland, ice. available for July, August and Sep
sister Mrs. H. E. Kirkpatrick for a few
I Tel. 1005-M.
77-79 tember.
In January 1895 Mr. Montgomery
Kickapoo Runs Wild
weeks.
Prominent Camden Citizen became business manager and treas EXPERIENCED NURSE would like po 26-FOOT POWER BOAT. 20 h. p. en Furnished 4 room cottage at Swan
sition.
ALICE
KNIGHT.
Lake
Ave.
Tel.
The June picnic of the Beta Alp'i*
gine
for
sale,
all
In
good
condition.
1‘2 Lake, 2-car garage, one boat and canoe,
The Kickapoo went on a ramof the Dr. D. P. Ordway Plaster 452-W
good fishing.
77*79 j years old. ALLIE CROUSE. Friendship.
Comes To End of Long urer
Club will be held at the home of Mrs.
page in the second inning of their
Company, which position he held at
Furnished cottage to let at Crescent
_______________________________
77*79
FULL SHAGGY KITTENS wanted,
Charles Starrett, Knox street, next
Beach.
game with the Pirates and beforq the
his decease. His energy was a great three months old or older. Write sex
<ind Busy Life
ANTIQUES, furniture, pictures, dishes, ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Tuesday. Picnic supper will be
smoke cleared away were in the lead
source of its success. He was con and color. BAY VIEW FARM, North glassware, stands. uooa sewing, >3.
77-79
Haven. Me.
77*82 Radio. MRS. LEWIS DELANO. Friendserved at 6 o'clock, and members are
by five runs which they never were
Charles Oscar Montgomery, 73, died nected with several corporations ar.d
TWO ROOMS centrally located to let.
WATCH
DOG.
over
a
year
old.
wanted.
!
shi
p.
Me.
________________________
77*79
asked to bring dishes and pocket
in danger of losing. The fielding
at the time of his death was a director
modern conveniences.
One a large
books.
gem of the day was turned in by at his home on High street Friday in the Camden National Bank. He Write E. J, care Courier-Gazette. 76-tf " RESTAURANT BAKER for sale, large southern room. Apply 37 SPRING ST.,
ANTIQUES of all kinds wanted—to buy 1 enough to cook 18 pies, also Detroit Tel. 981-W. or at SIMPSON & STAPLES.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Starrett and
Capt. Folan on a hit to deep short, morning after a long illness. He was was a member of the Masonic orders hooked
rugs, glassware, old bottles, hair- automatic scales, weighing up to 2 lbs. Tel. 654-M. ____________________76-78
son Philip. Chicago. Mrs. Parker Page,
by a perfect throw to first he retired born in Penobscot, son of Josiah and and of Mt. Battie Lodge. I.O.O.F. He cloth furniture, old books and pictures. Apply DAN MUNRO. 8 Park St.
76-78
Portland and Mrs. Audrey Lincoln
Mosier for the final out of the game. Lucy Ann (Herrick) Montgomery. was married to Mvra Knight of Cam old jewelry. BOX 326 Thomaston. 76-81
FIVE ROOM apartment to let. upstairs.
MY ENTIRE STOCK Flemish Giant
and son Raymond of West Cumber
The game was called at the end of The ancestral home still bears the den who died last December. Since
ACROBATIC dancer, vaudeville peo- I thoroughbred rabbits for sale. DOROTHY Orient St., newly renovated. Inquire
" 1 LOUISE WILLIAMS or NELSON B.
land were dinner guests of Mr. and
the seventh inning because of dark family name and was cherished by her death. Mr. Montgomery had pie in all lines. Those doubling pre- : FLAGG. 146 Main St., Thomaston Tel"~7
77*79 COBB, Fuller-Cobb-Davls._________ 76-tf
ferred. State all In flrst letter. Ama-.
Mrs. E. P. Starrett at their home
ness. Saturday at 6 p. m. the "Kick" Mr. Montgomery with deep affection. failed rapidly In politics he was an teurs
considered. H. ESTEN BOARDREFRIGERATOR for sale. 6 ft. wide. 2Vs
UPSTAIRS RENT of five rooms to let,
Wednesday.
plays a postponed game with the He was educated in the district school ardent Democrat.
He leaves a MAN. Waldoboro. Me, R. F. D 1. 75*77 ft. deep, 6 service doors, top leer. Will lights, toilet, cellar, shed. Call at 41
Mrs. Ira Tupper of Criehaven is
Rockville team, and later journeys to of his native town, supplemented by daughter Ruth. (Mrs. Standish Perry)
SMALL ICE BOX wanted, four or five sell cheap. Good for small store or FULTON 9T. Tel. 213-R.__________ 76-tf
lunch room. BOWDOIN'S LUNCH. 99
visiting her cousin Mrs. Minnie New
South Thomaston.
a few terms at East Maine Conference and a son J. Hugh Montgomery, both j T
homaston™16969-21
deep lnslde' TEL
75.tf Main
APARTMENTS to let, 2. 3. 4 or 5 rooms
St., Thomaston.
76*78
THOMASTON
______
bert, Wadsworth street.
The score:
with bath. Inquire "NAUM & ADAMS.
Seminary in Bucksport, of which of Camden. In public and privat
"CHAMBER^SET
_
OF
SIX
PIECES,
spring
LAWN
MOWERS
to
sharpen
and
re,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Strout
South
Main St. Tel. 627.
76*81
Kickapoo
school he was a trustee. He came to life Mr. Montgomery was generous, pair. Prompt service. Will call for and and mattresses, small desk, oak armchair .
opened their home Thursday evening
ab r h po a e Camden soon after 1880 and entered encouraged the best efforts in the deliver. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel. 791 and small tables for sale. Inquire at 22
LARGE ROOM to let for light houseto 24 old neighbors of Miss Edith M.
66-tf PEARL ST. or dial 2102 Camden. 76-31 keeping. All conveniences. TEL. 618-R.
Bray, cf ............
4 2 1 1 0 1 the law office of his brother J. H. young and ever aided the striving to Rockland.
HOME CLARION STOVE, radio, auto 1________________________________ 75~tf
Russell. Besides the guest of honor,
Snow, c .............. .*.... 4 1 1 7 2 o Montgomery, as assistant to him and attain useful knowledge and success.
gas heater, bed couch, knitting machine,
those present1 were J. Murray Miller,
Troy, 2b .................. 4 2 2 0 3 1 to study law; was admitted to the The funeral will be held from the
FURNISHED ROOM to let. modern
"Tink"
silk biscuit quilt. TEL. 1-34 WARREN
at 5 UNION ST., opp R. R.
Miss Jane Miller. Mrs. Evelyn Snow’,
Martin, 3b .............. 3 1 1 3 2 0 bar about 1886 in the Knox Coun family residence Sunday at 2 o'clock.
76*78 conveniences
station._________________________ 75*8Q
Mrs. Margaret Stewart, Miss Jessie
But what are we going to do for a Rogall. p ................ 3 0 0 0 3 0 ty courts and afterward practiced in Rev. Ralph Hayden officiating, and
CABBAGE PLANTS for sale. Danish
Stewart. Harry Stewart. Mrs. M. E. pitcher? That was what worried the Folan. ss.................. 4 1 2 1 1 0 Winterport, later returning to Cam interment will be in the family lot
FRONT room on first floor at 32 School
Ballhead and other kinds. OVERNESS
SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave. Tel. 568-W. St.. ANNE V. FLINT. Tel. 1015-M.
Webber. Miss Alida Hyler. Mrs. A. followers of the Thomaston High Pendleton, rf ........ 4 1 1 0 0 0 den where he became a partner with in Mountain Street cemetery.
75-77
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS wanted to
76-tf .
Maude Pillsbury, Miss Janice Pills School team this spring, and nobody Dickinson, If .......... 3 2 2 2 0 0
work_from July 4 to 7 at PARK STREET
TWO
H.
P.
CANOE
ENGINE
for
sale.
'
FIVE
ROOM
APARTMENT
to
let
In
bury. Mrs. Aroline Gorwpiz. Miss could quite understand why Coach Hc’brook, 3b .......... 3 1 1 7 0 0
CAFE.
“ Apply to Manley T. Perry, Pro:
op.
overhauled. Will sell cheap. MARK the Blackington house, 34 MASONIC ST.
77-79 just
Elizabeth Tobie, Mr. and Mrs. James Sturtevant did not appear to be wor
A. HILLS. Lincolnville, R. F. D. 2. Tel. Tel. 722-M.
FRIENDSHIP
CAMDEN
74-tf
ral 17-31.
76*78
A. Gillchrest. Miss Jean Gillc.irest ried.
32 11 U 21 11 4
RENT with electric lights, gas, bath
housework wanted, some care of chl’H
Master James Gillchrest, Miss Ella
The reason was apparent when he
HARD AND SOFT WOOD, reasonable room
Pirates
Mrs. Robert L. Thompson
77-79 price,
hot water heat,
and garage,
good
Mrs. William O'Brien and family of TEL. CAMDEN 2319
honest measure, prompt delivery.
innnim
Rnn'in
K. Gillchrest, Mrs. Clifford C’r.'k, appeared on the diamond leading a
ab r h po a e j A great sadness came to this place Virginia who are summering at
n' price $25' Inc*ulre 354 BR^ADDISTRIBUTOR: Wholesale-retail. Busi H. W. CLINE. 26 Valley View St.. Rock- lS?v
WAY.
Miss Olive Edwards. Alfred M. Strout. youngster by the name of Arthur Freeman. 3b, ss...... 4 1 1 1 6 1
ness of your own may be started spare land. Tel. 522-X.
76*78 WAY
5 in the death of Jessie iHam Hosmer's Pond, held a cottage prayer time.
Very little cash required. Com
Picnic supper w’as served.
Ifemey by the hand. Ifemey did not Mosier, lb .............. 4 0 1 10 0 0 June
TENEMENT to let on Wxrrep St. In
SLIDING double cot bed for sale, good
meeting there Thursday night with plete information
lin)
Thompson.
She
was
born
in
and
samples.
Write
Miss Christine E. Moore who was win his initial game, ow'ing to a Carter, ss. 2b ........ 2 1 0 0 0 0
an attendance of 18. Among those today, tomorrow may be too late. CONN for summer cottage. TEL 619-W. 76*78 quire MARY ANDERSON. Tel.. 1175.
Hyannis.
Mass.,
moving
when
quite
73*78
strange
combination
of
circumstances,
at home for a few days returned Fri
Feyler. p, 3b .......... 3 1 0 0 3 1
TWO TONS HAY for sale, also henhouse
present were Mr. and Mrs. Cargill of CAN CO.. 410 New Park avenue. Hartford.
77* It 10x8x6’.2 feet. Call at 64 MECHANIC ST.
day to Boston, expecting to remain but the young freshman who rejoices Rose, cf .................. 3 1 3 2 0 0 young wiith her parents to St. East Union with their daughter and Conn.
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let75-77 kitchen. living room, bedroom, small
another month.
in the nom de plume of "Tink," was Wincapaw, rf ........ 3 0 1 0 0 0 George and later to Friendship, nephew.
POSITION wanted by experienced cook Tel. 433-R.
10 H. P TWIN CYLINDER OUT BOARD ba>b room, cook stove, gas stove. Adults
or for general housework. TEL. 520-W.
There will be a fair and sale at the successful in five of his eight starts Daye, If .................. 3 0 0 0 O' 0 : where she was married Jan. 21, 1888.
St.
76*78 motor for sale T. S GROSS, 87 Broad-. only. MRS. CARL OLSON. 19 Myrtle75-77
The Girls’ Friendly Society holidav
and fanned 126. Although of com Gatti, c .................... 3 1 0 4 1 € to Robert L. Thompson.
Episcopal Church July 1.
75*77
way.
Mrs.
Thompson
had
a
very
sunny,
house
on
the
Belfast
road,
will
be
PRACTICAL
NURSE
would
like
posi

Mrs. Robert Davis of Rockport paratively light build he has a re Perry, p, 2b .......... 3 0 1 0 1 0 i
FOR SALE AT ONCE, nine room house,
TWO FURNISHED ROOMS for light
Two years hospital training. Ad
cheerful disposition and was much epened today, Saturdav. for its third tion.
spent Thursday with her mother, Mrs. markably rugged constitution, and
two bungalows. Four good rents or housekeeping to let at 34 Fulton ot.
dress E. R C.. Courier-Gazette Office.
interested
in
literature
and
in
all
the
season.
Mrs.
J.
B.
Shepherd
of
Port76-78
home
and
three
rents.
A
real
buy.
TEL.
TEL
733-M.
________________________________
76*78
Sanford Hyler.
Thomas.cn’s pitching problem ap
28 5 7»17 11 2
PRACTICAL NURSE wants employ 1293.____________________________ 75*77
Mr. and Mrs. John McGuire and pears to be settled up to and including Pirates ........ 301000 1— 5 7 2 life of the community. She was a land is hostess of the housed
TENEMENT to let. North Main St.,
THE NEW SILENT GLOW Range Burn front hall, living room, with fireplace
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Morin have ment. MRS CLIFFORD FERNALD. Lake
son Joseph, the last named having the spring of 1934.
Kickapoo .... 1 7 3 0 0 0 x—11 11 4 past chief of the order of Pythian
Ace. Tel. 864-W._________________ 75-77 er. with Super Heater for sale. Ask about and oak floor, dining room, kitchen,
been at school in Sherbrooke. Can
our
free premium offer for July and bath room, sleeping room, hot and cold
• Out for attempted bunt on third Sisters and always an active mem- moved into the Bachelder house on
POSITION DESIRED TO WORK as
ber. She was a member of the Alden street.
There Is no bottle to fill with water, electric lights, cellar and piazza.
ada, came home Tuesday night. They
strike.
"Mother's Helper" or caring for children August.
the
new
automatic feed which takes oil Tel. P. L. HAVENER 792._________ 64-tf
Miss Alice Keene of Portland who through summer vacation. Address direct from
were accompanied by Mr. McGuire's ture article written by Miss Sara H.
Two base hits, Folan. Dickinson, j MethodUt Church and had sung in
drum. Find out about it
MARY F. SLEEPER. South Thomaston. now, A. T. NORWOOD,
nieces, Misses Irene and Gertrude Carleton, daughter of Mrs. Eliza Lev Wincapaw. Struck out. by Rogall 7.! the choir for several years, also serv- jS visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. Me.
Warren. Tel. 22.
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
_________________________
77-t
f
Sales
and
service
in Knox Co. for Silent Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT.
ensaler Carleton, formerly of this ! Feyler 4. Double play, Folan. Hol ing as organist, and was much in- M. L. Keene, will be soloist at the
Rheaume.
Glow.
Lie.
________________________
74-tf
REFINED,
capable.
High
School
girl
240
Broadway.
66-tf
Mrs. Ada Biggins and t-.vo friends town. The subject of the article is brook and Martin. Bases on balls, terested in all that pertained to the chestnut Street Baptist Church Sun- desires children to care lor by the day or
NEW four cubic ft. all enamel Frigldday mornmg
hour. Can 3- . Jest of references. TEL alre
GARAGE
and
storage
space
to
let.
V.
from Bangor will arrive here Sunday Rev. Samuel 6. Weems, a colored off Rogall 1. off Perrv 2. Hit by- work of the Sunday School.
for sale. Never used will sell very
minister of Cambiidge, Mass., w’ho pitcher. Bray. Passed balls. Snow 2.
Funeral services were held at her
Miss Lucine Arau js employed dur. 50I-X.___________________________ 75*77 reasonably, completely Installed and F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
to be guests of Mrs. Walter Currier.
60-tf
YOUNG MAN desires position as truck guaranteed. A. T. NORWOOD. Warren.
late home. Rev. J. B. Shaw, a for ing the summer by the Megunticook
Miss Arietta Maloney of Cushing has dor.a splendid work for his peo Umpire, Fow’ler.
driver or private chauffeur. Familiar Tel._22.__________________________ 74-tf , SIX ROOM tenement to let. modern,
mer pastor officiating, assisted by the Fruit'company*
who" has been visiting Miss Dorothy ple through the establishment of a
with all makes of cars. Can be reached
NEW CRAWFORD enamel range for unfurnished, at 9 Suffolk St. Apply MILpresent pastor Rev. Mr. Lewis and
‘
‘ '
Brennan returned to her home Thurs eofamunity center, and especially in
75*77 sale,
color buff and green. A new stove TON M GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
55-tf
The William T. Plummers of Phila- by Tel. 277-W. ___
NORTH HAVEN
teresting to them in the tilling of the
Rev. Mr. Timberlake of the Advent
day.
at
greatly reduced price. A. T. NORSIX ROOM tenement on Warren St.
WOOD, Warren. Tel. 22.__________ 74-tf
Church. Singing was by the church , delphia are occupying their cottage at
The lobster boat Edr.a L. built by soil.
let. gas. electricity, toilet. Apply 12
There will be no services at either choir. The Pythian Sisters attend Lake Megunticook for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Ahern, Mr. and
THE LITTLE GIANT POWER HOIST to
Charles A. Morse & Son for Harold
WARREN ST. Tel. 577,___________ 66-tf
Mrs. Charles Burgess entertains the
mounts under any wood or steel body
Look of Rockland, sails today for Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach and Mrs. of the churches Sunday. Both build- ' ed in a body. Interment was in the
does not Increase loading height, tested
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
1 ladies' aid Wednesday afternoon.
Rockland. This completes the las Leila Smalley had a beefsteak supper ings have been cleaned and varnished I Davis Point cemetery.
at four tons and guaranteed; also new ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
••• •••
»•»
.«•
Miss Virginia Wagner and Miss
and used bodies, hoists, overload springs, 156-W.___________________________ 66-tf
contract the Morse Co. had and the at the Ahern cottage, Hathorn's Point, and will be all ready for occupancy
Besides her husband. Mrs. Thomp
PLYMOUTH SEDAN. 1931. for sale.
7-24.
the first SUnday in July.
plant will be closed tonight, throwing Thursday evening.
son leaves a sister, Mrs. Hattie Delia Thomas are guests of Mr. and $595. run less than 500 mile3; used as etc. B. M. CLARK. Union. Me. Tel. 73*78
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saw»
The regular business meeting of Dwyer who lived with her, two Mrs. William G. Stover in Lewiston. demonstrator. new car guarantee.
Mrs. David Libby who has had two
15 men out of employment. Charles
repair your furniture at 216 LIME
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted $14. limbs and
BROS. GARAGE. South Hope.
ROCK
ST. Tel. 1010.
66-tf
A. Morse & Son came to Thomaston weeks' vacation from the Senter the Baptist Church will be held in brothers William Hamlin of BeachMrs. Frank H. Wilbur and Mrs. HEATH
Me.
76*78 $10. Junks $12. long $10. Soft wood and
slabs $3. lumber $30 per M. T. J. CARwith their business 20 years ago and Crane store. Rockland, and has used the study room Monday night at mont and Jacob Hamlin of Roslin Robert Jamieson are spending the
BUICK
ONE-TON
TRUCK
for
sale,
ROLL. Tel. Rockland 263-21.
72-tf
have employed from 15 to 3j men tha time movirg into the Peaslee 7.30, standard. Reports of the treas dale, and nephews Stewart Hamlin weekend in Portland, guests of Mr. cheap if taken at once. TEL. 1030-M.
SCHOONER L. V. OSTROM for sale
yearly. This is the first time they house on Knox street, will return to urer and finance committee will be j and Alton Hamlin.
75*77
■ and Mrs. Horace Lombard.
Will
sell
for
cash
or
exchange
for
real
received, and other matters of im- '
have been cbliged to clcse for lack • work Monday.
The Woman’s Baptist Missionary
estate. ORRIN L. GREENE. North ’
___ _ _______________
4
Services at the Baptist Church portance considered, and members j
of orders.
Brooksville.
Me.
72*77
I Society will meet at the church next
THE MOST FRIGID SPOT
i
Mrs. Earl Wilson and son Earl of Sunday: Church School at 9.45; are urged to be present.
FRANK HOLTON TRUMPET for sale,
Tuesday at 2.30.
i
in excellent condition, and brass inlaid ll>
Gray are visiting her brother Frank morning worship at 11, topic, "The
Here Are Some Timely Tips Con
The Camden Garden Club will be
•••
bell. EMERY WOOSTER. JR.. North
matchless man of history." At 7
Jacobs.
cerning the Handling of Refriger entertained Julv 7, at the home of Mr. I .«.
Haven. Me.
71*79
•«.
MY
HOUSE
AT
13
CLAREMONT
ST., is
Mrs. John H. Harding of Auburn p. m. Mrs. Carl Gray of Omaha will Mr. ar.d Mrs. L. Bliss Gillchrest, have 1 ators
and Mrs. Donald Dodge, Beauchamp
BERRY BASKETS for sale. Wholesale for sale. Inspection at any time daily.
COTTAGE to let at Crescent Bench, all
returned to their home.
dale, Mass., arrived Wednesday from be the speaker.
Point.
modern Improvements LENA K. SAR- and retail. Get our prices before order Low price. FRED W. WIGHT. Rockland.
Miss Anna Fessenden of NewtonThe cooked food sale of the Nurse
Boston, with children Betty. John. Jr.,
The regular quarterly meeting of j gent. Tel. 990-M or 994.
76-tf ing elsewhere. V. L. PACKARD. Rock- Tel. 1005-M.______________________ 77-79
Where is the coldest place in the
land.. successor to G. H. Hart._____ 69-tf
and Claire to sj»end the summer with Association Friday on the piazza of ville. Mass., came Friday for the sum refrigerator? In the side icer type the the Camden Board of Trade will be
COTTAGE at Crescent Beach. Best
HOUSE LOT AT NORTH HAVEN for
SEEDLINGS—large variety • of flower I sale Centrally located in village Phone
buy of the season. All modern, bath,
the Stimpson house added $33 to the mer vacation, while on the same day
her mother. Mrs. Henrietta M. Long.
held
at
the
Y.M.C.A.
next
Wednesday
lights, fireplace, oak floors, garage anr* seedlings for sale. 40c per doz., very 645-Y or call at 478 OLD COUNTY RD.
Miss Florence Fessenden returned to most frigid spot is directly under the evening.
The Periscope, a paper published .treasury.
Refreshment:; will be four lots. Phone 862-W. T. J. FOLEY.
strong, stocky, dark green. Open eve- , ________________________________ 77*79
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Conrad, son Massachusetts for a time.
ice chamber where the cold air drops served.
by the Park Street Church society of
_____
75-80 nings, stop when out riding. On back i
LAND at The Highlands for sale.
road Rockport to Camden, turn left
Services at the Federated Church down. In the “over-head” icer the
Christian Endeavor, Boston, has this and daughter of Cliftondale, MassMAINE COAST—Crescent Beach—six after crossing bridge. Mall orders filled. About three acres of land with barn
Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. Austin
24
ft. x 30 ft. and cellar thereon. Nice
to say of a well known young man are guests of Mrs. Luther Clark over Sunday: Church School at 9.45; coldest spot is in the middle of the I Moody and Mrs. Ethel Halliday of room cottage, garage to let for July and CHATER'S GARDENS. Camden.
67-tf
August; three minutes from beach hotel.
building spot. See Mr. WOOD, office of
morning service at 11. subject: "The
who summers in Thomaston: ‘ Ken the weekend.
LUMBER for sale. Save. /Direct from O. H Tripp Engineering Co._______ 77*79
Apply MRS. A. ROSE, 26 Clarendon St..
top
shelf.
Edna
Cobb,
Home
ManageRockland
were
given
a
handkerchief
Mrs. Ella Williams of South Port Gods of the Moment;" evening serv
Moody, long a specialist in life insur
75-77 the manufacturer to the user. Fitted I
„
. ,.
„
.
going away shower at Shor* Gardens City. Tel. 213-W.
FARMS LARGE AND SMALL in Union.
$14. junks $12. 4-ft mill slabs $6.50,
ance, has branched out into the realm land is at the home of Mr. and Mrs. ice at 7 o’clock at which reports will ment Specialist for the Extension prjday night, the hostesses b"ing Mrs.
FURNISHED COTTAGES to let at wood
length $8. shims 15 bundles $l.j Warren. Hope. Appleton. Rockport and
of all things that can be insured. Harry Moodv, High street, for a visit. be received from the delegates to the Service, University of Maine, says that Bertha French, Mrs. Hilda Claytor. Waterman's Beach to accommodate large stove
I Camden. M. R. MILLER. East Union,
Delivered.
L.
A.
PACKARD.
R.
F.
D.,
small families, by week or month, or
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beattie of Young People's Institute at Bucks milk and butter should be placed in' Miss Harriet L. Gill of Camden and or
61-tf ij Me._____________________________ 76*78
Kenneth very nearly sold us some
whole season. Prices reasonable. Quiet, Thomaston. Me.
ONE of the prettiest Islands on the
automobile insurance, but he paused this town are receiving congratula port.
pleasant, private locations. P. O. ad
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, large lot,
thess
spots
where
it
will
get
fresh
;
Mrs.
Gladys
Burgess,
Mrs.
Maude
dress E. V. SHEA. South Thomaston. Me. garage. Thomaston St. V. F. STUDLEY. j coast of Maine. Fine place for summer
for breath, and we remembered that tions upon the birth of a son Thurs,
,.
.
„
..
■
%
j
Spear
and
Mrs.
Doris
Damon
of
!
home
or hotel. For particulars write H.
Tel. 853-11 Rockland.
75-7769 Park St. Tel. 1080.________________ 59-tf
The Episcopal Guild will hold their clean-cold air. Continuing, she said. Rowland. There were 40 guests and ____________________________________
dav morning at Knox Hospital.
we didn't own a car."
A . care The Courier-Gazette. ___ 70*78
COTTAGE to let at Ginn's Point, j FARM for sale in Lincolnville. 150
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Starkey of Glen summer sale of cooked food, candy "Since butter absoros odors and fla dancing and cards were enjoyed
The June issue of Abbott’s Monthly,
Owl's Head to small family by week or acres, modern buildings, pastures, hay. J FARM FOR SALE “Beech Hill. North77-78
160 acres, large lot pulp wood,
a Chicago publication, contains a fea- Ridge. N. J., visitors in the home of and fancy articles July 1.
vors very readily it is best to keep it The guests of honor were presented month. Reasonable rent. Quiet, pleas- • apple orchards, pulp wood, good market, | port.
lumber and hard wood, buildings in
location. E. F. GINN. 97 Pitt St.. | MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain good
covered. Other delicate foods that be- with corsage bouquets of pansies by ant
condition,
could be made to bear
Portland.
69-71 and 75-77 , St.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
66-tf large crop of blueberries,
large gravel
long in this coldest compartment are | the hostesses.
Mrs. Perry. Mrs.
FURNISHED cottage to let at Spruce
SIX-ROOM house for sale. Georges St., deposits. Borders on Pitcher's PoriH.
meat broths and moist cooked foods Moody and Mrs. Halliday will sail Head. July and August; beautiful loca- I Thomaston, small payment down, price i —
- - make
- good summer home. MRS.
Would
$500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel O. A. ALDEN. 10 Spruce St., Camden.
such as cereals, custards and cream j soon from New York for a tour of tion; price $125. TEL. 436-M or 899-W.
66-tf ! 1080
75*77
66-tf
sauces.
j Europe. The music for the dance ________________
COTTAGE for sale or to let.
FOR SALE
I HAVE LISTED flne house values In
"Uncooked meat should have the ' was furnished by Jack D. Stradley's atSUMMER
Ingraham Hill, on the shor^. bath
all
parts
of
the
city.
Some
especially
house. 4 miles below Thomaston.
next coldest compartment, then eggs. Royal Diplomats, under the direction electric lights, city water, all modern, 5 Small
good buvs In the better houses. I have
acres land. Must be sold.
furnished.
Inquire
at
cooked vegetables and left-overs, j of Leon Mayers of San Diego The completely
several fine pieces of business property,
Cottage at Holiday Beach.
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis farms, cottages, etc. Cottage to let for
(provided they do not contain milk),' dance team included Dan Donahue of CROCKETTS BABY SHOP. Rockland.
,
66-tf '
77-79 season at Ginn’s Point. T. J. FOLEY.
fruits, and vegetables, unless they i Hollywood, drums; Robert Talkov of ____ ________
Phone 862-W.
*
75-80
FURNISHED Cottage. Bayside, North- |
contain strong odors when they \ San Diego, sax; Joseph Webster of port.
Me., to let. water, lights. Two mins,
EIGHT ROOM HOUSE for sale. Shed
should be placed high up in the food I Santa Monica, trumpet; Fred Cook- from P. O.. stores, tennis cou c and golf
and barn connected. Price right. BYlinks. A. W. GREGORY, 416 Main St
RON MILLS. Waldoboro. Tel. 10-3.
chamber where the cold air current son of Brooklyn, piano; Clarence Rockland.
66_tf
75*77
strikes them just before it returns to j Pippin of Chicago, trumpet. Mr.
FOR SALE
the ice chamber.
Stradley gave a few of his well known
The A. E. Morton House at the High
“This refers to the “side-icer" type. \ impersonations for the amusement of
lands, corner of Cedar St. and Old Coun
ty
road. House consists of five rooms
In the "over-head" icer, foods with , the party. The RoyaF Diplomats
NOTICE—From this date I will pay no and pantry, two car garage, woodshed,
A BAY STATE THRI LLER
strong odors belong near the side I open at Shore Gardens on July 3 for
bills other than those contracted by my henhouse. Corner lot 150 ft. square; 20
self.
E RAYMOND STONE. North or more fruit trees, raspberry and black
walls on the lower shelves where the ' the summer season, going direct into
Haven. Me. June 26. 1931.
77*79 berry bushes; store near by. This corner
sir currents are traveling quickly to j vaudeville in the fall.
CHICK BARGAIN SPECIALS: White
GENERAL CONTRACTOR and builder, lot Is vacant, and would be an Ideal spot
the ice chamber. In an “over-head’
r8
Leghorns. 8c; Barred Rocks. 9c; White , old or new work. M. W. PULKIN. West for an ice cream, confectionery and cigar
icer the warmest place is usually at ,
Wyandottes. 9c; R. I. Reds. 9c; Heavy Meadow road. City. Tel. 734-J.
76-tf store. Price reasonable.
EAST UNION
pilliv UL
at Glencove.
VtlfllUUVU, Jta very
\ Cl .V
Mixed, 8c. All from blood-tested parent ; - ——----------- --------------------------- llic The Clough place
the extreme edge of the bottom shelf.
STOLEN, JUNE 17—Two beagle hounds. ' pleasant and sightly spot; 12 acres of
stock. Guaranteed 100 per cent live de black
and white, tan head, white center field running to the shore. 25 acres of
‘ Observe two C’s, “Cold” and
^rs. Doris Robbins and mother Mrs. livery. Ten chicks free with each 100 on j
$5 reward for word of them. LES pasture land. Would sell without the
"Clean and you will get good service i Herbert Messer of Union were guests ..orders mailed this week. $1.00 books line;
SEAVEY.
Phone 614-M. Tarr’s pasture if so desired. Fine view of the
Dut when she a
your order. Balance C. O. D. We ship TER
from your refrigerator provided it is : recently of Mrs. May Robbins,
candy
store.
75*77 bay. On State road.
when you want them. Rush your order ,
and told her o'
House and garage, with two acres of
a good one to start with. Even the I j^rs. Margaret Grassow has re- today! CUT-RATE CHICK CO.. Dept. 1 BUY A LOAD OF WOOD of O. H. CRIE.
76*1* Thomaston. Tel. 122-2 and join a long land at Owl’s Head. Price $775.
was washable
finest one will not give satisfaction I turned to her home in Hope after a 35. Sidney. Ohio.
For the first time I am offering our
list
of
satisfied
customers.
Wood
fitted
unless kept cold and clean.
vjSjt witH her daughter Mrs. Roland
$14. junks $12. small round stove lengths old homestead in Waldoboro. This is a
nice farm, good buildings; about 85 acres
“It is of prime importance to keep payson
$10.
4
ft
len
g
ths
$1
0,
75-tf
IS BROOKLYN A CITY?
of land, including 26 acres of woodland,
the refrigerator well iced. Whenever
It was a
group of girls who ar-

; LOST AND FOUND

!

s

SITUATIONS

;

AUTOMOBILES

I*
;

REAL ESTATE

Summer Cottages

SIN.GLEH/
SHE FOI

MISCELLANEOUS

; EGGS AND CHICKS 5
i

100% Sound (Value)

NOTICE—After this date I shall pay no all farming tools, and necessary Imple
ments that go with a good farm. Would
sell household goods If wanted. A good
place for blueberrlcx.
A flne new modern 6-room bungalow.
Corner lot. with two-car garage.
Two new 6-room houses, with garages,
on Broadway.
House
of seven rooms, with garage, on
56*61
-tf St.
Bunker
House of seven rooms, with garage and
wood shed, on John St.
Six room house, with garage, on North
Main St.
Six room house, modern, with garage,
on Union St.
House of seven rooms, with large barn
and nine acres of land, on Rankin St1.
Nice place on Glen St., with garage
and 10 acres of land.
Nice place near Rockport Village, on
State road.
Have several other houses and farms,
also cottages and cottage lots; bordering
on both salt and fresh water.
LAFAYETTE W. BENNER
Real Estate Dealer
No. 2 Lafayette Square,
Rockland, Me.
________________________________ 74-76
FARM for sale, about 55 acres. Good
buildings, house, barn, garage. Plenty
of hard and soft wood, pasture and
fields; 2‘imlles from Thomaston Prison,
on Cushing road. Small amount down,
balance on rent plan. Price $1550. V. F.
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
71-tf
SEVEN ROOM house, four acres land,
for sale, also 6 room bungalow, 6 room
house, farms, summer cottages, building
lots and general real estate service of
all kinds. ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375
Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
66-tf

than those contracted by my
the volume of ice falls below
the | rived Thursday at Beaver Camp.
Brooklyn, which is coterminous bills Inother
person. CHESTER M. OVERLOCK.
capacity of the ice chamber the walls
Miss Ethel Davis is in Harttord, with Kings County, was formerly a self
135 Holmes St., City. June 22, 1931.
of the refrigerator become warm and Conn., where she will spend the sum
75*77
separately chartered city of New
when new ice is put in it must do mer with relatives.
MARCELLING, 50c; shampooing. 50
double duty thus wasting the ice to
Mr. and Mrs. George Mank and I York state, but in 1898 it was incor- cents. Evening appointments a specialty.
say nothing cf taking chances in con mother Mrs. Albert Mank were re- porated with New York City and since MADELYN McCABE, 20 Oak St. Tel. 191.
serving food.
cent visitors of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. j then has been a borough of Greater
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
"Do not open the doors any oftener Payson.
„
ork. In that year New York ’ Prompt 6ervlce' CRIE hardware 66-tI
co
than is absolutely necessary. Every. The Parm Bureau meeting was
_______
held
time they are opened, a rush of warm Tuesday with Miss Lawrence and her City nf only annexed Kings, RichPAPER HANGING. Painting and maair enters and makes the temperat- ] guest in attendance. The dinner was mond (Staten Island) and parte of (
A' w'
ure uneven. When removing several , prepared and served at the usual hour Queens Counties, but received a new ---------------LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goodi
articles, place them on a tray, so that by the chairman Mrs. Payson and Mrs.
at the Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St
the door will not have to be opened ; Elizabeth Wentworth. An interesting . charter for the
. enlarged city. The Xfntl orders solicited. H. C, RHODES
so many times during meal prepara- talir-was given by Miss Lawrence on , clty now consists of five boroughs— Tel. 519-J.__________ ____ ________ 66-tf
tion. This reduces steps also.
! home furnishings.
Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by
AY State Dultint is a velvet-smooth
KATHERINE SMALL. 18
"The refrigerator alone will not, j. l. Dorr.an and son John spent) and Richmond. It is governed by a appointment.
Oay St. Tcl. 737-M.
66-tf
finish for inside walls that comes in
keep foods sound and wholesome un- j several days this week in Woburn, ; mayor elected at large and a board
a range of 12 lovely pastel colors. It lasts less it is scrupulously clean. In the Mass., guests at the home of his sifter of aldermen elected in districts. Each
first place let no dirty things, eitherMrs. Edith Bailey, On the return trip borough elects a borough president.
for years. It’s washable—as easy to clean
WORK DONE
| food or container go into it. Wipe off , they were accompanied by Billy Bailey j Although Brooklyn is part of New
as a glass. Easy to apply. Costs only lea
I the milk bottles, wash lettuce and , who will spend the summer months at York Citv it has an independent post
ANYWHERE
celery when it comes from the market. ! this place.
(office. There are also independent .
PROMPT SERVICE
square foot.
] In spite of all precautions, however, j James Dcrnan. Grange deputy. Mrs. ] postoffices at Jamaica, Flushing and Water Pipes Repaired and Relald.
i refrigerators need a thorough clean-j Dornan, Mrs.
Lilia Morton and ( Long Island City, all of which are in Inside and out. Digging included.
ing, weekly, including doors and door( daughter Dorothy and Geraldine : New York City. This does not mean
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
sills, and drain pipe. Soda, dissolved Gould attended the deputy conven- that the postoffices of Brooklyn, Laid Out and Cleaned when
in cool water (about one tablespoon- ( tion in Newport Thursday.
j Jamaica, Flushing and Long Island Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
ful to four quarts of water) makes a J Rose-Anne Lodge is being well pat- City are branches of the main New Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
good cleansing agent as it is odorless, ronized. Among recent parties regis- York postoffice. They are entirely Deeper. Floors Cemented and
helps to remove stains that have been tering there have been guests from separate offices. “It is not deemed
Walls Repaired.
ROCKLAND, ME
615 MAIN STREET,
left from spilled food, and sweetens Copenhagen,
Denmark;
Detroit, practical, for service reasons," says
S. E. EATON
the air. Alter washing, wipe the re- Mich.; New York. Waterville. Tenant’s the Postoffice Department, “to conTEL, 534-J
ROCKLAND, ME.
frigerator thoroughly with c clean. Harbor, Rockland, Thomaston and solidate these large independent

B

EVERETT L. SPEAR & CO

. * <fry cloth,"

other places

I postoffices under one general office.”

41Stl

FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices, Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast
Maine.
66-tf
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Every-Other-Day

MISS STAHL'S PUPILS

Society
In addition to personal notes regard-1
lng departures and arrivals, this department especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be!
gladly received.

!

MOTHS

are very
active right now—

Portland
°

where she will visit her son, Carl R.
Snow for two weeks.
______

Mr. and Mrs. David Clark of New
Rochelle,
N. Mrs
Y„ who
have
been
, Qf Mr and
percy
Lins
atguests
BOwrs
, j^ca[j Inn have jeft fOr a motor tour
of Northern Maine and Canada be
fore returning home. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. William T. Richardson and Clark plan to return to Rockland and
daughter, Mrs. Evelyn McKusic vicinity later in the season.
are attending the Bible School at I
’
------Ocean Park.
Maurice McKutic , jjrs George W. Bachelder enteris spending the week at the home of tained the Thursday Club for lunchMiss Alice Whitney, Ingraham Hill. , eon and bridge at her home on Ma------! sonic street.
Mr and Mrs. William Birmingham '
------of Monson, Mass., on a honeymoon
Opportunity Class will meet Thurstrip through the State, are visiting day evening in the First Baptist parMrs. Birmingham s aunt,
Mrs. lors, with Miss Jennie Guptill, Mrs.
Charles Lewis. Mrs. Birmingham's | Bernice Chaples and Mrs. Chloe Farfather, George McConchie, is a na- rington as hostesses. Mite boxes are
tive of Maine.
to be brought to this meeting, also ma
terial for White Cross work. Final
Mrs. Lucy B. Sillery of Thomaston plans for the Fourth of July picnic
is at Ocean Park for a few days. will also be made.
From there she goes to Westbrook to
spend the weekend.
Mrs. C. O. Perry and Mrs. A. M.
Moody leave tomorrow for New York
Mr. and Mrs. William Winans and whence they sail June 30 for a seven
family of Ridgewood, N. J., are weeks’ tour abroad
spending the summer at Miss Litelle's cottage at Ingraham Hill.
Mrs. Mary Frost, Mrs. Mary WilMiss Ellen Frey of Ridgewood is atI liams and son Cecil who have been
present guest of the Winans.
,guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Morse
------. and other relatives for the month ot
Thad C. Carver and Walter H.; June have returned to their home in
Robbins and family of Pratt, Kan., Kingston, Pa. Mrs. Nellie McKay and
have arrived for the summer season, daughter Evajane who accompanied
which they will spend at Vinalhaven them are remaining for a time
as usual.
|
------Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merritt have
Mrs. R. L. Dobbins recently arrived returned from a stay of several days
in New York from a trip to Houston, in New York. They called upon Mrs.
Texas with her husband Capt. R. L. Carrie Burpee Shaw and others of the
Dobbins of the S. S. Cities Service family. They found Mrs. Emma
Koolmotor.
Wight in fairly good health. Al
though confined to her chair, she has
Miss Dorothy Gordon spent the no idle moments, spending the time
weekend in Boston attending the reading, embroidering and knitting.
Share-Hartstone wedding. Upon her Mrs. Shaw, Mrs. Wight and Mr:
return she was accompanied by her Winifred Fales do not plan to come
sister Anna who will spend the sum to Rockland this summer, although
mer here.
William P. Burpee will make his usual
sojourn here, planning to arrive
Mrs. Gertrude H. Cummings and quite soon. Mr. and Mrs. John Farber
son Richard are guests of Mr. and i Alice Shaw) may possibly come later
in the season.
Mrs. H. C. Chatto, 52 Gay street.

!

Store your furs in our new
storage vault

Mrs. Georgia Snow of South Thom-

acton went vesterd°v to
as,lon "ent .,yeS“*0-y

Large Audience In Universalist
Church Hear Young Musicians To
Advantage

We will gladly call and get your furs for
insurance.

—
-- —
-----------—,,
t ■ - m
„
j j
Mrs* Irving Elwell and daughter
Miss Amber Elwell are visiting then
uncle. Mr. Ladd, at Stockton Springs.

Our lepair.and make-over department is
prepared to make over your old furs to new
and modern style at small expense. We
are pleased to advise you. No job too diffi
cult.

Fuller-Cobb- Davis
Mrs. Charles A. Emery who has
been the guest of relatives at Kenne
bunk is expected home tomorrow.
Prior to going to Kennebunk Mrs.
Emery visited friends in Portland and
attended commencement at Kent's
Hill Seminary.

Miss Eliza Swan has returned from
Warren after spending five weeks
with her sister, Mrs. Richmond. She
goes to North Belgrade where she
will spend the summer at the cottage
of another sister.

Miss Lucy Farnsworth leaves Mon
The Scribblers' Club will meet Mon day on a business trip to Boston,
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. E. traveling alone in her 94th year.
M. Lawrence, Beech street extension,
Wilbert Snow and family have ar
at 2 o'clock.
rived from Middletown, Conn, and
Miss Phyllis Brown arrives today will spend the summer at Spruce
from Rye, N. Y., where she teaches Head. Mr. Snow is professor of Eng
school. She expects to go directly to lish at Wesleyan, and like the other
members of the faculty is looking
Monhegan for the summer.
forward eagerly to the centennial ob
Mrs, Lillian McRae has called a servance which takes place Oct.
meeting of Block 5 of the Universalist | 10-12. Meantime he is going to re
ladies for Monday afternoon at the lax from literary pursuits long
enough to extract the humble but
store of Edward Gonia, at 3 o'clock.
succulent clam from its abode in the
The first outing of the Methebesec lower flat.
Club, Wednesday, at the cottage of
Mrs. David Johnston (Ella Orff)
Mrs. Alice Karl, Megunticook Lake,
proved most delightful. There were of Quincy, Mass., was at her old
33 present, all of whom enjoyed to the home this week, on her way to
utmost the perfect day of sunshine Boothbay Harbor, where she will con
and warmth. Picnic dinner, swim duct a branch store for Fuller-Cobbming and boating were among the Davis the next two months.
features of entertainment. The club
Mrs. Granville Shibles and two
plans several picnics for the summer
season, the next to be held in two I children who have been gueste of Mr.
weeks at the cottage of Mrs. Bernice and Mrs. Fred Gregory at Glencove
have returned to their home in
Havener, Crescent Beach.
Westbrook.
Mrs. Mabel Veazie is occupying her
Mr. and Mrs. Perle Pease and son
summer home at Ash Point for the
Milton of Lowell, Mass., and Mrs. M.
season.
J. Oxton of West Rockport were
Mrs. Fred Collamore has returned guests yesterday of Mr. and Mrs. W.
from a short visit with relatives and N. Benner Jr., at The Highlands.
friends in Portland.
Mrs. William Pillsbury and son,
Mrs. E. D. Anderson and mother, Dr. Harold Pillsbury, of Baltimore,
Mrs. David McClaren of Pittsburgh, who accompanied the remains of
Pa., are guests of Mrs. Sarah Thomas, Mrs. Katie A. Crockett, here, are
Camden street. Mrs. Anderson is re guests of their cousins, Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Crockett at The Highlands.
maining for the summer.

Miss Anna L. Gordon, who has
Mrs. J. S. Jenkins entertained the
made her home in Brookline, Mass., Corner Club yesterday for picnic din
for the past two years, has returned ner and bridge at the Gonia cottage,
home to spend the summer with her Crescent Beach.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice L.
Gordon, T street.
The annual D.A.R., field day will
take place at Opportunity Farm, New
Eliot Duncan and family are home Gloucester, July 11. Luncheon at
from Danvers, Mass., for the summer 65c. per plate will be served at 1
vacation.
standard. Any members of Lady
Knox Chapter D.A.R., who plan to
Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear left last attend are asked to communicate
night for Boston where she will be with Mrs. Grace Veazie, Shaw avenue.
Mrs. Charles Driscoll of Boston is
Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts of
the guest of friends and relatives for
several weeks.
Mrs. Ethel Halliday sails from New the guent of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Suke- Houlton have arrived to be guests of
Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Hodgkins and Mr.
. York July 16 on the Steamer America forth, Masonic street.
------i and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts for the
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens returned for a Bve
tour of France, two
Wednesday from a motor trip to The o{ which wU1 be spent jn Paris Mrs
Mrs. Julia Shattuck has ref.ned summer.
-------Wetrs, N. H. Their trip included jja]]jday makes the trip with Gold from a month's stay in Boston
------i Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy enmany delightful journeys through the g(ar mothers and widows.
Mrs Donald Kelsey and son Donald | tertained The Playmates Wednesday
White Mountains.
|
____
and Mrs. Margaret Smith are at North . evening.
Supper at Rose-Anne
------- Mrs. Charles E. Bicknell is occupyLodge was followed by cards at the
Members of the S. E. Club had din- j jng an apartment in the Anne V. Flint Haven.
ner at the Community Sweet Shop bouse on school street.
------Lovejoy cottage, Crawford’s Lake.
Thursday evening with Mrs. Anne
_____
Thad C. Carver of Pratt. Kansas,
Billings, who leaves shortly to make
There win be a meeting of the accompanied by his nurse. Miss Hattie
Mr. and Mrs. Orey Tolman and
her home in Long Island. N. Y , as bcard of officers of Lady Knox Chap- Bearinger of Baltimore, has arrived children Marthon and Alan, of
honor guest. Those present were Mrs. j tcr D A R TUeSday afternoon at the at the Carver summer home at Vinal Woodfords are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Bernice Snowman, Mrs. Waitie Perry, home o{ Mrs Gracc Veazie. Shaw haven.
Fred Gregory, Glencove. Mr. Tol
Mrs. Alice Lufkin, Mrs. Ella Cates, I avenue at 2.30.
man is accountant for Jordan & Jor
Mrs. Lola Smith, Mrs. Agnes Wilbur. ‘
’
_____
Mrs. Fred Collamore entertained dan.
Mrs. Helen Mason and Mrs. Billings, j
and Mrs Prank Luce of Dor- the E.F.A. Club Wednesday afternoon
The Cauldron, the annual publica-1
~
,,, Chester. Mass., arrive tomorrow to be at her home on Camden road. Hon
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bernet and Mr.:
Luce Homestead, Camden road, ors were won by Miss Phronie John tion of Rockland High School, is just
and Mrs. Percy Lins who have been,
_____
son, Mrs. Charles Driscoll of Boston, of ’he press and is on sale at Chisat Owl's Head Inn several days are ; Mrs Pred overlock, who with her Mrs. I. J. Shuman and Mrs. Harry hoiin's and the bookstands. It is a
leaving the first of the week to tour i pi£ce Sarah and nephew Ross Wil- French. Buffet lunch was served.
very attractive number.
Canada before returning to their home son, have been guests of Miss Edith
in Mt. Vernon. N. Y.
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and Mrs. J.
Wilson in Malden. Mass., have re
turned home, accompanied by Miss A. Burpee gave a bridge luncheon
Chairmen of the block system re- : Wilson who will spend the summer Wednesday afternoon at the home ot
MON.-TUES.
cently adopted by the Universalist vacation from her teaching duties at Mrs. Sleeper at South Thomaston, j
ladies were entertained Wednesday her Thomaston home.
with Mrs. E. L. Brown who sails with
afternoon by Mrs. George L. St. Clair,I
her husband July 1 for a tour abroad,
Those two cockeyed
Crescent Beach. The gathering rep-1 Mrs Bert Bardwell and daughter, as honor guest. There were two!
resented an almost 100 per cent at- charlotte, Mrs. Maurice Wilson and tables, honors being won by Mrs.' Marines Vic and Eddie in
tendance, and interesting plans for j Nirs Jay Oliver motored Monday to Grace Ayers Black and Mrs. A. C.
the season's work were discussed and portiancl.
McLoon/ and a guest prize for Mrs.
Brown.
"outlined.
‘
_____
„ . .
------ 7.
Chapin Class is to have a picnic
Master James Harding who recently | Tuesday night at Crescent Beach at
CROCKETT-PERKINS
underwent a tonsil operation at Knox ^bc cottage of Mr. and Mrs. George
The marriage of Miss Elizabeth
Hospital has returned to his home on L st. Clair. Supper at 6.30. Mrs. E
Limerock street.
I p Berry has charge of the transpor- Randall Perkins R. N.. of Madison,
to Alfred Kimball Crockett, Jr., son
tation.
Mrs. C. S. Milburn of Lynn, Mass. ,
_____
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred K. Crockett
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Nestor i George and Janet Friese, children of of Portland took place at 3 p. m. at
Flagg and Quirt, those devil dogs,
Brown and other reatives In the city. i\gr and Mrs. G. Milton Friese of An- the home of the bride's grandmother.
first to land, first to love and last
., „ , _ ------I dover. Mass., arrive today to be guests 5 Perkins street, Madison. Wednes
Mrs. Fred True, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.: of their grandmother, Mrs. Annie day. Rev. L. K. Lord officiated and
to leave—the ladies
used the double ring service. The
Lawrence and Miss Mabel F. Lamb : Simmons, Talbot avenue,
with
motored to Fort Knox Tuesday.
wedding music was played by Miss
The Octo Club met Wednesday eve Patricia Lothrop, Walter Burwood
The Chummy Club was entertained ning with Mrs. Clark Staples, Ma and Henry Hall. C. Franklin Pack
VICTOR McLAGLEN
for dinner and bridge Thursday eve sonic street, with cards, sewing and ard. stepfather of the bride, gave her
ning by Mrs. Edward Gonia at Cres refreshments constituting the diver in marriage.
EDMUND LOWE
cent Beach. Mrs. Russell Davis ol sions. The next meeting will be with
The bride wore a gown of white
Thomaston and Miss Lillian Rowell Mrs. Luella Boardman, Cedar street. georgette with lace jacket and long
EL BRENDAL
were special guests. Honors were won
veil of tulle arranged with orange
by Mrs. Davis. Mrs. E. W. Freeman
blossoms.
She
carried
a
bouquet
of
[
GRETA NISSEN
Vacationing from Senter Crane's
and Mrs. N. L. Witham.
this week are Mrs. Ralph Brown, Miss white roses and sweet peas. She was .
Louise Dolliver, Mrs. Emma Libby, attended by Miss Gladys Hilda
NOW PLAYING
Mrs. John A. Stevens and daughter j Mrs. Donald Perry and Mrs. Francis Strang, R.N., who wore an eyelet em- j
“UP FOR MURDER”
Catherine, Mrs. Woodbury Richards Louraine.
broidered organdie gown of pink, with
with
and daughter Virginia, Gordon Rich
lace mitts, picture hat and accessories
LEW AYRES
ardson, and Mrs. Ida Simmons mo- I Mrs. C. O. Perry. Mrs. A. M. Moody in harmony. Betty Williams, a cousin
tored Wednesday to Bucksport where and Mrs. Ethel Halliday were guests of the bride was the flower girl and
they visited the Epworth League In- ] of honor Thursday evening at a danc wore a dress of green.
Home of Paramount Pictures
stitute at Bucksport Seminary.
Mr. Crockett chose his brother. I
ing party at Shore Gardens. Lincoln
ville Beach, which proved to be one Durward Cecil Crockett of Portland
The Belfast Business and Profes-} of the most delightful affairs of the as his best man. Miss Perkins is a I
(ffl
sional Women's Club held its June season. The hostesses were Mrs. graduate of the Maine Eye and Ear j
outing Wednesday night at Shore j Bertha French, Mrs. John Clayter, Infirmary, School of Nursing. The
Gardens, Lincolnville Beach, with Miss Harriet Gill, of Camden, Mrs. bridegroom is a son of Alfred K. |
One of The Publix Theatres
supper followed by cards. There Harold Burgess. Mrs. Wallace Spear Crockett, a former resident of Rock
were three tables of bridge and one and Mrs. Perley Damon, of Rockland, land Highlands.
Shows 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
of contract. Miss Esther Evans win and there were 50 guests. Music was
A reception was held following the : Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
ning the prize. The presence of sev furnished by an ll-piece orchestra ceremony at the home of the bride's
Daylight Time
eral members who have been away at the Beach for the summer, and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. S. H.
Every Seat a Cool Retreat
all winter or longer added much to Joseph Brewster of Camden acted as Williams at 18 Heald street. Madison, j
the enjoyment. Miss Mildred N. floor director. The dance program Assisting with the serving were Mrs.
Slater was cordially greeted after an included many novelty features. At A. R. Perkins, Mrs. S. H. Williams,
absence of nearly two years on the intermission the guests of honor were Mrs. A. K. Crockett and Mrs. M. C.
West Coast and Southern California. taken to a large May basket occupy Ross.
Mr. Crockett and his bride are on
Mrs. Georgia B. Parker, former vice ing one corner of the hall, and asked
president of the club, who has been fo take turns pulling the gay stream a wedding journey, the bride travel
An Ad. In Thes
teaching in Skowhegan and Miss ers. The ends of the streamers re ling in a green silk suit, with large |
Esther Evans, now teaching in Madi vealed handkerchiefs of many hues white hat and accessories in harmony.
Columns W ill Sell
son. were both present and given a and designs which will accompany Upon their return they will reside at j
cordial welcome. Both are former the ladies on their summer sojourn 738 Congress street. Portland.
Anyth ing From
Among the out-of-town guests were
members of the Crosby High fac in Europe. Sandwiches, cakes and
ulty. Then there was Mrs. W. A. punch were served buffet style, the Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Crockett, parents
Needle to an Anchor.
Hartshorn, a charter member, now table with its dainty appointments of the bridegroom. Mr. and Mrs. G. R„ j
living in Rockland, who motored up and decorations calling forth many Anderson of Newark. N. J.. Mr. and
to join the party bringing another expressions of approval Tables were Mrs. C. F. Packard of Moosehead |
What Do You Want
member, Miss Gretchen Fletcher of; also provided for those who did not Lake. Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Crockett of
Belfast who is now located in Rock- care to dance. The guests joined in Lancaster, Pa.. Mr. and Mrs. R. F.
to Sell ?
port. It was a most delightful get- praise of the hospitality of Mr. and Crockett of Rockport. Mr. and Mrs.
together. Another outing under the Mrs. Christopher Longworth of Shore D. E. Crockett of Camden and Mr. [
direction of the July sports commit Gardens who left nothing undone to and Mrs. H. B. Crockett of Medford,

“Women of
AU Nations”

tee will be held next month

make the occasion a memorable one.

Mass.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Miss Margaret G. Stahl presented
a portion of her piano pupils in recital Monday evening in the Univer
salist Church, which was well filled
with admiring parents, other rela
tives and friends. The program was
unusually well presented, the young
musicians reflecting the thorough
training given them by Miss Stahl.
The numbers by the Rhythmic Band
won a particularly big hand. The
program:

Announcement
We open our July and August display of Smart Furs
with three special values—that we are doubtful about ob
taining later, having secured them very early in the season.

The king of the fur trade for warmth and service

Ros" ”*-'1

Second: QrQy Squirrel

Barbara Griffin
rtutn Starred
(Warren)

Little Dutch Doll,
Drifting,

Raccoon Coats

First:

Marche Militaire.
Rhythmic Band
Duet—Primrose Time
Jane Welch, Rose Bird
Pitter Patter
Keeping House for Daddy. Esther Shapiro
This Little Pig Went To Market

For Beauty—Gray Squirrel Coats, light, warm, beautiful.

Criss Cross
Duet—Spanish Dance
Felice Perry, Miss Stahl
Swaying Roses,
Jeannette Gordon
Duet—Laughing Buttons
Esther and Ida Shapiro
Grandfather's Clock
Bedtime,
Ruth Seabury
Starlight Waltz.
Dorothea Burkhardt
Gondolieri,
Muriel McPhee
Duet—Overture to “Lucia”
Horace Booth, Howard Chase
Water Sprites
The Hanpy Farmer.
Ruth Pike
The Little Dutch Clock,
The Runaway Brooklet, Pauline Lerman
Ida Shapiro
A Fireside Song.
The Wind In a Frolic
Ione
Louraine
Minuet,
Virginia Merriam
The First Butterfly,
The Story By the Mouse, Arlene Walker
Chase of the Butterflies
Dorothea Merriam
Chanson.
Edith Dondis
The Little Girl in the Wind.
Ruth Thomas
Narcissus.
Jane Welch
Parade of the Clowns.
Marion Felt
Ballet Music from “Rosamunde”
Vaises Nobles,
Rhythmic Band

Third:

Natural Muskrat

So low in price it is irresistible for those who want a perfectly
honest fur coat for little cost. Obtainable in all sizes.
Fur Department—Second Floor

It will pay to
see these coats

Send in your furs for storage, in our
newly renovated Fur Storage Room.
3'c of your valuation

Members of the Rhythmic Band
are Emma Harding, Sylvia Cohen,
• into the story. This happened just the Fox production, “Women Of All
Muriel McPhee, Dorothy Thomas,
LOCAL THEATRES
prior to the start of production on Nations,” take them this time to
Lilia Sherman, Rose Moody, Marian
“The Cock Eyed World," and just Nicaragua. Panama, Brooklyn, Scan
Felt, Ruth Thomas, Jane Welch, Ione
Park Theatre
I prior to the start of production on dinavia and Turkey.—adv.
Louraine, Felice Perry, Ruth Sea
That flawless actor, Paul Lukas, i “Women Of All Nations,” which
bury, Ruth Pike, Barbara Griffin. last
seen with Ruth Chatterton in
Virginia and Dorothea Merriam, "Unfaithful," plays the leading role comes for Monday and Tuesday and
depicts the further pursuit of
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Priscilla Lovejoy, Edith Dondis, Ida in "The Vice Squad," a timely and which
charmers by Victor Mcl.aglen a >
Portland, Maine
FarcinaTing'^toTThat^eU^behinS "Flagg" and Edmund Lowe as “Quirt.”
Quality Work,
Family Washings
and Gertrude Heal at the piano
the sensational frame-up charges re
The apple of their respective eyes
Called For and Delivered
cently directed against big city vice this time is none other than the
Recent guests of Mrs. Elmer Sim squads. And. into this startling story gorgeous blonde Greta Nissen. El
Parcel Delivery Service
mons, Limerock street, were Mr. and cf corruption and graft, is woven a Brendel as “Olsen" resumes h’s
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
Mrs. Willis Leach and Leslie Wctton drama of a man's love for two women, Swede marine comic role. T1 e
of Hyde Park. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. one whom he deserts to spare her journeys of "Flagg" and “Quirt" in
Carl Anderson of Stoughton, Mass., the humiliation of his disgrace, and
4-4-■{••!•4< •>
4<4,4,,i<y,I"5,+4,4"S,+4,,5"J,4,4,+'>,5,4,4'
Miss Helen Adams of Atlanta, Ga., the other whom he defends at the cost
Mrs. W. A. Adams of Spruce Head. of his own life and future happiness.
Mrs. Nellie Waterman and Miss Emily The plot's action has been built with
Waterman of South Thomaston.
great care, gaining suspense as grip
ping situation dovetails with grip
Mrs. Rilla Vcnner was hostess to ping situation. There is a climax
the Jolly Six Thursday afternoon at exciting and convincing.
Her home on Fulton street.
Paul Lukas' performance as a po
lice informer once again clearly dem
AND
Tyler M. Coombs is the guest of onstrates that he is one of the screen's
his daughter. Mrs. Sidney Winslow most talented players. And Kay
at Vinalhaven.
Francis and Judith Wood as the
women Lukas loves, are effective in
Mrs. Earl Wilson and son Earl of good roles.
Gray are guests of Mrs. Wilson's
“The Vice Squad," comes Monday
brother, Frank Jacobs, Thomaston.
and Tuesday.—adv.
* * * *
WITH
Mrs. Maggie Graves who has been
Strand Theatre
critically ill at Knox Hospital is con
It is a coincidence that each time ,
valescing at The Britt Home, Lime
Raoul Walsh prepares to depict on
rock street.
the screen the immortal “Flagg" and
Miss Lura Tolman and Miss Flora •Quirt" of "What Price Glory" and
AND
Richardson of Winchester. Mass., are “The Cock Fycd World" fame, there
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colla is always a timely near revolution in
more, Camden road, for the weekend. Nicaragua which serves to fit well

I “LOVE ’EM

LEAVE ’EM”
ADELYN BUSHNELL
MARSHALL BRADFORD
: : Supported By : :

VADA CLUKEY
ATWOOD LEVENSALER
GLADYS DOHERTY
JOHN CREIGHTQN
ISABEL KIRKPATRICK
THOMAS McFHAlL
ROBERT GARDNER
CHARLES STARRETT
WATTS

HALL,

THOMASTON

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY, JULY 7-8
Innocent Women . . . hunted and trapped!
Framed by men who pose as friends!
Paramount's Absorbing Drama

“THE VICE SQUAD”
The story of the hour! Revealing the stag
gering truth about the most insidious prob
lem of our day
with

PAUL LUKAS
KAY FRANCIS

All Scats 5C Cents
Checked at McDonald’s Drug Store, 1 homaston
Monday, July 6
AUSPICES THOMASTON NURSING ASSOCIATION

<V*4>4**4<4'4>4>4><t*4<4 ’4>4-4-4“K*4*4>4-4'4* 4*4-4-4*

‘WWWWV

ROCKLANDSAT.
CIRCUS GROUNDS AT

ROCKLAND AIRPORT

I ., 1

J

U

i J

Only Railroad Show Visiting Maine This Year

' NOW PLAYING
BOB STEELE in “SUNRISE TRAIL"

A Paramount

Home of Para

Publix Theatre

mount Pictures

—J

INTERNATIONALLY.
FAMOUS

feVj/OJ
LAST TIME TONIGHT

THE

THIRTEENTH

CHAIR’

The Greatest Mystery Play Ever Written
Every Seat $1.00

AMERICA’S
/TENTED MAST
MASTERPIECE

STARTING MONDAY NIGHT, JUNE 29
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
Present the Mirthquake of Laughter

‘LOVE ’EM AND LEAVE ’EM’’
John V. A. Weaver’s Comedy Classic
with SYLVIA FIELD—GLADYS III'RLBl'T—MARLAND TUCKER

L

ASTOUNDINGNSWFEATURESAND INNOVATIONS THIS YEARl
induamq
THE ORIGINAL
NELSON FAMILY

LOU LISSACK’S ORCHESTRA

AERIAL WALTERS

‘ Music with thal Haunting Rhythm"
plays for

BILLETTI TROUPE

LAKEWOOD DANCES
TUESDAY, JUNE 30
Dinner Dance at Lakeweud Inn Every Monday Night
Shore Dinners Sundays

V GUICE EQUESTRIANS

MLLE. ROSIN A
FRANZ WOSKA
and his fisrocioLSfwpsafwiitaHinials

TWO COMPLETE PERFORMANCES DAILY AT ? CM AND a

RESERVED AND GENERAL ADMISSION TICKETS ON SALE C

JS

DAY

AT CHISHOLM BROTHERS, Opp. Waiting Room
75-80

HER FIRST BOOK

TBE REALM OF MESIC

THE FIFTH GRADERS

Maine is presenting another author
Tyler School, Grade Five:
to the world. Sarah S. Williamson born
Not absent for term: Feme Britto.
in Waldoboro and raised in the town
of Bristol has just received word that Kathleen Chase, Milton Clark, Stanher first book has been accepted for ley Farnham, Margaret Graves, RobMany have commented on the re are at liberty to use if you choose. publication by Harcourt, Brace and
1 ert Hall, Stuart MacAlman. Donald
I
wrote
the
Major
this:
‘
Victor
Her

semblance of Miss Virginia Richard
Company of New York.
Elizabeth
Hammond.
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John bert may have composed music that The story is called "The Glacier Marriner,
Richardson, Maple street, to Lily was not a delight to the ear, but I Mystery" and deals with life in the Gladys Gray, Pearl Hawksworth,
Pons, the famous French singer. have never yet heard it."
Tyrolean Alps. It is for older children , Ernest Johnson, Milton Lawry,
Major Bowes wrote Mr. Crocker— and was written in Germany and Aus
The resemblance is quite pronounced.
Priscilla Lovejoy, Beatrice Pinkham,
Miss Richardson, too, is musically “It was nice to hear from you again, tria last winter. The publishers an ' Virginia Richards. Milton Rollins.
inclined. She is a pupil of Lilian and I am pleased to send you a copy nounce the book as a story of extra
Sprague Copping, and incorporated of the poem you request."
ordinary distinction. In these times Iola Stone, Kingsley Strout, Shirley
in her essay given at the recent High
To the Memory of Victor Herbert
of depression, when an established au Torrey, Fred Winchenbach, Virginia
School graduation exercises Cadman's Who
H-ere was.,
friend whose heart was good;
walked with men and understood; thor finds it difficult to market his Wood, Douglass Mills. Not absent for
wares, the swiftness with which Mrs. the year: Stanley Farnham, Mar
“From the Land of the Sky Blue His was a voice that spoke to cheer,
! Williamson sold her first book speaks
Water.” Her accompanist was Miss And fell like music on the ear.
, highly of her talent.
i;garet Graves, Robert Hall, Stuart
Carol Gardner ‘32, and the number His was a smile men loved to see;
Five
years
ago
Sarah
S.
Williamson
, MacAlman, Donald Marriner, Milton
Hls
was
a
hand
that
asked
no
fee
was given with distinction.
For friendliness or kindness done.
* * * *
was Sarah Storer Smith, residing in I Rollins, Fred Winchenbach, Virginia
And now that he has Journeyed on
Bristol with no intention of either | Wood.
It is greatly hoped that all school
writing or traveling in foreign lands. ; Graduation from Grade Five was
children will continue their music His is a fame that never ends:
Then Thames Williamson, interna- ' held Thursday morning with every •
study during the summer, particular He leaves behind uncounted friends
tionally known globe trotter and au- ' child having a part. We were quite
ly when applying to instruments. By
In a collection of new music just thor, appeared on the scene. He sought delighted to have so many mothers, a
keeping up practice on instruments
off
the
press
of
G.
Schirmer,
Inc.,
literary material on the coast of Maine i father, and other visitors interested
during the summer vacation, mem
bers of the school bands and orches New York is one of the most inter and found not only it but a wife. The i in us. Although many of the children
esting
book
of
folk
songs
that
has
newly married couple spent their first I had never attended a High School
tras will be in shape to pick up con
certed work in the fall in a com come to my attention. It is called winter together at Cape Elizabeth graduation, they disposed of their
mendable manner. We are all cen the Botsford Collection of Folk and then for a year and a half toured j classmates in the prophecy, history
tering our hopes now that the Rock Songs. It has Englishversions by Western America by automobile. I^ast and presented them class gifts as
land schools will have both bands American poets, and iscompiled and year they went abroad, spending al- | finished hands.
In the afternoon the class jourand orchestras to present in the an edited by Florence Hudson Botsford. most a year ln England, Holland, Belnual State contest next year to com In a foreword Walter Damroscn gium. Germany, Switzerland, Austria, neyed to Oakland by truck and auto.
says:
"The
Botsford
Coflection
of
Italy and France, and have Just re- ! wjjere games were played, caves expete for honors. There is nothing
: plored, and unexpected baths were
like continuous practice to accom Folk Songs" seems to me to be the turned to America and Maine.
most important contribution in that Mrs. Williamson declares that she; taken. A fire was built, marshplish results.
field of music which has been pub began to write for enjoyment but soon j mallows toasted, lunch enjoyed. Of
• • • •
A charming letter from Hertha lished in our country. The collection became intensely interested, and now I course pants were torn, faces got
Harmon of New York who was a represents an incredible amount of plans to continue it. Her first story smutted, one girl ln order to have
Rockland visitor last summer reads, research guided by an unerring in will probably appear under the name! her picture taken sat on a cinder,
stinct and the finest musical percep of "S. S. Smith," a form of her maiden , Some sat on marshmallows.
Ask
in part:
"On Board Milwaukee of the Ham tion. Such a treasure trove should name, and her literary work will take Mary D. how many baths she had.
burg-American Line, June 2. No be in the hands of every family that the form of friendly rivalry with her j One small girl, maid Marion, has a
j particular laugh all her own. As this
doubt you will be surprised to see possesses a piano and enough voices | husband.
Both of the Williamsons returned > laugh was wafted on the breeze to the
this envelope and paper, but here I to express themselves musically.
am on board ship, bound for Ger These lands are represented—Eng from Europe with a new book and en- i “store" the proprietor was heard to
many. It came very suddenly, as a land. Scotland, Ireland, Wales, Den tered a race to see which would be! exclaim, "The cannibals are coming,
result of my New York recital and mark. Sweden, Norway, Finland, placed first. Mr. Williamson won. be- i I guess."
then several given out of town. Had Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania. Poland ing already a novelist of wide reputa- I Everybody was happy and enjoyed
not this wonderful opportunity come Russia and the Ukraine. Germany, tion, but his wife soon followed with; a good time. Several of the mothers
about youprobably wouldhave seen Belgium, the Netherlands. Both the her own victory. Mr. Williamson’s new ; ate lunch with the children, thus add
me up in Rockland, which Idearly original words and translations are novel is called, "In Krusack’s House" [ ing another page to the teacher’s
i book, when these mothers have
love. I am enclosing you a copy of- given.| and deals with the same characters as
Schirmer has also included inter-! “Hunky”, his novel of two years ago j entered into the teacher’s plans,
the program I have been presenting.
We wish to thank W H. Anderson
Naturally with Frank Bibb at the esting arrangements for voices of which was the unanimous Book-ofpiano, one is inspired to do the very Kathleen Manning’s "In the Luxem- the-Month selection and has since 1 for the use of that nice new truck
Gardens”
(for
two-part gone into several European editions. and ail who in any way, shape or
best. He truly is a great accompan bourg
choruses, women's voices or mixed
Asked if she aspired or hoped to manner helped us to earn our S88 66
ist and coach.”
Gretchaninoff’s "Slum- eventually win honors equal to those: we have ln the bank and those who
Nur wer Die Sebnsucht kennt ............... ' 7°iCeS2
for three-part chorus of her husband, Mrs. Williamson mod- gave us wood or candy when we were
............................................ Tchalkowskv ber Song
ume ......................................... Wagner women's voices.
' estly asserted that she did not, adding working for the swings and shoot-the
Lieb Seelchen, lass das Fragen .............
« ,
i that her husband was a creative ar- j chute.
..................................... Simon Bucharog I
Der Erlkonig .................... Franz Schubert
MarionTalley
and Geraldine tist, whereas she was just a scribBeau Solr ....................... Claude Debussy Farrar will return to the public dur- bler. “There is a world of difference," I
MAINE SPUDS IN DEMAND
Romance ......................... Claude Debussy
__
____ en reve ............. Georges Hue ing a series of four broadcasts which she said, “and all I can hope for ls to
J
’alrpleure
Dealings in Maine Green Mountain
Dich* Teure Halle (“Tannhauser’')
will bring before NBC microphones learn to write average stuff."
Wagner flve of America's outstanding sing
Next month the Williamsons will i potato future delivery contracts start
In the Luxemburg Gardens (Reverie)
.................................. Kathleen Manning ers. Farrar's appearance on the ini leave Maine for Central America and ed Mondav on the Chicago Mercantile
Would God I Were the Tender Apple
tial program will mark her radio Mexico, partly to see the country,: Exchange. Trade opened with a rush’
Blossom .............................. Frank Bibb
debut.
Other artists scheduled to partly to gather literary material, Mr. and 25 cars totalling 1,000.009 pounds
Trees ............................................ Rosbach
Among the encores given were appear are Anna Case. Cyrena van Williamson planning a' novel and hls j changed hands. The contracts speci, fled October delivery at Boston.
arias from "Aida" and “Lohengrin,” Gordon, and John McCormack. The wife considering another juvenile.
Mrs. Williamson is 25 years old, tall
songs by Brahms, Schumann and series, sponsored by the Packard
Schubert, and Massenet’s "Ouvre” Motor Car Co., will be inaugurated and blue-eyed. At present she ls vis- |
Tes Yeux Bleu" and some English over an NBC network Monday eve- iting among friends and relatives ln j
ning. June 29. from 10.30 to 11 p. m.1 Maine. ’’Also eating all sorts of things J
numbers.
j I missed abroad," she added. "I en- I
Miss Harmon has been coaching This will feature Farrar.
Anna
Case
and
UUi
iilK the
LHC winter with
WiVii iVAi
—.............
— —Cyrena
j------ Van
---- Gor- '
..many strange dishes last year_ j
during
Mr.. Bibb atiu
and
feels that she has made significant don will appear in the second broad- 'but all the
back on that boat I !
cast July 6. Marion Talley July 13. thou8ht of blueberries, lobsters and a
progress under his tutelage.
and John McCormack on the final
°r other things that we Maine peo- !
» ♦ * *
pie know all about."
June 18 the Portland Men’s Sing one. July 20. Mr. McCormack’s
Asked if she had found any place
ing Club paid tribute to Cyrus H. K. broadcast will come from Los An in her travels that she liked better
Curtis by tendering him a surprise geles, the others from New York.
than Maine. Mrs. Williamson smiled,
party as an observance of his 81st
Miss Lillian N. Norton of Farming- and said: "Don't you think it’s too
birthday at the home of his daugh
warm to ask foolish questions? There
ter, Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis Bok. hi ton, niece of the great Lillian Nor- will never be any place like Maine,
Merion, Pa. It was a real surprise, dica, has been appointed field work and my husband agrees with me. If!
and figured undoubtedly as one of er for Sagadahoc County by the there were only a good library here 1
the happiest occasions in the life of State Department of public welfare. we should certainly plan to settle:
of Wheat
that great man who is loved and es Miss Norton is a graduate
That ls, eventu- i
on College and for" the" last" three d°wn T
teemed by all.
ally.. Just now we are both too keen i
The strains of the Kotzschmar years has been a member of the on traveling.”
Hymn, which Mr. Curtis has called faculty at Dana* hall.
• • •
"My Ultimate Choice,” sung by the
One
of
the
outstanding Maine USE MAINE GRANITE
club, conveyed the greetings of 70.000
Portlanders, and after the 42 mem musicians attending the Biennial of
Federation of Music Clubs Qt-,.. fhamk..
____
bers of the organization finished this National
at San Francisco is Miss Eva M. 3tate Chamber ol Commerce
and other of Mr. Curtis’ favorite
Makes This Request For
melodies, the Philadelphia publisher Towne of Gardiner, who deserves
Portland Job
who started life in Portland, was pre more than passing mention.
Miss Towne has just completed
sented with a shield by Arthur W.
Jordan, chairman of Portland's City her seventh year as supervisor of
The State Chamber of Commerce
schools.
She
Council. The base of this shield was music. in thex Gardiner
.
...
. Tuesday sent the National Construe*
made of a piece of wood from the calS atmosphere3 anTh^‘ bee” “T, C°™ °f Washington, D. C„
doorvzay to the little house at Cum cal atmospnere and nas been sur a ]etter congratulating it on winning
To
‘he award for the construction to th?
berland avenue and Casco street, Tia^Vch mUS‘C
Portland, where Mr. Curtis was childhood. She is a graduate of Bos- cxtension to the Federal Courthou9e
born. On the shield is a golden lyre, ton University and believes the di- ln Portland and urglng that Malne
and lying across the lyre is a silver ploma does not end the study of granite be used for the work,
plate representing a sheet of music. music. In her years of work in Gar-; Although the winning bidder did
In black enamel on the sliver are the diner she has seen the work in music not speci{v New FnglanBd gran|te ln
to U8e
words and music to the Kotzschmar increase and broaden to new dimen-’ its prOpOsal. it later a
Hymn and above them “My Ultimate sions. She has brought the Gardiner materials from quarries in this secHigh School orchestra to its pres- tion of the country
i
Choice.”
( ent membership of 42 pieces and has
In urging consideration of Maine j
In a shop window at the Geda-;won favorable attention by her un- quarries, the State Chamber pointed
echtniskirche in Berlin. Germany, a H.s“al.;facaa®s..Y1S;,
out that they were near tidewater
famous instrument is being shown. ing with school children. For three and should be able to ship to Port
It is a combination piano and writ successive years Gardiner children, land more cheaply than quarries else
ing table which was made by order under Miss Towne’s leadership, have where in New England.
It also mentioned that Maine
of King Ludwig of Bayern for a broadcast harmonica band programs
birthday gift to Richard Wagner. over WCSH. She has aided a num granite has been used in the con
ber
of
Gardiner
teachers
in
forming
struction
of the New York State Capi
The great composer called it his
“pianosekretaer,” and it became harmonica bands in the school. A tol at Albany; the monument at
junior orchestra has been started by Yorktown. Va.: Grant's Tomb in New
known as his favorite piano.
Miss Towne to enable youthful play York City; the United States Govern
• • • »
A letter from Albion B. Crocker, ers to enjoy the ensemble work and ment Building in Chicago: Arnheim
to prepare them for a high school Mausoleum in New York; Wayne
knowm to us as “Boze,” reads:
County Courthouse in Detroit; State,
“Away back in ’26 we listened in orchestra.
In previous years she was accive War and Navy Department Buildings
over WEEI to the Capitol Theatre on
as
church
organist
and
choir
direc

in Washington: Masonic Temple in
Sunday evenings. I got the habit of
writing to Major Bowes after each tor in Waterville, her home city. Philadelphia; Custom House and
concert. There hangs on the wall She is counselor for four federated Postoffice in Buffalo: and the Bureau
of the den a group picture 10x13 of mus‘c clubs and served as president of Engraving and Printing in Wash
the “Capitol Family” and inscribed! of th.e Maine Supervisors^ of Music ington as well as many other public
on it in Major Bowes’ own writing is | Association. In addition to attend- buildings.
—'To the ever loyal Albion B. Crock- in8 the Biennial, she will also be
BLUE HILL SHOAL
er with love from The Capitol Fami- j Kennebec County s reresentative at
We learned It from the Captain
That we should lie Juat »o—
ly—Major Edward Bowes, Nov. 6 the National Education Association
Blue Hill on the horizon.
2926 ’
' I convention at Los Angeles, and plans
Behind us Isle au Haut.
"When WEEI discontinued the 1t° sPend. her entire summer in CaliThat we should take for marker
concerts I did not get them and f°rn'a with friends .and relatives,
The sea-washed Blue HUI Ledge.
ceased to write. Sunday evening,! „
,
Where, to the lsland saddle.
•
It pointed like a wedge.
May 24. I listened in on WBZ to the
For s®le: Musical instruments.
Victor Herbert Memorial Service from Used bed springs, good condition, exHe said there’d be good fishing
Upon the Blue Hill Sfhoal;
New York. Major Bowes directed ceotional low prices, (Dallas MornAnd so we left our Island
ing
News).
part of the service and read a poem
And started for our goal.
at the close. I wrote and asked him
“Just think! A man came into
We passed rock’-fanged Green Island
for a copy of the poem, never dream
In mid-Penobscot Bay;
ing he would remember me. Here the music room and said, ‘Not a
We ran by seals and dolphins
And watched them sport and play.
are his letter and poem which you sound or I fire'.”
“Were you just going to sing?"
* * * *
We came upon a bell buoy
That marked a hidden reef,
And this quip is headed: “Hats Off
And listened to It tolling
Why auffer t»rtur«« from RheuIts lonesomeness and grief.
to These Veterans.”
matiam, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Passion Play—First played in Frei
Now we were ln the ocean;
lar Lamsneas, Sprains and Bruise.
burg in 1264. The original German
We felt Its heave and fall.
Its mystery and silence—
whan
i Company First American Tour,
The wide blue over all.
j (Program, University of Arizona
METHYL BALM
! Stadium).
Near Blue Hill Rock we anchored,

These Boys Deserved the Cup

A aciantifically compounded ex
ternal application that ehould be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drug Store
ROCKLAND

Sant Poat Paid on receipt

Traveling Men
Find it a

Valuable Medicine
to take with them

iC.M’^CA's

of price

Prepared by Norway Medicine Co .Norway .Me.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED

•Itt

If it fnils to benefit you when used as directed on
the insidewrapper. T•~-x.bottle.Sold by alldetlers

71 oanta

S FEED LINES
► but TYDOL Gasolines
are
Gum-Free
The slow-specd, low-compression motors of a few years ago
stood up fairly well under thc attacks of gummy gasolines.

But today’s motors are far more sensitive. They are more
closely fitted. Speeds are greater. Compression ratios are
higher. Adjustments are more delicate. Aud GUM in gaso
line can knock them swiftly out of commission.
Cum sticks their valves more easily. Cum clogs their feed
lines more quickly. Cum hinds the carbon together. Com
pression ratios are upset. Kuocks result.
But when you change to TYDOL Casolines you are rid of
gum forever. Millions of dollars spent for new refining
equipment make them actually, provahly, 99^5% gum-free.
Plus high-test, anti-knock, and super-power.
Change to TYDOL . .. It’s thc last change you’ll ever make.

Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation
27 Main St. So. Portland, Me.

And heard the breakers roar
Upon the rocky headlands
Of Marshall Island's shore.
The world lay far behind us
And once more we were free;
Ours were the ocean Islands.
And ours the boundless sea.

All day we lay there fishing,—
A-pulling ln the cod,—
A long way off from people.
But mighty close to God.
—Arthur Price.

From Old Deer Isle.”

TUNE IN ROY ATWELL’S TIDE WATER INN...
6:30 to 6:45 P. M. Eastern Daylight Saving Time, every
Monday, Wednesday, Friday ... Columbia Network.

VEEDOL

The Deaf Should Early Begin
the Study of the Valuable
and Entertaining Art

The person whose hearing begins
to fail should learn lip reading with
out delay, as an economic policy.
This was the practical advice given
by Dr. Wendell C. Phillips of New
York city speaking before the an| nual meeting in Chicago of the
1 American Federation of Organiza
tions for the Hard of Hearing. The
1 tiirifty ideas of the economist can
i be applied to the field of partial
J deafness, Dr Phillips believes, and
can help to cut down the waste of
! human happiness and human pro
ductiveness among the deafened. It
is not sound economics for the phy
sician tc advise the hard of hearing
person to delay learning lip read
ing until deafness becomes advanced,
Dr. Phillips explained.
Among the economic advantages of
learning to read the lips while
hearing is only partially impaired,
Dr. Phillips cited the following:
The person who learns to supple
ment his defective hearing by use of
his eyes reduces the strain on his
nerves and thus improves his general
health.
Lip reading is good training ln
alertness and use of the eyes.
Beginning lip reading early, when
hearing has only begun to fail, means
easier learning and therefore a
smaller expenditure for instruction,
so far as adults are concerned.
In school children, learning to read
the lips as soon as a defect in hear
ing is recognized will reduce the cost
Back row, left to right—Hopkins ss. Shields p, Lyford sub, Coombs rf, Arey sub, Guilford 2b, White c, Middleton of education. The hard of hearing
p, Clifford rf, Woodcock 3b. Front row—Amiro manager, Swanson If, A. Patrick (capt) lb, Young sub, H. child who does not learn lip reading
ls seriously handicapped in school,
Patrick coach.
and frequently has to repeat grades.
Knowledge of lip reading enables
When Vinalhavei-. High School miration because the island school is i hope beats high in the breasts of the
the hard of hearing person to have
won the championship of the Knox so small that it has often been neces- 1 champions that the silver cup will happier and more satisfactory social
sary to draft from the grammar remain on the island in 1932.
& Lincoln Interscholastic League
contacts, and so leads to an improved
Result of this season’s schedule:
grades to complete a lineup.
mental outlook on life.
this season there was none to be
Vinalhaven 9, Camden 2.
This year found Vinalhaven pos
grudge the victory—not even the sessed of more than the ordinary
Vinalhaven 5, Rockland 1.
ANYTHING IN MAINE
Vinalhaven 15, Lincoln Academy 1.
members of the Thomaston team number of seasoned players—indeed
The United States Naval Obser
Vinalhaven 2, Thomaston 6.
which had gone along shoulder to the team is quite generally considered
vatory may erect its equipment for
Vinalhaven
4,
Lincoln
Academy
8.
shoulder all season, only to lose on to have supplied five players for the
observation of the total solar eclipse
Vinalhaven 9, Camden 0.
all-league team—White, c, Guilford
which crosses Maine in a 100 mllethe last day.
wide-band in August 1932 on Pleas
Vinalhaven 8, Thomaston 4.
This sportsmanlike attitude toward 2b, Woodcock 3b, Hopkins ss, and
ant mountain, 52 miles from PortVinalhaven 9, Rockland 3.
the winners has its origin in the fact Swanson If. Shields, Patrick, Wood
.
land. The spot selected must have
The
recapitulation
shows
that the team which won is conceded cock, Clifford and Swanson were lost
lnal ! a northwestward slope and be near
to have been the best in the league, by graduation, but with Middleton Vinalhaven made 61 runs, against 25 | enough to a railroad to make trans portation of the giant telescopes and
and it has aroused everybody's ad and White again serving as battery, by its opponents.
cameras easy. Rep. Carroll L. Beedy
talked Monday with Capt. Frederick
POLE FLIGHT ABANDONED
IS SURGEON GENERAL
Hellweg of the observatory, who will
head the solar observation expedi
Dr. John G. Towne of Waterville
tion, and explained that Pleasant
Dr. Hugo Eckner announces that he
.
, ,. .. ,
.
.
j .u z- . has been appointed surgeon general
. mountain has all the requisites for
iias definitely abandoned the Graf with rank of Lieutenant Colonel
good observation, including some
Zeppelin North Pole flight in view ef dating from May 1. Dr. Towne suc
’ Baines Finest. concrete platforms laid there by a
the delay encountered by the subma ceeds Dr. Gilbert M. Elliott of
previous scientific observation exrine Nautilus.
Brunswick, retired.
t pedition.

STRAN

will bring almost Instant relief?

ON LIP READING

i’---------------------------------------------

Maine’s Promising Author Is Tyler School Pupils Have
Sarah Williamson, Native
Graduation and Picnic At
of Waldoboro
Oakland

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

?3 PARK ST.

Every-Other-Day
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